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Personalities Donate Prizes For
1971 Charity Ball June 12

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

10. Per Copy

Murrarity.; Wednesday Afternoon, May 12, 1971

Mrs. Frank Holley
Is Critically III

s

VOL: tiCCalt Moflt

Two Grants
Awarded To
Murray State

Board Of
Calloway
Club Meets

Mrs Frank Holley, the foriw.
Ron
Christopher, who had donated a magnolia tree Mildred Raspberry, is criticaff
Mrs.
ill at the Baptist Memorial
Chairman of the 1971 Charity to be given as a door prize.
Ball, Murray's mental health The list of out-of-town donor! Hospital, Room 1070 East Union
Wing, Memphis, Tenn., after
A.
Frank
Congressman
fund raising campaign, said Includes:
Winthrol having undergone major surgery
Mrs.
Stubblefield has announced that
today that proceeds of the Ball Rockefeller-Caron's
Bellodgis twice
two separate grants have been
Applications of six ne
will be used to fight mental perfume; President Richard M.
A virus is defined as what you
The Holley family now live in a
awarded to Murray State
illness.
catch when you can't spell
Nixon-autographed print of the trader 'home near Puryear, but members were approved by
University by the Office of
pneumonia.
The annual nationwide cam- White House; Guy Lovins- formerly resided on North 8th Calloway Country Club board
Education.
at
monthi
directors
regular
the
footstool;
cherry
the
supports
Kentucky
paign, which
Street, Murray, and at the meeting of the board Monday.
One of the grants, in the
Stubblefield- Midway
A.
science, service, and social ac- Frank
Trailer Court, Hazel
amount of 881,226, is for 538
Approved for membershi
The mourner at a funeral gazed
tion programs of the Mental "Congressional Club Cook Road. Her husband, Frank, is
student awards under the college
and N
at his friend in the casket.
Health Association, begins with Book"; Hubert Humphrey- etnployed by Paschall Truck were: R. M. (Dick)
work study program. This
Road.
Johnny
Hutson,
Robertson
"Doesn't he look good?" he said
for
Man
the opening of Mental Health autographed book, "A
Lines, and they have one son, William C. (Bill) Nall III, 1
program provides 80 per cent of
"He ought to", his wife replied,
Month, May 1 and continues All People"; Marlow Cook- Jerry, age eleven.
the student payroll with the
"he's been jogging three miles
autographed book, "We, The Mrs. Holley has been at the Ryan Avenue; Ronnie L. and
through May 31.
university
providing
the
Anne Hutson,18A Fox Meadows;
every day".
FordWendell
People";
Steven Smith
The Mental Health Campaign autographed print of the first Memphis hospital for a month. B. D. and Mary Virginia Nall,
remaining 20 per cent. These
Paul D'Urso
will reach its high point here on Governor's Mansion; John Friends may send her cards or 1210bogwood Drive, East; Chris
funds are for fiscal year 1972
the weekend of June 12, when Wayne-personalized coffee mug; donations to the hospital address. and Ruth Hunter, 1608 College
operations Stubblefield said.
The Small Business Adcitizens of _ Murray and Pearl Bailey- book, "The Raw
The other grant, totaling
Farm Road, and Phillip W. arid
ministration loaned $41,000 to the
surrounding-towns attend the Pearl"; and Johnny Cash$139,000, was made possible
Marylin Liddle, 1606 Miller
Body Sboppe in Denver for
1971 Charity Ball. The Ball will be personalized reprint from Look
under the educational opAvenue.
remodeling before learning it
James Steven Smith,son of Mr.
held at the Calloway County Magazine of the Life of Johnny
portunities grants program.
The board also accepted the
was a striptease joint.
and Mrs. James Smith, 512 South
Country Club from 9 p.m. to 1 Cash with an autographed pie.
Grants under this program are
membership resignation of Dr.
Ilth Street, Murray, will leave
am. Music will be provided by hire of June Carter and
warded to participating inis
D.
who
E.
moving
Roberts,
Johnny
New
May 13 for Fort Monmouth,
D'Urso, teacher at the Byron Gallirnore's Combo.
stitutions of higher education that
The West Kentucky Hor- with his family to Owensboro,
A cammlbal invited his friend'to Paul
Cash.
Jersey, where he will attend
School, has been named
they rhay in turn award the
seman's Association will sponsor and granted a htie-year leave of
dinner. During the meal the Kirksey
recipient of the National Mrs. Christopher announced By purchasing a 815.00 ticketto a trail ride May 14, 15, and 16 at absence to Kenneth B. Stevens, electronics school.
the
grants to students of exceptional
say
to
like
don't
friend said, "I
the
and
Charity
Ball,
concerned
interested
the
for
are
persons
that
not
volunteered
Smith
Teachers In-Service scholarship
financial need, Stubblefield said.
the Land Between the Lakes in who is planning a world tour.
this, but I can't stand your
Kentucky personalities have graciously only helping to buy instructional the Pond Hollow Bivouc area. This brings the club's net United States Army in February
brother-in-law". The other award of $100 by the
Congress of Parent-Teacher made donations and given gifts to and educational toys for the Trail rides will be conducted on membership total to 247, and 1971 and took his basic trairling at
replied, "Then just eat the
be used as door prizes at the Ball. Murray Mental Retardation
Fort Campbell. He is now home
Association.
Friday night and all day represents a seven-month gain of
vegetables".
on leave. Smith attended Murray
D'Urso will be using the Local donors include Messrs. Center, but also helping to fund Saturday.
49 members.
scholarship fund, sent directly to Hunt Smock and J. H the Murray Mental Health Saturday afternoon at 6 p.m. a In other action, the board voted High School.
Center.
To
gave
jointly
who
the
a
Shackelford,
purchase
ticket,
The Murray soldier has two
recipient's
of the
horse show will be held with the to contribute $120 toward the sisters, Mrs. Euwin Stalls of
If you can remember the penny the school
State necessary monety to rent the contact Mrs. Clegg Austin, 753Murray
at
choice,
following events being included: carpeting of the ladies' lounge in
postcard, then you are over 21.
University this Summer to Calloway County Country Chit 5455, or Mrs.0. B. Boone,Jr., 753- pony class, fox trot, saddle horse the clubhouse, part of the ex- Almo and Miss Leanne Smith,
third grade student at Carter
complete work for his Master's for the Ball, and Dr. Clegg Ausur 2949.
class, coke race, pole'bending, pense of which has been con- Elementary, and one brother,
education
secondary
in
degree
race.
Speed
tributed by the ladies themrescue race and
Our bronze Iris is still perking
Ricky Jones, son of Mr. and
Lindsey Edward Smith, fourth
his B. S. degree from
Trophies will be given to the selves.
along. We just cut off the bloom: He received
student at Carter Mrs. C. W. Jones of 810 S. 16th ,
grade
1969, and has
in
State
Murray
winners. Also a trophy will be The board also directed that all
that wither and more open up.
has been awarded a two year
Elementary School.
taught classes for seventh and
given to the Riding Club with the future mailings of the general
basketball scholarship to Mineral
eighth grades and coached
most people present on the trail. membership be submitted to the
Area College in Flatt Rivers
softball at
and
basketball
Newest thing out for the ladies
Joe Pat James, Robert The public is invited to attend club treasurer, J. H. Shackleford,
Missouri.
since September The Murray Lions Club Fulton,
School
Kirksey
weekend
possible
the
the
dissemination
Is
of
for
of
part
pants"
"hot
any
of
following the
honored its past presidents in a Hendon, Dr. C. C. Lowry, Bethel all
Jones, a senior, played
Ont. The "Rock House Creek Information to the members
"kneesies". These are dresses 1969.
basketball for Murray High
Mrs. meeting at the Murray Woman's Richardson,James Dale Clopton,
and
Mr.
of
son
the
is
He
with the hemline at the knee,
Ray, James Rogers, Vernon,/Uprising" band will provide through the news media.
School.
D'Urso of Worms, Club House Tuesday night. Rob
more or less. Some writer says Salvatore
still
are
presidents
George Ligon, Cody entertainment Saturday night. Vice-President James D.
Anderson,
past
Nineteen
Mineral Area College is
in
lived
has
family
His
Germany.
coninformation
success
the
on
Clopton
like
reported
"this sounds suspicously
active members of the Murray Caldwell, and Z. C. Ems. Current For further
Junior College in Region Seveyrif
1965
since
Germany
and
France
cerning the trail ride contact and profitability of the May 1 Funds are still being collected
those dresses women used to
father is with the Civil Club which was chartered in 1939. president Lester Nanny presided Gary Wicker, President of the Derby Day dance and expressed for Mrs. Carol Melton at both the the Junior Colleges./ The
wear a decade ago before the and his
H.
at
A.
President
Kopperud
the
meeting.
Past
9eZis Bob
basketball coach eth
teacher
Kirksey
Great Hemline Manipulation Service. The
Guests of the club *ere G. B. West Kentucky Horseman's appreciation to the committee Peoples Bank and the Bank of Sechrest. In the
of the
eCeived his Associate Arts addressed the club. He presented Jones
being
also
are
a
Phone
in
was
Donations
7534549
This
Murray.
members
charge.
Association,
with Lester Nanny, and
season they playAoth 35 games,
gree 1n-1967 from the another former president and a
Donna's
and
Don
at
received
for
and
members
dinner-dance
Richard Jones with Bill Brit:tato. Murray.
among them to meetings with
American College at Laysin, charter member of the Murray
The wranglers Riding Club will their
guests. Grocery on Highway 94 East,
out-of-town
Lions Club, Bryan Tolley. Lion Harold Everett was presented as
Paducah Community College.
originally
is
He
Switzerland.
not ride Friday night as
Store on
Robertson's
and
Etean
Finis
sponsor
by
He goes on to say that fortunate is
member
new
a
Tolley recalled the chartering of
scheduled to allow their mem- The board also approved the the Pottertown Road, and at
the man whose wife is thrifty and from New York.•
the Murray club with its original Griffith,
forthe
to
married
is
D'Urso
bers to participate in the trail purchase and erection in the Bonner's Grocery at Panorama
send
will
club
The/Murray
saved all her dresses of that era.
the
of
some
and
mer Diane Watson, daughter of 24 members
ride.
clubhouse of a plaque honoring Shores.
to
Murray
of
Blanton
V.
Luffier
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Watson of early projects of the Lions. He Louisville this weekend for an
he past medal play club Mrs. Melton has been ill with
of
city
a
as
Murray
recalled
also
her
Marion, and she will receive
champions. Plaques, 15-by-20 leukemia since the last of April
examination following recent eye
frgin
reaching
population,
3,000
BS. in elementary education
Inches in size, and honoring the and is taking special treatments
surgery. Early reports indicate
from Murray State in June of this the railroad to 12th Street- nd
past presidents of the club and here and at the Etapti.Memorial The date of the annual
the surgery to have been sucChestnut.
to
Sycamore
from
year.
the
match play champions were Hospital, Memn, Tenn., at President's Review of the ROTC
cessful.
brigade at Murray State
Mrs. Harold Fone_s, president Present members of the club Several members of the
by the board at its April regular interva)e
approved
,its president
University has been changed
The civil case of Joe Hal Spann of the Kirksey PTA,said she was having served as
the
is
woman
Murray
The
meeting.
50th
the
attend
will
club
Murray
Cooper, Rue
from May 14 to May 20, according
vs. Gene Steely and Max Sykes delighted that Mr. D'Urso was are Lions: R. L.
Frank
Mrs.
the
Taking
and
in
Mr.
part
of
meeting
daughter
the
of
observance
anniversary
Tolley, A. H.
was heard in the Calloway Circuit honored as being one of the Overby, Bryan
she has one to Col. EM W. Birdsong, Jr.,
B. Ford, Fred Paris, Tennessee Lions Club on Bert Combs and Julian Carroll were President Chad Stewart, Kara i4-Murray and
Court on Tuesday with Judge scholarship winners. D'Urso is a /Copperud,
Clopton, Mrs. C.H. Hulse, du daughter, age three. Her professor of military science.
18th.
May
night,
Tuesday
Schultz, M. C. Ellis, Henry
swept to victory in a campus secretary, Shackleford, and the husband, Roger Melton,is the son
member of the Kirksey PTA.
James M. Lassiter presiding.
Scheduled for 7 p.m. in Cutchin
"mock election" at Murray State following directors: M. C. Ellis of Mr. and Mrs. Noel Melton of Stadium on the new date, the
Spann was given a judgement
Meet
Masons
Arch
Royal
University Tuesday.
of 8250 against Steely and Sykes
Hunt Smock, Mrs. Evelyn Jones Murray. Before her illness she traiditional ceremony will inFormer Gov. Combs, a Henry Fulton and James Boone was employed at Credit Thrift in clude a cannon salute to Dr.
regarding a swimming pool built
MaSonic Hall Thursday democratic
At
candidate for the
at the Spann home, according to
Murray. Mr. Melton is a student Harry M. Sparks, university
Murray Chapter No. 92 of the nomination of Governor in the
the office of Circuit Court Clerk
at Murray State University.
president, before the cadets pass
its
hold
will
Masons
Arch
Royal
Primary May 75, defeated his
James Blalock.
call In review before him.
information
further
For
Masonic
regular meeting at the
opponent, U. Gov. Wendell Ford
Steely and Sykes were granted
Mrs. James Smith 753-7144 or
May 13, at 7 30 349 to 288.
Several awards will also be
a judgment of $250 against the Mass education/ and stricter He was one of four speakers Hall on Thursday,
donations may be mailed to her
p.m.
presented to cadets during the
Julian Carroll, candidate for
General Pools, Inc., regarding enforcement of,/existing laws involved in the second annual
Mrs.
for
Street
llth
South
512
at
the Most Ex- Lieutenant Governor, polled 354
program.
the same pool at the Spann home, were pinpointed'during the Earth Earth Day, part of a nationawide Work will be in
Melton.
and all votes to
Degree
Master
cellent
143 for John
the personnel at the Circuit Court Day program Tuesday at Murray movement to draw attention to
RAM's are urged to attend. a Breckinridge and 25 for Henry
Clerk's office said.
State University as the most the crisis created by air and spokesman said.
Boy Scout Troop 73, Hazel,
Beach.
mineral
pollution,
Attorneys for the three were orgent needs in the problem of water
in the annual 4participated
It
was
the
sixth
wildlife
consecutive
extinction,
Spann,
destruction,
Don solid waste disposal.
Robert 0. Miller for
Rivers Council Scout-O-Rama at
"mock
election"
won
by
Combs
overpopulation and other abuses
Overbey for Steely and Sykes,
STOLEN
TIRE
on college campuses around the Paducah this past weekend.
and Ron Christopher for General R. L. Cooper, health ad- of natural balances on earth.
By EUGENE V. Rictus's
additional 8100 million in cancer
state
and the third won by The Troori had one large
ministrator for Calloway and
Pools, Inc.
A tire and wheel were stolen off
WASHINGTON
(UPI)—Pres- research funds contained in a
the
over
camped
display
him
with
were:
Appearing
Carroll.
Today the case of Alice Walla Marshall_ counties, told a sparse
of a new car parked at the Taylor
weekend, participated in the four ident Nixon announced Tuesday supplemental appropriations-bill
audience during the afternoon Clyde Baldwin of Frankfort, Chevrolet Company,according to
vs. Coca-Cola is being heard.
rack events and entered their he would provide "direct under debate by the House.
speaking program that a "lack of engineer in charge of industrial the report flied with the Murray
musical combo in the talent show' presidential interest and pres- The extra $100 million would
concern can be corrected only by wastes for the Kentucky Water Police Department at 10:25 a.m.
night. Sonic track idential guidance" in a concert- raise cancer research spending
iaturday
Commission;
a new sense of awareness in the Pollution Control
on Tuesday.
!vents"'ere canceled due to lack ed new $332 million campaign to 8332 million in the fiscal year
generation to come."
Twelve)
Page
(awakened as
to find a taun_cr cure—and
if time. "
Tryouts for the Kirksey Ball Troop 73 won First place in the would provide more money if it (Continued on Page Twelve)
Club will be held on Saturday, thot putt; First, Second, and Is needed.
Cloudy with scattered showers
May 15, at ball field at the Third place in the piggy-back' Nixon issued a statement and
pr thundershowers will prevail in
Kirksey School. according to race; Second place In the 4 man appeared
personally
before
Kentucky today. Showers and
Loyd Cunningham, president of water relay and Second place in newsmen at the White House to
thundershowers ending west and
the club.
the 100 yard dash. The troop's underscore his support for an
middle sections of the state today
Coaches and . players aft tug-of-war team challenged all
and over the eastern half tonight.
Miss Beverly Calloway, owner
requested to be at the ball field at takers but none came forward.
Decreasing cloudiness west
and operator of the Merle Nordesignated hours: The musical combo was rated
the
following
tonight and over state Thursday.
man Cosmetics in Murray, is
Junior Girls—aine am.
superior.
Turning cooler. Highs today
the 40th annual Merle
attending
a.m.
Girls—ten
Senior
Scouts participating in the
lower 70s. Lows tonight upper 40s
being held at
Convention
Norman
boys—eleven
League
Park
Scout-O-Rama were : Robert
Tryouts for Little League the Regency Hyatt House in
and 50s. Highs Thursday mostly
Jr.
Gee,
Richard
and
Jr.
Waters,
baseball teams will be held at the
in the 6.
Little League boys—twelve Asst. Scoutmasters; David City Park, Little League field, Atlanta, Ga., from Monday to
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Friday.
noon.
Waters, Sr. Patrol Leader; Tim Saturday, May 15, according to
While in Atlanta Miss Calloway
p.m.
boys—two
League
Pony
Leader;
Patrol
Sr.
And.
Erwin,
the
by
made
an announcement
Kentucky extended weather
will stay at the Regency Hyatt
applications
said
Cunningham
QuarTroop
McClure,
Loyd
league president, Paul Shahan. House, and when not attending
outlook Friday through Sunday:
will be available at the bell park termaster; Mike Paschall,
Tryouts for nine and ten year the convention meetings, wit
Chance of showers east portion
completed
not
for
have
those who
Librarian; and Jimmie Fenton, ilds will be held at 9 am. and
Friday and extreme northeast
have free use of all facilities of
Sand wish to play. Players are Troop Scribe. Other members tryouts for 11 and 12 year oleht\
will
portion Sunday otherwise mostly
the East Lake Country Club
for
dollars
three
bring
to
inked
were: Calvin Gibson, Barry be held at 11 am. All coaches will
fiar. Cool nights and mild days.
Insurance' to the tryouts on Braboy, Dickie Nesbitt, Jefl be present during the tryout home golf course of Bobby Jones
Lows upper 40s to lower 50s.
She will also take a tour of the
Saturday
Waters, Kenneth Mott, Greg sessions, Shahan said.
Highs mostly in the 70s.
scenic sights in Atlanta, courtesy
Byars, Harry Fenton, Kevir "During the tryouts, each boy
of J. B. Nethercutt and Jack
FOUR CITED
Mott.
will be given the opportunity to
Four persons were cited hy the Troon.73.ls sponsored by the bat, bunt, field, throw and run in Nethercutt, Merle Norman of
RUMMAGE & BAKE SALE
ficials.
EARTH DAY EXHIBITS—Stadeats at Murray State University are shown as they view exhibits Murray Police Department early HazetiParent-Teachers Club and competition with boys the same
A rummage and bake sale will
be held at the American Legion set up for the Earth Day program on the campus Tuesday. Researched and planned by students. the .his morning. They were one for lolds its weekly meeting in the league age." Shahan said.
FREE PUPPY
HIll on Saturday, May 15, exhibits covered a variety of subjectsithe automobile; population and family planning wildlife; hiving while intoxicated and two WOW Hall on Thursday night in "These.tryout periods will be
puppy, about seven
Collie
4:25
ihn
at'
drunkenness'
in
public
the
Or
Activities
for
ecology.
in
Leaders
careers
and
shop—the
cossumeri
earth
clean
Kentucky.
Hand,
starting at cis smrAlpottsorter2msid watt,and recycling;
conducted kt the presence of all weeks
old, already has shots,-ia
by the Cumberland Presbyterian fiecood annual F.arth Day program also included a panel of speakers, films shown throughout the cm. and one for no operator's weekend 'were Steve Simons, managers who shall observe the
free to someone for a pet For
icense at 7 18 a.m., according to Bert Gee. and Major Bob Waters ability of each boy."
Women of the North Pleasant day, and an art display.
information call 753-6213
he
reports.citation.
Woollts
WIlson
Photo
by
•ro.•
Omer (him*?

teitZin Smith

Paul D'Urso Is
Winner Of PTA
Scholarship

Serving In Army

Trail Ride To
Be Held In LBL

Ricky Jones
Is Awarded
Scholarship

Lions Club Past Presidents
Honored At Meeting Tuesday

Melton Funds Still
Being Collected
At Local Places

Swimming Pool
Case Is Heard

Mock Election'
At MSU Won By
Corn bs-Carroll

Earth Day P gram Held
At Murra tate Tuesday

The Weather

President's ROTC
Review Date Changed

Troop 73 Wins
At Four-Rivers
Scout-O-Rama

President Grants Additional
Funds For Cancer Cure Drive

Tryouts At Kirksey
Club Are Saturday

Beverly Calloway
At Atlanta Meet

Tryouts For Little
League Set Saturday

•

A
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PAN Y, Inc., 103 N. 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753-1916.
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest
Of Oyr readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
ModisiOn Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.:
'SfephensW%Idg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter.
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Scriptions. $a per Year.
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

4',annel 4

W-504-TV
Channel 8

WEONT.';DAY EVEP4Wil PROGRAMS

6

I Drown rie Jean, e
:00 Nnitis 4 Wire . Sports News. W.f.,: SooLts
t CoWtani0 Lo s'"'' •
30 Yell From Shibb MCP el Lee
Pox,' 772
90 4,s., irrron S ioli Men- at Lew
-",; lad-se With Love os i- F,,,,. ,
411 Men /-rrity melon
_

MSU Ter
For .OVC

LAND TRANSFERS
Records filed on micro-film in
the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris include the following compiled by
the staff of the Ledger & Times:

Articles of Incorp., Vanderaa's
Other Place, owned by Bill
Some
eine"
8
Vanderaa and Zala-Ann Vana •,0-0
:0 Four
•
arouse
F se-0
A
w
deraa, New Concord.
Ne*i. WI.', Sngrls It lee.' 8 T.,'
It Tose; a In et
Calloway County Land Inc., to
inforns" `zit;clAtt;14 ; Soar is
as
is
Kathleen Rose Golden, lot in Pine
Bluff Shores Subdivision.
pick calorie
click Cantatt„
12 ill
Nell Rose to James M.
THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Coleman and Betty D. Coleman,
WEDNESDAY—MAY 12, 1971
lot in Pine Bluff Shores SubCowry hairnet
5 1
CBS Morning Nellid
division.
McCoys
Real
Nashville
A.M.
6 1".,...rrVn:
Lakeland Inc., to Roy A.
Bozo
as
.0 Toby; Scene 7plav Nashville A.M.
Dose
A.M.
Nashville
/
30 Today
Wectherlin
and
Audrey
Bon
TldaYC
Tid•y;
Sc—
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
litomiser Ream
"
L tr"
M:
r inDoei
8 1: Today
Weckherlin, lot in Panorama
Hazel
Mike Douelee
GO 0115.55 Place
eli
Shores.
Beverly Hillbillies
Mike Double
7 :30 Concentratien
DiCk Van Dyke; News
Family Affair
W. D. Lassiter and Fay
15.110 Sale of Century
Thal Girl
Lost.ALLIN1
1
y
Souwes
:30
Hollywood
The grocery store of Ed West was entered last night and over
Lassiter to G. R. Lessner, W. D.
bewitched
Whore Heart Is
11,000 was taken from the safe, according to Chief of Police
11 1 14/Isot What: News &torch for Tomorrow A World Apart
Lassiter, David Lassiter, Randy
Burman Parker.
THURSDAY AFTERNOIN PROGRAMS
Lassiter and Joe Thompson,tract
Conventionl NerriAll My Chilliran
sin..
Si
Men in Service: A-2C Paul Jerry Lee received the Air Force
of land in Calloway Co.
As the mon Turns
Lefts Make • Dead
12 1: No
,
outstanding unit award for service while stationed at Smart Air
many Solendored ThingNewlywed Grime
I :66 Days of Our Lives
Siegfried W.Ickler and Novella
Dating Game
Guiding Light
._
!'M Dealers
Force Base, Tenn.; M-Sgt. James S. Stubblefield is now servine
Ickler to Gracie M. Nesbitt, lot in
General 14aseitai
Secret Storm
with the Eighth U. S. Army in Korea.
One Lee re Live
lit Pr.4arigs
2. 1irretWr
Meadow Lane Subdivision.
.
Password
Garner Pyle, USMC
2 :00 Somerset
John Darnall, son of Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Darin11, senior at
LUCY
a
30 Here Come BridireGilligan's Island
Robert J. McCoart and Karen
Murray College }Ugh,was presented the Anon Foundation award
Daniel Boone
- -a
•00 Her. Come BadersMOOte:
Sue McCoart to Jerald A. Garrett
Wild. Wild
d west
"Terror on a Train" Daniel Boone
w
.'0 Wi
—
for outstanding musical achievement by the Murray Lions Club
lo :oo woof; Action NtranNiturs; Nib.; Sports ABC Evening News
and Margaret AtGiirr' ett, tract of
Sports
Now,; Wthrit
7
:30 NBC Nightly. NewEGIS, Evening News
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lee Boyd announce the engagement and
land west of Murray-Providence
THURSDAY "yEninc - PROGRAMS
approaching marriage of their daughter, Nancy Marie, to Free
Road.
& O0 News; Oen,; SciortsNews; Wthri.; Sports I Dream of JOill*W11 •
Kenneth Simpson,son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred William Simpson of
0 40
Family Affair
Atlas Smith & Jones
_ Flip Wilson
Rayburn Anthony and Ann
Paris, Term.
1
AO Flip wasan
Jim Nabors
Albs Smith & Joan
Anthony
to Ralph P. Miller and
4
30
Irons4e
Jim Nabors
Bewitched
,
New officers of the Kirksey PTA are Mesdames Ray Broach.
•-• ilp ' :00 Ironside
Movie,'
Room br Grandam/CI
Ruth L. Miller, lot of Kentucky
GP
30 Dragnet
A CovAnInt With
DWILAUGUAL
.
president; Douglas. Tucker, vice-president; J. B. Burkeen,
Lake Development Corp.
a :00 Dean Martin .
Dan blouse..
secretary; Joe Williford, treasurer.
Movie
:30 Dean Mart,
W
This
_
_ _ Is Your Life
P. Nowlin Mahan and Myrtle
- in :xi News; Attu; SP0,15NC8.1: Wthr.; Sports , It Takes a Thief
‘,/ .00 Tonieht
04 Valley
- It Takes a Thief
Viola Mahan to Holiday
,..4 Tonight
News; Wit,,'; Sports
Big Valley
Properties Inc., tract of land or
1 iI •A
Tonight
Dick
Movie
_....._Cavort
Highway 641 West.
Ben C. Grogan and Orpha G
TINY TIM'S BABY
NEW YORK (UPI)—The Tiny Grogan to Robert W. Hopkins,
LEDGER,•TIMES FILE
tract of land in Callow-ay County
TtITIS have a tiny one.
'NOV/ YOU 1'R0MI5E TO FIE PEACE—.LOVIN6
A six-pound, 10-ounce girl was
born Monday at Doctor's
Mrs. Ethyn McCuiston, age 76, of Calloway County died May 10
HosPital to "Miss Vickie," the
Route
The township as a unit oil
it the home of her daughter, Mrs. George McCutcheons of
wife of entertainer Tiny Tim,
local government began declinFour, Paris, Tenn.
A
spokesrhari
said
both
ing in importance in the second
A feature story about the broom factory owned and operated by
mother and daughter - were half of
The
the 20th century.
today.
published
Murray,iii
of
Wood
Clarence
Mrs.
Mr. and
doing well. A name has not
* 5*
story was written by Frieda Jones.
the
child.
been
chosen
for
LEXINGTON, KY.—Ticks
Paul
Revere's
ride tool.
Dr. J. A. Outland announced today that the Communicable
)ften plague pets and other It was the first child for Tiny place April 18, 1775.
Disease Center of the Calloway County Health Department will
Tim, falsetto-voiced singer
ivestock
during
warm
weather.
* * *
begin its residual spray program this week.
When these troublesome pests whose real name is Herbert
This column of questions and answers on federal IleCeSSAry.
Thomas Douglas Forrest ia valedictorian and Marilyn Arnold is
38.
Khoury.
He
is
appear around your home or
YOU should obtain your "sailtax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
salutatorian of the New Concord High School graduating class.
Denver, Colo., will be the
farm, send them to Dr. Fred The couple was wed on a
ing
permit"
at
is
least
two
Jackson
weeks
Jean
Doris
and
valedictorian
is
site of .the 1976 Winter
Woodall
Annette
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public before departure
television
show
in
national
but not ear- Knapp in the Entomology
Olympics.
salutatorian of the Almo High School graduating class.
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions lier than 30 days. DON'T Department, University of December, 1969.
WAIT UNTIL. THE LAS"! Kentucky.
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
MINUTE.
Knapp, who is associate
professor
of entomology at UK,
Q) At what rate should I pay
Q) Last year some of, my
istesting new chemicals for tick
Social Security tax on my 'employees who had large itemcontrol and needs many ticks for
maid's wages for the first ized deductions on their FedThe Almanac
quarter of 1971?
eral income tax requested adBy United Press International
ditional withholding allowances
They crucified him, and two other with him, on either side one,
Today is Wednesday, May 12,
A) The combined rate for on S'cliedale A (Form W-1). Is
ubd leans in the midst.—John 19:18.
the 132nd day of 1971.
there an expiration date on
1971 is 10.4 percent, 5.2 perEven as then, Jesus is in the midst, dividing all men into two
The moon is between its full
cent each for the emicloyer and Schedule A (W-4)1
phase and last quarter.
groups; those who reject and those who accept His offered the employee.
The morning stars are Venus,
salvation
A
Yrs. ( -1 Nlay 1 of each
The 5.2 percent rate should
Mars, Mercury and Jupiter.
II Sh011id discontinue
he used when filing your Form year
The evening star is Saturn.
942, Employer's Quarterly Tax the additional withholding alfor each employee
Return for Household EmThose born on this date are
ployees, for the months of Jan- who ha., not filed a nest Sched- under the sign of Taurus.
togettrir with a
uary, February, and March. ule A
British nurse Florence NightThe deadline for filing thin completed Form Si 4 qualify- ingale, founder of modern
by Carl Riblet Jr.
return and paying the tax it
ing him to ,,tiind the alloia nursing, was born May 12, 1820.
ance for aniithiT year.
On this day in hisotry:
What is there about money that eludes most of us
In 1922 the magazine "Radio
our whole life long? Availability! It is usually but• 4.
Sei
ç
ur
Social
I
pay
Q) Must
Broadcast" commented,"The
in
working
ocalien
who
an
woman
I
am
toned up in somebody else's pocket.
the
(IT
ity tax for
in
the
number
increase
HE AMERICAN DOG TICK ADULT
casionally cleans and babysits the United States. I plan to re- rate of
spend at least part of an FEMALE GREATLY ENLARGID
turn to my home this summer. who
for one?
"Hard money was minted round so that
I am told I must get a "sailing evening listening to radio is
permit." How and where do I almost incomprehensible."
the tests. Any kind of live U
it can roll away from
A) If you pay an employe(
get this....
$50 or more in cash wages in
In 1937 George VI was can be used in the tests: He'
—Thomas Wharton Collens
housea calendar quarter for
crowned king of England, especially interested in recei
.A I The "certificate of coo
hold services, you must pay
Edward, those that are engorged with
popularly known a, succeeding his brother
pliance"
social security tax for the
to marry Ameri- blood.
":41111111101111e0LiiOWTOM "'
a "sailing permit" is an in- who abdicated
* Seats Available For All Shows
employee.
Adult ticks are flat and brown,
can divorcee Wallis Warfield
come tax form that must
Household services includt
t
obtained by most aliens tiefoli' Simpson,
Ne essa
have eight legs and are about
those performed by cooks
thi,
departure
from
their
In 1949 Soviet authorities in 16th of aminch in length, Knapp
cleaning women, bahysitters
United States. Generally yon
Berlin announced the end of a points out. When the female is
and handymen.
must tile a Form 10401' -or blockade of that divided Ger- engorged with blood, it swells to
20413 to get a "sailing
Form
Top mortgage money man says
1
2 inch long and becomes
man city, 328 days after i1 about /
The taxes apply to all cash
permit."
slate-grey in color.
sages paid during the quarter,
The permit should be ob- began.
interest rates bottomed out
'egardless of when they were
In 1963 President John F. He gives these directions for
tained from the District Dire,and whether they were
tor of Internal Revenue for Kennedy ordered federal troope collecting the ticks. They can be
WASHINGTON (UPI): The government's top
week,
or
tail by the day,, the
the district in which you ar, into Birmingham, Ala., after ar picked off gently from farm
mortgage money man today says that now is the
he !ninth, Food,. ICAO-rig; and
located.
vtbreak of civil rights riots.
animals, pets, or other mamtime to buy a home because interest rates haVe botare not considered
at fa
information, !n Additional
mals, or from fowl. You can
tomed out from their record highs of a year ago
---eiroccotooeceeo.
unless cash is given for
that
papers
eluding a list of
and are not likely to drop further.
thought for today: Scottist handle them with tweezers or
A
you
when
you might need
Preston Martin, chairman of the Federal Home
essayist Thomas Carlyle said. even with your fingers, since they PrI7
Form 912, Employer's
apply for your permit, is
Loan Bank Board, which supervises some 4500 savis sometimes hard do not bite.
''Adversity
IRS
thru Tuesday
for
'Tocalidilarrerly
Tax , Return
available at your
ings and loan institutions, said a nationwide survey
Employees, to reoffice. Ask for Publication 519, upon a man. But for one mar Knapp would like to have the
shows home mortgage rates are now about 71
/
4 per
States Tax Guilt who camstand prosperity, there ticks sent to him while they are
H tax The form and
"United
'It
/
2 per cent or more..
cent. A year ago they were 81
for Aliens." Employees at your are a hundred who will stand still alive. They can be mailed in
"s'tl Ili-lions are available at
Martin does not believe rates will rise in the
Internal Revenue
local IRS office will also help adversity."
a clean, dry prescription-type
near future because of a tremendous inflow of
.
,.
vou to complete tour forms r
bottle with a closely fitting cover
money into savings institutions between January
and March of this year.
or in an aspirin box'. Include
He said the Home Loan Bank Board intends to
Information about where and
keep pumping money into savings and loans firms
when each tick specimen was
to keep the money rates low, "We'll make sure
collected and on what animal It
there's a hell of a lot of money around," Martin
was found.
said.
He urges Kentuckians to help
the UK Entomology Department
learn more about tick control by
sending ticks to: Dr. Knapp,
•••as••airs••••••••••••••asaaaaa*
Entomology Department, Ex•
perient Station Bldg., Uninirsity
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A ROW MIMI' ROCK
BIRMINGHAM,
England
(UN)—Two neighboring faoloties are at odds over radio rock
.
music.
At Frederick Engineering,
Manager Peter Davis said the
music boosts production and if
the loud noise is switched off,
production drops by 10 per
cent.
But employes of the nearby
engineering firm of Eaton and
Wrighton cannot stand thedin
One official said: "The noise* is
terrible. Our bookkeepers eonnot concentrate and their work
suffers,"

1

ENDS
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1; "STUDENT NURSES"
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The Murray State t
wrapped up its regu
last weekend with
Austin Peay and M
nessee and will take a
into the Ohio Valley
Tournament this w
Cookeville, Tenn.
The two weekend
pushed the Racers
Western Kentucky,
conference champion:
to 48 in OVC stand
nessee Tech, whic
standings through las
matches with Mori
Eastern Kentucky r
The matches ha
rescheduled for this I
presently has 34 point
take a 2-point lead col
should they win both n
Conference team i
robin schedules and a
one point for each in
doubles match they
tournament, a team
two points for each in
doubles win in first
round matches and t
for a win in a ch.
match. The tourna
regular season points
to determine the (
champion.
During the seam
beat East Tenne
Morehead 9-0, Easter
7-2, Austin Peay 8-1,
Tennessee 9-0. The Ra
Tech and Western 44
Murray's line-up
tournament will be Bo
No. 1 singles, Mike W
2, 011ie ICarviala at?
Bucht at No. 4, Chuci
No. 5, and Juha Nitty
6.
Willett and Whiny
1 doubles, Karviala
tyvirta No. 2 doubles,
and Peter Hay No. 3
Willett has a 22-7 re
season and against 01
2. His two losses we
Carplanter of Twines&
7-9 and to Terry
Western 6-2, 1-6, 3-6. H
semifinals of last y
tournament.
Whitty has 21-7 ove

ABA-NB
Meet 01

NEW
YORK
National Basketball
has agreed to ml
American Basketbs
tion—but only on thl
not in one.
The players of b
sional leagues Tuesd
ed against their clut
announcing they w
and stage a "super
the Houston Asti
Friday night, Ma)
game, which we:
without the Imowledi
league commissioner
the first meeting evi
from the two rival I
will be televised ng
TVS television netts
ning at 8:30 in. (El
However, Oscar B
the Milwaukee Buck
of the NBA player
tion, made it clea
game in no way
interpreted as an el
two leagues as a st
toward a peaceful
"We intend to shor
that the ultimate
event can be prese
the competitive stria
free enterprise sys
Robertson. "The sr
promoted entirely
players, will show t
professional league
against each othe
highest competitive
out an illegal mere(
Only last Friday
of the two leagues
principle to end tl
four-year feud ani
seeking congressior
tion enabling the for
single league.
The game will
leading players fror
against 10 from Um
Those players
cht. NBA are Rob
Lew Alcindor of the
Bucks, Dave DeBul
Walt Frazier of the
Knickerbockers, Bil:
ham of the Philade
John Havlicek of
Celtics, Elvin Hayes
Diego Rockets, Nat(
vf the San Francisc
Earl Monroe of the
Bullets and Dave 1
Detroit Pistons.
Representing the
Rick Barry and BW
3f the New York
Brown and Mel Da
Indians Pacers. Will
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Giants Continue To Rule NL
West; Reds Still Floundering

MSU Tennis Team Gears
For OVC Meet At Tech

in
LiY

41

The Murray State tennis team OVC records. His
conference loss
wrapped up its regular season was to Ermines
Sanhueza of
last weekend with wins over Austin Peay 6-2;
44, 5-7. He beat
Austin Posey and Middle Tenall other OVC fold in straight seta
nessee and will take a 23-6 record but Lester Brown of
Tech whom
into the Ohio Valley Conference he beat 44, 7-5, 74. Whiny won
Tournament this weekend at the OVC No. 4 singles chamCookeville, Teem.
pionship last season.
The two weekend wins also
pushed the Racers ahead of Karviala, who was runner-up in
Western Kentucky, defending the OVC's No. 2 singles last
conference champions, 50 points season, has an overall record of
to 48 in OVC standings. Ten- 22-7 and an OVC record of 6-1 at
nessee Tech, Which led the No.3this year. His OVC loss was
standings through last week, had to John Young of Eastern 5-7,7-9.
matches with Morehead and He beat Jim Weeks of Tech 5-7,
Eastern Kentucky rained out. 13-11,6-2, andArford Bergman of
The matches have been Western 8-10, 6-1, 8-6.
rescheduled for this week. Tech
presently has 34 points end could Bucht's overall record is 214
take a 2-point lead over Murrdy and his OVC record is 4-3. His
should they win both matdiesi 9-0. losses were to Larry Barr of Tech
Conference teams play round- 14,44; Pat Geron of Eastern 04,
robin schedules and are awarded 34; and Tor Twit of Western 14,
one point for each individual or 04 A freshman, Bucht will be
doubles match they win. In the playing in his first OVC tourtournament, a team is awarded nament.
two points for each individual or
doubles win in first and second Cooper has the second best
round matches and three points record for the Racers, 25-3
for a win in a championship overall and 6-1 in the OVC His one
match. The tournament and conference loss was to Hasse Ahregular season points are added man of Western 4-6, 6-8. All his
to determine the conference OVC wins were in straight sets.
Cooper was beaten in the first
champion:
During the season, Murray round of last year's OVC tourbeat East Tennessee 9-0, nament by Guy Burrise of Tech,
Morehead 9-0, Eastern Kentucky who won the championship.
7-2, Austin Peay 8-1, and Middle
Tennessee 9-0. The Racers lost to
Nittyvirta has the best record
Tech and Western 4-5.
for a Racer-27-1 and he is 6-1
Murray's line-up for the against OVC foes. His conference
tournament will be Bob Willett as loss was to Burrise of Tech 24,4No. 1 singles, Mike Whiny at No. 6. He was beaten in the first
2, 011ie ICarviala at No. 3, Henri round of No. 3 singles in last
Bucht at No. 4, Chuck Cooper al year's conference- tdurnament.
No. 5, and Julia Nittyvirta at No
Willett and Windy are 224 at
6.
No. 1 doubles and are undefeated
WWett and Whitty will play No against OVC foes. Karviala and
1 doubles, Karviala and Nit, Nittyvirta are 19-6 overall and 5-2
tyvirta No. 2 doubles, and Cooper against conference competition.
and Peter Hay No. 3 doubles.
They won the No.2 championship
Willett has a 22-7 record for the in last year's OVC
season and against OVC foes is
Cooper and Hay are 743 overall
2. His two losses were to Rid and 2,0 in the OVC at No. 3
Carpliiiter of Tennessee Tech 5-7 doubles. Cooper and Bucht
7-9 and to Terry Hassid oi comprised the team earlier in the
Western 6-2, 14,3-6. He lost in the season and were 14-4. In last
semifinals of last year's OVC year's tournament Cooper and
tournament.
Hay were beaten in the final
Whitty has 21-7 overall and 6-1 round.
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Henderson and Buddy Brad- season, in the second and Billy
By JOE CARMCELLI
throwing error. McCovey Williams added a two-run shot
ford's
UPI Siworts Writer
in the third. Santo added
It seems as if the San !followed a walk to Willie Mays
Francisco Giants can do no In the third with his eighth another two-run homer jeter
Major League Leaders
the inning to put the game out
Reds home run.
Results teem Weet Kentucky Drag.
By United Press International wrpng and the Cinchuviti
ray:
Elsewhere in the NL, New of reach.
right.
no
can
do
MONEY witimaits
Leading Batters
Cosispefftlete Ellatleeter
The Giants continued to rule York trounced Houston!' 8-1, Joe Torre's two-run homer in
National League
CVD-Dennia Jones. 11.14. Mayfield
supreme and the Reds conti- Chicago stopped Philadelphia 6- the fifth inning broke a tie
D-Morris and Duperrim. 11.76
G. AB R. H.Pd.
Paducah.
nued to flounder Tuesday night 2, St. Louis ripped Montreal 10- game and sparked St. Louis
By MILTON RICHMAN
Modified EllasInator
Garr, All
31 128 23 51 .406
is SR.-Custom Speed Shots, 10 73
as Willie McCovey, Bobby 4, Los Angeles beat Atlanta 6-1 past Montreal. Torre's homer,
UPI Sportier
Padueah.
Davis, LA
32 124 19 49 .395
0/to-Jerry Don Tucker. 11.39
Bonds and Dick Dietz smashed and Pittsburgh whipped San his fifth.-ffdlowed Lou Brockl
'm
wi
NEW
YORK
(UPI
Milian, All
30 115 12 44.383
Ahno,
home
runs and Gaylord Perry Diego 10-4.
single and gave the Cardinals a
Leo Durocher.
L/MP-Jim Johnson. 12.47. Paducah
Mays, SF
28 96 22 36 .375
Sutler Peck Elleilnater
a six-hitter to lead San In American League play, 5-3 lead. They scored four rude
pitched
."the''Oril
HeAteeps
saying
SS/HA-Glenda Calhoun. 19.00. Pa
Grote,
NY
77
90
16
33.367
dwelt
Francisco to a 6-1 victory over Boston edged Minnesota 5-4, In the ninth on Dick Schofidd's
man who can fire me is
Stock Eliminator
&rock, St.L
31 125 25 45 .360
California shut out Detroit 5-0, two-run blast and Torre's
Cincinnati.
D/S-Wallter. McIntosh and Leneave
Wrigley" and he doesn't kno Aloti-, Hou
21 61 622.355
11.91, Paducah.
Baltimore nipped Kansas City second homer of the night.
surging
the
left
triumph
The
how
right
he
is.
F/S-Harper and Thompson. 11.111,
Smmns,,$t.L 31 107 13 37 .346
Harrisburg. M.
Giants eight games ahead of 5-4 in 10 innings and Cleveland Gene Clines' two-run triple
Mr. Wrigley is Philip K. Strgl,
Bike Ellailnefor
27 102 19 34333
Barry Youngblood. 13.311. Mayfield.
second place Los Angeles and beat Oakland 74. The New highlighted a four-run fifth
Wrigley, president of the Torre, St.L
TROPHY WINNERS
125 21 41 .328
Atlanta in the National League York-Milwaukee and Washing- inning that lifted Pittsburgh
Stock Illinentator Trophy
floundering, fifth place Cideago Bckrt, Chi
31'125 21 41 .328
B/S-Doug Carter. 14.103. Paducah.
West. The Reds, who were in ton-Chicago games were rained past the Padres. San Diego led
Cubs baseball club and board
Class Winners
American
League
BtS-Doug Carter. 14.41. Paducah.
Giants' position last season out.
the
3-1 in the fifth when the Pirates
chairman
of
the
healthy
and
C/S--Dale Southland, 14.01. Murray.
G. AB
Pct.
virtually New York led 3-1 in the sixth parlayed four hits and a pair of
D'S-Eugene Powell. 13.33. Metro- flourishing chewing gum
they romped
as
Oliva, Minn 28 118 25
polis. M.
uncontested through the NL when Ken°Boswell and Jerry errors by catcher Bob Barka
Elfil-Gary Gordon. 13.11.4. Calvert pany which bears his-name and
Klbrw, Minn 29 110 14 37
City.
West, are mired in fifth place, Grote singled and Bud Harrel- into four runs.
!VS-Nemeth Ramer. 14.92. Union- reports sales of $1711,831,0110 the Schaal, KC
31 100 17 33 .330
ville. Ill.
ltIsra, games behind.
son and Tun Foil walked to
Roberto Clemente drove in
G/S=Tonsray Snow. 14.57. Paducah. lad time he looked.
Murcer, NY 27 100 14 33.330
ThiNGiants, now 24-9, have force in a run. George Culver three runs for Pittsburgh and
12,Derinis Clark. 14.61. Karnak.
'That's
for
the
benefit
of
those
tirthrp, Det 19 113 21 37 .327
M.
baseball.
the best`sitcn ns
relieved Larry Dierker, and Manny Ssuiguillen (contributed's
who follow only European Rojas, KC
J/S-11Ucky Harlem. 13.11, Heath.
31 121 18 39 .322
1U8-Jack Cooper. 16.69. Golconda.
isco ripped Ji Dave Marshall greeted him double and three singles. '
San Fr
soccer and chew only snuff.
M.
Unser, Wash 26 78 7 25 .321
M./8.John Settles. wee. Paducah.
within
Merritt for six
with his first homer of the
For the benefit. of Leo Holt, Minn
Bill Buckner hit a three-run
N/E-TarnY Lindsay. 13.40. Padu27 72 6 23 .319
cah.
first three inning.flonds and season.
Durocher, he's in fine shape Smith, Bos
homer and Willie Davis slashed
28
112
19
35
.313
0/8-Rnsty Robinson.' 1627, MurDietz hit bases emj1ty. ho
Bill Hands, backed by three four hits as the Dodgers beat
and doesn't have to worry his Ytzsk, Bus
ray.
28 96 26 30 .313
P/8-11 and B Speed Shop, 16.77.
tants early home runs, scattered five Atlanta. Buckner's- homer came
the first and the
in
head
about
being
fired
at
all
as
Tiline.
96
10
30
.313
Scott,
Bos
25
WS-JerrY Montgomery. ULM. Mur- long as periodic stories keep
added two more runs in the hits as the Cubs beat Philadel- after Bill Russell tripled in the
ray.
Home Runs
12/11-Carl Jabber. 1111.40. Paducah. a appearing periodically, as they
inning on singles by
phia. John Callison hit a two- fourth and winning pitcher
National League: Staritl,
U/S-Larry Riley. 16.11, Mayfield.
Chris Speier, McCovey and Ken run homer, his first of the Claude Osteen, now 5-2, walked.
WS-Harold Edwards. 1/1.91. /Montt have been, that he will be.
Pitt 13; Aaron, AU12; Beneh,
port. M.
Philip K. nigley doesn't like Cin 11; Cepeda, All 9; Colbert,
Z/11A-L arry
Champion. 14.46,
Sznithland.
newspapermen running his busi- SD and Bonds, SF 8.
7/13A-8teme Heath, 14.47. Symoonis
G/SA-David To7. 14.77, Lewes.
ness. If they keep writing American League: Oliva,
IUSA-Dickey Talley. 13.37, La CenDurocher is on his way out. you Minn 9; Powell, Salt 7; Cash,
ter..
J/S/..--Rem Smith. 14.96, Paducah
can bet on it Wrigley will keep Det and White, NY 6; seven
N/SA-Carl Driskill. 16.79. Sy=
mania.
him in. ffe doesn't Wm being tied with 5.
11/11A--,Bobby Hays. 1621, Cunning.
ham.
dictated to-which is pretty
Runs Batted In
24/11A-Jmnies Todd. 17110. Mayfield.
the case with any National League: Stargell,
0/11A-PWIlp Parklanon. 17.62. Pa. much
Micah
inordinately successful busi- Pitt 33; Aaron, AU 28; Torre,
Creies
C/SIS
Bobby Richardson. 13.76, nessman.
Mayfield.
St.L 25; Cepeda, Atl, Colbert,
eittsburgh-cruahed San Diego,
D/SH-altaldy Akers. 13.91. Piata.
One big "however" is at- SD and Mays, SF 23.
By FRED MCMANE
Tenn.
10-4, in National League action.
tached
to
all
UPI
Sports
Writer
this and here it is: American League: Killebrew,
Z/1111-11,onald Watkins. 1606. PaRettenmund's single in the
ducah.
Unless the disappointing Cubs Minn 26; Powell, Balt 24;
Earl Weaver has kept his
SR-Perry Sewers. 14.79. Benton.
wax off the glove of
10th
get e move on, and I mean a Yastrzemski, Bos 23; Northrup,
promise to Merv. Rettennumd, shortstop Fred Patek and
good one, within the next six Det and 13ando, Oak 21.
Orioles'
Baltimore
now
the
and
followed walks to Robinson and
weeks, there is every likelihood
Major League Standings
outfielder is beginning to repay
NEW PADRE
Pitching
Dave Johnson. The Royals had
SAN DIEGO (UPI)-The San Philip K. Wrigley will call Leo National League: Jenkins, By United Press International his manager's confidence.
tied the score at 4-4 in the ninth
Durocher
into
Weaver
promised
Rettenhis
League
American
office
someDiego Padres announced TuesChi 6-2; Dierker, Hou and
Dn a double by Joe Keough and
mund at the end of last season
East
day. the signing of veteran Lune between Jab' 1 and July Seaver, NY 5-1; Upshaw, All,
triple by Amos Otis.
a
W. L. Pct. GB that the 27-year-old outfielder
relief pitcher Bob Miller as a 15 and put it to him this way: Dsteen, LA, Carlton, St.L and
Clyde Wright, with home run
"Leo,
you
play
a
lot
this
year
did
would
get
to
a
19
9
.679
...
helluva
Boston
fine
free agent. Miller was released
Marichal, SF 5-2.
support from Ken Berry and
17 12 .586 2% after the youngster hit .322 with
by the Chicago Cubs earlier job, but we're going to make a American League: Blue, Oak Baltimore
Ken McMullen, tossed his first
change."
14 15 .483 5% 18 home runs in only 106 games
this month.
8-1; Siebert, Bos 5-0; Palmer, Detroit
game of the season in
complete
The reasons for Philip K.
13 14 .481 5% in 1970.
Bait 5-1; McNally, Bait, Perry, New York
defeating Detroit. The Angels'
Wrigley making such a remark
Weaver
has
used
This
year,
13
16
.448
6%
Washington
Minn and Hunter, Oak 5-2;
lefthander, who won 22 games
to Leo Durocher are fairly
10 19 .345 9% Rettenmund quite regularly,
Cleveland
CLASSIC SET
Lolich, Det 5-3.
season, scattered eight hits
but Mery has not really lived last
West
CORVALLIS, Ore. (UPI)- 3bvious.
boosting
his record to 3-3.
in
If you look at the National
W. L. Pct. GB up to last season's perforDuane Josephson and Carl
Paiiings for the Far West League East standings along
21 12 .636 ... mance. However, Tuesday night
Oakland
each belted a two16 15 .516 4 Jie showed signs of breaking out Yastrzemski
Kansas City
'Basketball Classic beginning with the general age of the THUGS CHICKEN OUT
homer
to
pace the Red Sox'
run
NEW YORK (UPI)-New California
17 16., .515 4 of his spring slump with four
/
Dec. 27 in Portland, Ore., were aficago ball club, you'll notice
Red Sox scored
victory.
The
York
police were searching Minnesota
.he Cubs are not going north,
15 16'. .848 5 hits in five at bats, including a
NEW
YORK (UPI)-The Zelmo Beaty of the Utah Stars, announced Tuesday with Washtoday for three men with red Milwaukee
south.
.444 6 10th inning single which scored what proved lobe the winning
State
hey're
going
12
15
Florida
meeting
ington
National Basketball Association Dan Issel of the Kentucky
the sixth inning when
Many of the veterans feel this faces -and grepoy- fingers - Chicago
10 18 .357 8% Brooks Robinson with the run run in
has agreed to mix with the Colonels, Charlie Scott of the and Oregon State meeting
Petrocelli
singled, adRico
last
go-round
for
their
after
an
could be
armed payroll robbery
that gave the Orioles a 5-4
Tuesday's Results
American Basketball Associa- Virginia Squires, Larry Jones Dartmouth in the first round.
on
two infield
vanced
to
third
the pennant and it's hard to went awry.
victory over the Kansas City
Boston 5 Minnesota 4, night
tion-but only on the court and of the Floridians and Jimmy The next night, Washington
outs and scored when third
argue with them. It never has When the bandits jumped California 5 Detroit 0, night
and
Michigan
Royals.
plays
State
not in one.
Renick booted
Jones of the Memphis Pros.
been greatly publicized but Augustin° Ortiz, a Bronx Cleveland 7 Oakland 5, night
Rettenmundt hit enabled the baseman Rick
Oregon meets New Mexico.
The players of both profesgrounder.
Josephson's
front
office
there was some
supermarket manager, they Balt 5 K.C. 4, 10 innings, night Driols to snap a three-game
sional leagues Tuesday retaliatfrowning with the way Duroch- came up against his son, Wastuigtn at Chicago, ppd rain losing streak and pis four-for- Pitcher Steve Dunning belted
Od against their club owners by
er shuttled some of the young Carlos, an off-duty patrolman. New York at Milw, ppd, rain five night raised his average a grand slam homer-his first
announcing they will promote
major league home run-to
pitchers between Tacoma and In their hurry to leave, the
3from .196 to .245.
Today's Probable Pitchers
and stage a "super game" in
help the Indians defeat the
Chicago.
bandits missed the payroll, in
Minnesoother
Amrican
at
In
League
(Culp
3-1)
Boston
the Houston Astrodome on
homer,
games, California blanked De- Athletics. Despite the
Okay, then, the next question'the pocket of the elder Ortiz, ta (Blyleven 2-4), night.
Friday night, May 28. The
Dunning wasn't able to hold the
Durocher?
and
took
instead
a
Leo
paper
bag
3-2)
at
troit,
5-0;
Boston
beat
Minnesosucceeds
he
(Peterson
who
New York
game, which was initiated
Phil
That one is easy if you know was carrying which contained Milwaukee (Pattin 3-3), night. ta, 5-4; Cleveland'
, defeated lad and he gave way to
without the knowledge of either SALT LAKE CITY (UPI)Hennigan in the fifth when the
plarnaker who missed most of Pkilip K. Wrigley.
six oven-fresh chickens.
2-3)
at
Oakland,
7-5;
and
both
New
(Bosman
Washington
league commissioner, will mark &Imo Beaty has a headache,
a
the two games at Louisville The Cubs' boss isn't a man
York at Milwaukee and Wash- A's tied the score at 5-5 on
Chicago (Bradley 3-1), night.
the first meeting ever of teams guard Mery Jackson a sore with tendonitis of the knee.
by
Rick
three-run
homer
much for publicity
goes
too
who
California (May 3-11 at ington at Chicago were postfrom the two rival leagues and knee and Red Robbins the flu, But Sharman said Beaty has
MAGGARD NAMED COACH
Monday. It took a two-run
he loves being first with
poned because of rain.
will be televised nationally by but the Utah Stars are ready gotten over his headaches and but
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)- Detroit (Coleman 2-0), night.
double by Roy Foster in the
anything new.
0-0)
at
(Dobson
Oakland
The Mets whipped Houston, 8TVS television network, begin- tonight for the
Kentucky Robbins is just about recovered He was the first baseball California Track Coach Dave
- 4), 1; St. LOWS beat Montreal, 10- fifth to provide the Indians with
ning at 8:30 in. (EDT).
Maggard was selected Thurs- Cleveland (McDowell 1
Colonels in their fifth game of from the flu. Beaty ran into
their winning runs.
an
employ
to
ever
4; Chicago topped Philadelphia,
However, Oscar Robertson of the final American Basketball foul trouble in addition to the owner
day to coach the U.S. Men's night.
director instead of a
athletic
3-11
at
(Hedlund
Kansas
City
6-2; San Francisco downed
the Milwaukee Bucks, president Association playoffs.
Team in the Russian-Americanheadaches and was benched for
manager.
night. Cincinnati, 6-1; Los Angeles
of the NBA players' associa- So far, each team has won considerable periods in both general
World All-Stars Traingular Baltimore (Jackson 0-01,
Coaches Manage
Thursday's Game
defeated Atlanta, 6-1; and
tion, made it clear that this both its games on its home games at Louisville. He still
Meet July 2-3.
was the first ever to have
Oakland at Kansas City, night
game in no way was to be floor to deadlock the best-of- scored 38 points and pulled . He
10 coaches manage his club.
Only game scheduled),
KELL SIGNS
interpreted as an effort by the seven series at 2-2.
down 27 rebounds while seeing He was the first to say his BULLS SIGN HILL
SAN DIEGO (UPI) -Chip
two leagues as a steppingstone Utah will wind up with the 62 minutes of action.
(UPI)
-The
ChicaCHICAGO
ball park never would have
National League
Kell, a two-year All America
toward a peaceful merger.
home-court advantage in the
Thursday
announced
go
Bulls
lights, and he stuck to what he
East
football player from Tennessee,
"We intend to show the public final game if the series is Robbins was able to score 15
the signing of Sammie Hill, a
said.
W. L. Pct. GB Monday signed a professional
that the ultimate basketball strung to the limit. Game No. 6, points in Friday's loss to the Now he wants to be the first 1969 draft choice from West
... you might already be well on
19 9 .679
contract with the San Diego
your way towards earhing extra
New York
event can be presented within will be played Saturday at Colonels but was totally ineffec- to have a
State,
who
turned
the
Texas
black manager-and
income.
19 11 .633 1
Pittsburgh
Chargers of the National
tive in a 15-minute appearance
the competitive structure of our Louisville.
years
ago
to
Bulls
down
two
We're proud to talk about our
he will have.' For him the
18 14 .563 3 Football League. Kell will try
free enterprise system," said Injuries and illness are Saturday.
play In the rival American St. Louis
business. It's fascinating. Dynamchoice is easy.
12 11 .522 41
/
2 to make the Chargers as a
Montreal
ic. Ideal for the small investor.
Robertson. "The super game, plaguing the Stars while the Jackson played only 15 Who else but Ernie Banks, Basketball Association.
No experience necessary. With
14 17 .452 6vz center.
Chicago
by the Colonels only problem seems to minutes Friday night and 24 the popular, 40-year-old
promoted entirely
nearly
very little money you can achieve
9 19 .321 10
Philadelphia
players, will show that the two be adjusting to Salt Lake City Saturday because of his sore finished "Mr. Sunshine," whom
satisfaction-as quickly
financial
WHEN IN ROME
West
BIDS ACCEPTED
professional leagues can play 4,300-foot altitude and thin air. knee. With Jackson out of the Chicago fans voted the "Greaas you wish. It's yours to decide.
(UPI)-In
England
SLOUGH,
Y.
N.
Ours is a vending machine proSCHENECTADY,
against each other at the Stars coach Bill Sharman lineup, Louis Dampier of the test Cub Ever" not so long true Sherlock Holmes style the
gram. The best. We sell you UsW. L. Pct. GB (UPI) -Bids for the first
highest competitive level with- said he woulcstart
pe Ron Boone Colonels ran loose, scoring 23 ago?
sery- machines, establish route
Thames Valley police have San Francisco 24 9 .727 ... national collegiate lacrosse
out an illegal merger."
of Jackson, a points Friday and hitting 33 on Ernie Banks, of course, has
at guard in
locations. Provide finest line of
effective police
that
decided
16 17 .485 8 championship tournament have
snack items. We train, counsel,
Los Angeles
Only last Friday the owners tough defender and the team's Saturday.
been mentioned,Rs a manager- work requires effective disguide, hold your hand until you're
15 16 .484 8
been accepted by Navy, VirgiAtlanta
of the two leagues agreed in
ial possibility before althoug he guise.
firmly entrenched. No experience
GONZALES WINS
14 17 .452 9
nia, Cornell, Army and Brown
Houston
principle to end their costly BREWERS TRADE
necessary lust honesty, integrity,
never seems particularly inter- Hence it has given its
11 19 .367 11% it was announced Monday by
Cincinnati
four-year feud and to begin DETROIT (UPI)-The Mil- LOS ANGELES (UPI) - ested in managing. I asked him
willingness to listen, work and
to
go-ahead
the
policewomen
give good service.
9 21 .300 13% Bruce Allison, NCAA rules and
San Diego
seeking congressional legisla- waukee Brewers announced Pancho Gonzales captured the why he feels the way he does
hot pants on the job.
You need a car and at least
Tuesday's Results
'tournament chairman.
tion enabling the formation of a Tuesday the trade of pitcher Men's Singles Title in the and his answer was rather wear
$600 to 81500 as a minimum
As the first to don the new
John Gelnar and utility man Southern California sectional
single league.
investment
strictly for equipment
vague, the way Ernie Banks "uniform," woman Police Con- St. Louis 10'Montreal 4, night
and inventory. No fee or extra of
PETTY HOLDS EDGE
The game will present 10 Jose Herrera to the Detroit tennis tournament Sunday by can get when he'd rather talk
20,
Kelly,
Fiosemary
stable ,
UCLA
Freshman
any kind required. Be ambitious
New York 8 Houston 1, night DAYTONA
BEACH, Fla.
leading players from the NBA,Tigers in return for pitcher Jim defeating
about another subject.
and Wiling to expand. Cash busiexplained', "If we have to mix Chicago 6 Philadelphia 2, night
Jimmy Connors 6-4, 4-6, 6-1.
' Hannan.
against 10 from the ABA.
(UPI) -Richard Petty, who
ness. Original investment can be
"I wouldn't be interested in with a crowd of youngsters in San Fran 6 Cincinnati 1, night
finished second in Sunday's
returned in short time.
Those players representing
Imaking'discreet
managing
because
of
the
while
pants
hot
FRENCH TENNIS VICTORY
Los Angeles 6 Atlanta 1, night Halifax County 100 at South
Requires only 6 to 8 hours per
the NBA are Robertson and SMITH TO NBA
quickness with which changes inquiries, we would stick out Pittsbrgh 10 San Diego 4, night
week of serious attention. Uke
Boston, Va., Monday held a
Lew Alcindor of the Milwaukee PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI)- BAASTAD, Sweden (UPI)- have to be made as the season like
getting
retirement pay, annuity
a sore thumb If we wore Today's Probable Pitchers
comfortable edge over James
Bucks, Dave DeBusschere and The Portland Trail Blazers of France completed a 5-0 sweep progresses," he said.
or
n-only better because
dress."
conventional
of
Sweden
Sunday
by
capturing
St. Loins (Cleveland 2-2) at Hylton in the latest NASCAR
it grows!
Walt Frazier of the New York the National Basketball Associchanges?"
I
"What
of
kind
Montreal (McNally 0-2), night. Grand National point standings.
Knickerbockers, Billy Cunning- ation announced Tuesday the the final two singles matches in asked
•
••••••
him.
their European Zone Davis Cup
Houston (Wilson 2-2) at New Petty had 1,466 points to
ham of the Philadelphia 76ers, signing of 7-foot Bill Smith of
"Changes in players," he 74TH DRIVER
AivDt.
V ED:Tus
lSf. DTDLA
BSR A77
11
Hylton's 1,296.
John Havlicek of the Boston Syracuse University, their competition. France will ext said, letting it go at that "I TALLADEGA, Ala (UPI)- York--(Seaver 5-1), night.
Cbv,soon of U1/
meet
Finland
which
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at
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Chicago
draft
the
San
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at
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(UPI)
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Baltimore
of
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Among other things, Philip K. Winstron 500 stock car race at Francisco (Bryant 2-1), night. -Mike Wallace of Venice
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utility outfielder with
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Detroit Pistons.
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Angeles (Sutton 0-4), night.
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n his ability to sell Ernie
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Sports
Parade

Major League
Leaders

Orioles Edge Kansas City 10-4
In 10 Innings; Cleveland Wins
Standings

ABA-NBA All Stars To
•e
Friday
ay

Colonels And Stars Meet
In Fifth Game Of Series
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July Wedding Planned

Swain-Todd Engagement

August Wedding Planned

Mrs.J. B.Barbosa .. .

WEDNESDAY—MA)

HALF SCALE
1910

Wednesday, May 12

sow
shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Eldridge whose home
was destroyed by fire will be held
at Deward's Chapel Cburch at
7:36p.m.for items to be pick
up call 7534018 or 753-8800.

4ar 4111111.

Progressive Dinner
Held By Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority

50"
Wheelbase
3 HP engine
NUM AM) KAMM'S
UKII A UAL CAA

The Family Night supper of the
First Presbyterian Church will
be held at the church at six p.m.
The New Concord Homemakee
Club will meet at the home of
Miss Maude Nance at one p.m.
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Milford Orr at
one p.m.

Members of the Omicron Alpha
thapter of the Tau Phi Lambda
sorority and their husbands atended a progressive dinner held
an Saturday night, May 8.
Darner began with appetizers
aeing served buffet-style at
Grove
Harris
The
the
. home of Mrs. Glenn
Homemakers Club will meet at
Richerson. A4er spending
the home of Mrs. Bill Wrather at
several
minutes
getting
one
p.m.
acquainted, the group proceeded
to the home of Mrs. Roy Smith
The Pottertown Homemakers
where Mrs. Smith and Mrs.
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn
James Higginbotham served
at ten a.m.
three gelatin salads which they
had prepared.
Evening circles of the WSCS of
The lovely home of Mrs. J. D.
the
First United Mthodist Church
Grogan was the scene for the
will meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
main course of the meal. The
Miss Carla Marie Elkins
Hannah with Mrs. Peter Whaley,
Miss Nancy Ann Swain
menu included baked ham,-sweet
Miss Sheila Cunningham
Guthrie; Ruth Wilson with
802
potatoes, baked potatoes, green
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Swain of 1311 Kirkwood Drive, Murray,
Mr.and Mrs. Carlos Elkins, of Murray Route Six announce the bean casserole, a pineapple dish,
Mrs. James M. Lassiter, 1313
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cunningham, 1105 Sycamore Street, Wells Boulevard; Wedley with announce the engagement of their daughter, Nancy Ann, to Lloyd
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Carla black-eyed peas, creamed corn,
çray,announce the engagement of their daughter,. Sheila, to Mrs. Joe Cowlin, 1506 Story Dale Todd,son of Mr. and Mrs.Ivan Todd of 1105 Mulberry Street,
Marie to Gary Lee Darnell, son of Mrs. Velva Darnell of Murray spiced apple rings, homemade
Murray.
Route Three and James Darnell.
rolls, coffee and tea. Dinner was Tëdy Lee Cohoon, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Cohoon, Magnolia Avenue.
The bride-elect will be a senior this fall
Miss Swain is a senior at Murray High School and is employed
Calloway County eaten by candelight while soft Drive, Murray.
The bride-elect will be a senior at Murray High School this fall.
by Saucy Pig Bar-B-Q.
High School.
background music was played by
Mr. Cohoon graduated from Murray High School, attended
Mr. Todd is a 1962 graduate of University High School and atThe groom-elect is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School and is Kathy Burchfield,
The Brass Choir-Orchestra
an aca freshman at Murray State University. He is presently employed complished pianist.
Murray State University, and is now employed by the Murray Concert will be at the Recital tended Murray State. He is employed by Corvette Lanes.
at Darnell Marine.
Wedding plans are incomplete.
MSU,at
"Hill-,Fine
Carrot cake peund cake, plum Division of the Tappan Company.
Miss Elkins is the granddaughter of Mr. T. J. Elkins and the cake, coffee and tea completed
An August wedding is planned.
eight pin.
Between the Lakes. •
late Mrs. Odie Elkins, and Mr. Clarence Compton and'the late the delicious meal and was
Mrs. Rachel Compton.
An aflCampus Sing will be held
served by Mrs. Max Parks and
Mr.Darnell is the grandson of Mrs. Melissa Hooks and the late Mr?. Dale Simrin at Mrs. Park's
at 4:30 pin. on the back steps of The Murray State Faculty
. Mr.Stanley Hooks and Mr.and Mrs. W.0.Darnell.
the MSU Library. If bad weather Bridge group will meet at 7:30
home.
•
" The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 3 at Russell's
will be held in the SUB Ballroom p.m. in Rooms 3 and 4 of the
The Woodmen of the World
Chapel United Methodist Church with the Rev. A. M. Thomas irea manager, Grover Burkett
Student Union Building. For
auditorium stage.
or
officiating. No formal invitations are being sent, but all friends and his wife, were the special Officers for 1971-72 were in- cooperation they had given her as
reservations call 753-7683.
Girl Scout Troop No. 5 recently
stalled
at
the
meeting
of
the
president
during
the
past
year.
It
The ladies day luncheon will be
and relatives are invited to attend.
elected new patrol leaders for the
quests of the sorority at the 'Gamma Omicron Chapter of was pointed out that after served at
noon at the Calloway
troop's three patrols.
dinner.
Beta Sigma Phi held on Thur- reviewing the International County Country Club. Hostesses
Saturday, May 15
"The
New
Generation"
The members and their sday, May 6, with Mrs. Darlene "Yardstick" that Gamma are Miss
Madeline Lamb, A Senior Citizens luncheon selected Jennifer Darnell for
husbands attending were Mr. and Ford, 1970-71 president, presiding Ornicronted a three point Mesdames
Freed Cothlun, James
citizens of Hazel will their leader and Leeanna Dick,
Mrs. Glenn Richerson, Mr. and at the Ritual.
standiSQ which is the highest M. Lassiter, Joe B. Littleton, meeting for
be held at the annex of the Hazel assistant leader. The patrol
Mrs. Dale Spann, Mr. and Mrs. Those accepting the oath of rating a Chapter can have.
John McCage, Ace McReynolds,
sponsored by the leader for the "Groovy Goulies"
• Mr. and Mrs. Loman Coleman, Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Cleet James Higginbotham, Mrs. Jerry 3ffice for the coming year were' The
meeting closed with the Richard Orr, Bill Nall, Car Baptist Church,
:formerly of Murray,now residing Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hart, Mrs. J. D. Grogan, Mr. and Mrs. Carol Sims, president;,,Mrs ritual
Woman's Club. For is Kelly Williams,assisted by Jan
Hazel
and Mizpah. Refreshments Oakley, Hugh Oakley, Jere
in Highland Park, Mich., Reynolds and daughter, Lori, Mr. Mrs. Max Parks, Mr. and Mrs. Rowena
transportation call 492-8315, 498- Outland, and the "Braty Bunch"
Emerson,
vice- were served by the hostesses, Stripling,
and Raymond Wright.
celebrated their 40th wedding and Mrs. Charles Martin, Miss Kenneth Lamb,Mr.and Mrs. Jim president; Mrs. Anna Requite*, Mrs.
will be led by Georgia Elkins with
Barbara Wildy and Mrs. Bridge hostesses are Mrs. 0. B. 8324, or 498-8514.
anniversary with a beautiful Mlle Underwood, Mr. and Mrs. Farris, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith. recording secretary; Mrs. Mary Marie
Kathy
Gueren assisting.
Admas.
Sunday, May 16
Boone and Mrs. Hal Houston.
.surprise party held at the home of Gaines Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Miss Jo Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ellen Coral', corresponding
Each girl was selected by her
: their son-in-law and daughter, Shekells, Mrs. Jewel Witty, Miss Jourdan, Mr. and Mrs. Steve
qualities
secretary; Mrs. Martha GardDr. and Mrs. J. B. Dover will patrol on the basis of her
The Arts and Crafts Club
Richard Willie Mae Redden, Mr.and Mrs. Andrus, Mr. and Mrs. Sid Jobs ner, treasurer.
Mr. and
Mrs.
of
leadership.
meet at the home of Mrs. Ben have an open house at their home
HulsLander, in Romulus, Mich., Elmer Hulslander, Mr. and Mrs and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Myers, ..Each in,cnnaing officer acThe troop, made up of 25 itszth
Keys, 1.322 Mal
iStreet,..$ 2: hi Ha#11Totp lotto to fite_ p.m. in grade girls from Austin, Carter,
Sandy Berry and children, Dan,
on Saturday, May 1.
cepted her-office graciously mad
celebdition
of
their
25th
wedding
- The party was even by the Scott, Randy, and Lori, Mr. and
d Roberson Elementary
Said that the *mkt perforrn
anniversary.
Hulslanders and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Judson Rohrer and
Schools, also elected Sheryl Nall
duties to the best of her ability.
Murray
The
South
Gene Coleman,son and daughter- children, Michael Green, Bonnie,
to serve as Troop Treasurer and
The officers for the past year
Homemakers Club will meet at
in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Loman and Kirk. 4
Cheryl Willis, Troop Scribe.
have been Mrs. Ford, president;
the home of Mrs. N. P. Cavitt at
Coleman, who reside near Mr. and Mrs. Jack Radcliffe,
Troop No. 5 meets each
Mrs. Sims, vice-president; Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. James R. 10:30 a.m.
Mrs. Bette James, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Gray, Sr., Judy Hina, corresponding Hargrove of 915 North 18th
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Tuesday at 3:30 to 4:30 in the
Thursday, May 13
Those attending the party frotr Burton Roberts and children, DireMn Road, Princeton, an- secretary. Both Mrs. Ftequarth Street, Murray, observed their
Mellon of Hazel Route One are social hall at the First United
out of state were Mr. and Mrs Lynn, Pat, Beth, and Mike, Mr,.flounce the engagement and and Mrs.Gardner were elected to silver wedding anniversary on
the parents of a baby girl, Althea Methodist Church with their
Gene Coleman and children and Mrs. Mike Ftouff, Mr.afid approaching marriage of their their offices for a second year. Tuesday, May 11. No formal The Murray WOW Camp will Grace, weighing six pounds 41
/
2 Troop Leader, Mrs. James Byrn,
meet in the WOW,Hall at 6:30 ounces,born on Friday, May 7, at and Assistant Leader, Miss
Palm, Cherri, Russell, Randy Mrs. Fremon Garrison,, 'G. E. daughter, Ginna Lou, to William Mrs. Marilyn Paulk will be in- celebration was held.
Richie, and Ronnie, Mayfield; Rushing, Mr. and Mrs. John Denny Jones, son of Rev. and stalled later as extension officer. The couple was married May
6:29 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Marsha Crook, a Murray State
by Rev. H. P.
from
Miss Thelma Futrell„ Mr. and Outland, Leon Watson, Mr. and Mrs. J. Bill Jones of Florence. This office is now held by Mrs. 11, 1946,
student
University
County Hospital.
Blankenship at the Methodist
Mrs. Johnnie Anderson,and Mrs. Mrs.Elige Outland, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Gray is a graduate of Contri.
They have two other daughters, Paducah.
Ralph Redden, Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell County High School and Guest speaker was Ray parsonage at Kirksey. Their The Baptist Women of the Elm Marie, age thirteen,
Rob Walston, all of Murray.
and
Guests from Michigan were PaulAtedden, Mr. and Mrs. is attending the University of Roberts, candidate for state attendants were her sister arove Baptist Church will hold Pamela, age ten. A step son is
Mr.and Mrs. Richard Hulsiander Edward Krakowski, Mr. and Kentucky where she is a member representative, who said that Glenace Berkley, and James its general meeting at the home Billy Bailey of Jackson, Mich.
of Mrs. Charles Burkeen at 1:30 The father is employed at the
and children, Yvonne,Evie, Ray, Mrs. George Nance, Miss Rosa of Owens and Links, and Kappa citizens should be concerned Halford Darnell.
Bonnie, and Bob, Mr. apd Mrs. Parry, Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Alpha Theta, social sorority.
Southside Barber Shop, and the
about upcoming elections across Mrs. Hargrove, the former p.m.
Tunis Cheech and sari, Mike, Mr. Winchester, and Miss Rosa Mr. Jones is a graduate of the nation and should stand up Helen Berkley,is the daughter of
Wagon mother is on leave of absence as a
Welcome
The
Caldwell County High School and and be counted for the man of
and Mrs. Philip Paschal and Perry.
cashier for Credit Thift. Murray.
Mrs. Ralph Berkley of Penny and Newcomers Club will meet at
Grandparents are Wesley S.
daughters, Karen, Robin and Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Outland, has just completed a tour of duty their choice. He told of the duties
late Mr. Berkley. She is Community Center, Ellis Drive
the
Gladys Smith, Mr. and Mrs. with the Army in Vietnam. He is of the' state representative and
Mellon
of Hazel Route One and Miss Jennifer Grogan, brideemployed at Corvette Lanes, at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. John Bar
Lee Williams, Mr. and Mrs. the grandson of the late E. C. what he would expect to do if he
Mr.
and
Mrs. Joseph L. Thomas elect of Thomas Rowland, was
tholomy will give the program
Murray.
Wallace Frazier, Mrs. Edna Jones of Murray.
of Rives Junction, Mich. Great entertained with a linen shower
were elected to the office. A Mr. Hargrove, son of the late
held Saturday afternoon at the
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur The wedding will be solemnized question and answer session
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hargrove of The Dexter Homemakers Club grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. home of Mrs. Earl Douglass.
Redden, Mr. and Mrs. David on Friday, May 14, in the chapel followed.
Herbert
Clem
of
Homer,
Ill.,
and
Coldwater, now operates the B & will meet at the Dexter ComMrs. Chloe Finch of Pleasant The table was covered with a
Harvey D. Puckett of Dexter Cauto, Mr. and Mrs. Mac of the First Baptist Church,
H Service Station at Coldwater. munity.Center at 9:30 a.m.
During
the
business
session
pink linen cloth centered with a
Lake,
sas been a patient at the Western Coleman, Mrs. Lucy Coleman, Princeton.
Mich.
States
reports were given by various He served with the United
silver container filled with mixed
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Coleman,
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
committee members. Mrs. Contri Army for twenty years and three The Cumberland Presbyterian
spring flowers. Punch was served
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dezomits
Confused
by
gave a report on the Beta Sigma months.
Women of the North Pleasant
from a crystal bowl which
and
Murray
daughters,
Anita
and
Nancy,
' Jairses C. Newsome of
A baby boy, Jason Graham, featured pink floating ice ring
Phi convention she attended in
Grove Church will meet at tithe
Route One was dismissed Mr. and Mrs. Jack Abugow, Mr. meat terminology?
/
2 filled with violets. Tiny iced
Does your meat retailer's Carbondale, Ill., on April 18 The couple has two sons, home of Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd weighing seven Pounds 111
recently from the Western and Mrs. Al Abugow and
ounces,was born to Mr. and Mrs. cakes decorated with violets
display case reveal ground telling of the different activities Joseph R.Hargrove,serving with at seven p.m.
daughter, Janice, and Vick
Baptist- Hospital, Paducah.
Robert(Bob) Counts, 706 College were served from a silver platter.
meat identified by various that other chapters had as well as the U. S. Air Force at MonParker.
terms such as hamburger,
The' Sunnyside -.Homemakers Court,Murray,on Saturday, May Miss Melba Rogers presided at
Mrs.Sarah H.Stilley of Murray Sending cards and gifts were ground beef, ground chuck, ideas from the national officers. terey, California, and Charles
Mrs. Ford reported on the Edward Hargrove,at home, and Club will meet at the home of 8, at 7:38 p.m. at the Murray- the punch bowl.
_0
Itas been a patient at the Western Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Coleman, ground round and ground
Founders
Day banquet held at one daughter, Miss Sandra Kay Mrs. George Holland at 10:30 Calloway County Hospital.
The fireplace was filled with
Mrs. Ora Lee Farris, Mr. and sirloin? Each has a differflaptist Hospital, Paducah.
The new father is a senior at blooming potted plants. The gifts
Mrs. Larry Ragsdale, Mr. and
ent meaning? None is less Union City, Tenn. She also Hargrove, at home, a junior at a,m
Murray State University.
were arranged on the hearth
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tucker of Mrs. Seth Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. nutritious—all beef cuts are thanked the group for electing Calloway County High School.
The Baptist Women of the Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Mixed arrangements of spring
Murray Route Three and their Buddy Humphreys, Mr. and Mrs. known to be rich in protein, her "Girl of the Year" and for the
minerals and vitamins.
Grace Baptist Church will meet H.G.Counts of Dayton, Ohio,and flowers were placed throughout
grandson, Mike Morgan of Rex Diuguid, Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Federal regulations, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Porter of the house.
at
the church at two p.m.
Hardin Route One, .recently Harder, Mrs. Bessie Sills, Lloyd
laws,
In some cases state
Madisonville. This is the first Miss Grogan chose to wear a
visited their daughter and Sills, Mr.,and Mrs. Loyd McKeel, set a limit on the maximum
The Gamma Omicron Chapter great grandson for Dewey Porter white knit dress and was
family, Staff Sgt. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Macon Wrye, Mrs. amount of fat that can be
included in products
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at of Texas and Mr. Counts of presented& gift corsage of mixed
Danny .Cothran and children, Nora Campbell, and Mr. and
labeled hamburger or
the Baptist Student Union Virginia.
flowers.
Mitzi Lee and Damian, of Fort Mrs. Cecil Sills, all of Murray and
building at 7:30 p.m.
New Concord; Mr. and Mrs. ground beef and sold as
Out of town guests were Mrs
Polk, La.
federal or state-inspected.
laValle Myst of California;
Janice Morris, Mrs. Judy
meat.
, Mrs. Gus Lamb of Murray has Mrs. Roberta Outland, Mrs.
Jenkins, and Mrs. Casey, all of
A certain amount of fat,
Friday, May 14
been a patient at the Western Molly Blalocit, Mr.and Mrs. John
between 15 to 30 per cent
Paducah,and Mrs. Linda Haney
The
North
Murray
in "hamburgis'contained
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Kwiecinske,'Mr. and Mrs. Ace
and Mrs. Bob Grogan, both of
,
Homemakers Club will meet at
Long, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Meyer. er. Usually a less amount
Frankfort.
the home of Mrs. Ivan Outland,
Recently dismissed from the George Artnaltorig and daughter. of 'fat, 20 to 25 per cent
is
in
"grmind
beef."
Some
509 South 13th Street, at 1:30 p.m.
Western Baptist Hospital, Debby, and Dr. and Mrs. Sam
fat is needed to make the
Saucepan supper
raducah, was Mrs Purdom Rosvnthal.
product juicy and flavorThe ROTC brigade at MSU will
Lovett of Murray Route Two.
ful
be reviewed by President Harry
This easy saucepan main
Be happy
Ground meat marked
M. Sparks at Cutchin Stadium at
"ground chuck" is meat
dish is Italian in origin. In
soup is a happy
Miss Mary Stein will be the
from the shoulder or Chuck
seven p.m. Honor awards will be
saucepan or skillet combine
treat for sweltering days.
guest at a luncheon of the
of beef • and usually conpresented.
two cups uncooked noodles,
Louisville Branch of the AAUW
/
2
citmbine one can Il01
tains 15 to 25 pet cent
ounces1 condensed cream
two cups cubed cooked
on Saturday. May 15. She is state
fat "Ground round" Is
The A Capella Choir from
of celery soup. one soup
what its name implies,
cultural intellectual chairman of
chicken or turkey; two cans
• can water. one-half cup ;ground round steak.
Ritenour High School, St. Louis
18 ounces'.each) tomato
the Kentucky Division AAUIN
chopped tomato, two tableGround round may be used
County, Mo.41111 present a
sauce with cheese; one can
aid will be guest of Mrs. Thor
spoons chopped green
by
people
on
low
fat
diets
concert at the recital hall, Fine
(1 poundl cut up zucchini
Laugesen. -Louisville Branch -z;nnions. I w o- tablespoons
but probably will not be as
drained; and one tibiaGAMMA OMICRON Chapter of Bete Sigma Phi Installed Na Arts Building, MSU, at eleven
cultural intellectual chairman. chopped graen_pepper and
luicy as ground meat with
spoon instant minced ona.m. No charge."
LRISUR16 SUIT — Stanley
one.fourih cup so-Ur-cream
more fate "Ground sirloin."
Re
ahe will view' the -Art Exhibit of
ft
Blacker designs the vest suit
ion. Simmer, covered. 10
Servo Ln chilled
likessise. is sirloin steak
right, C
Carol
iee
pronli Salms
t thean
kidayMrs
$ In. fet .sTE
Kentucky women ertists at the _ thill
hlenyeratr:iti;Irb n kr r•
for the man of the 70's. Typiww% rI
t
minutes or until -noodles
bowl, Nlakcs three serv
Members
of
the
BSU
tat is grntind and fat conLowsvilie,
Executive
tiw
-eiT-of the new look in men's
Alms Reellartli, Mn. Mary Plegjallirl._ and. ?erg!
are done. Ilakee tour tam
opeejacr Zs
-t
Martha
"r"
tetii--vatiesins4
-Council
we
gpoii-sz,-Fed-1*'th'e.
will
swathe
-Gardmar—
*inn. ----MK*
(b,k-sn vandwiches.
requests'
Rushing Creek in the Land ribless cotTbn coiduroy.

PatFol Leaders Are
Elected By Girl
Scout Troop No. 5

Gamma Omicton Chapter installs Officers
At Meeting; Ray Roberts, Guest Speaker

Air. and Mrs. Loman Coleman Honored At
;Surprise Party On 40th Anniversary

Silver Anniversary
"
. —arred Tuesday
ebse
By The Hargroves

Gray & Jones ; s
To Be Read Friday

FBIRTHSA

Jennifer Grogan Is
Honored At Shower
At Douglass Home
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BOND'S KOSH

PICKE
JUICE
CATS]
TUNA
SACRAMENTO

BROOKS TOM

STAR KIST

FEST_IVAI

ICE(

DUNCA1

coc
KELLY'S

CHIL
sAui

KELLY'S VII

Gt Size

TIDE

sorl
Home Grown

PEANUT B
WELSION
iHORTENI

FLAVOR KIS

SUGAR WAI
LEMON SAN
SUGAR CO[
* LIBE1
Maxwell Hot

COFFI4tv
NO PUR

At1
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Where You Always Buy The .Best for Less!
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
sw•ibt

We Offer Only U.S. Prime Beef

asher
$
,Pound
1
9; BACON
.
RAcK Rs254:p ROAST 49;
0 9 F RYERS
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Mist Liberty

RPound

Loaf

BREAD
Lora Lynx!
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U.S. PRIME CHUCK

Pound Box
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.
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CREST TOP

BOND'S KOSHER

',mills

"
3/$1

,SACRAMENTO TOMATO

46-oz. cans
JUICE

MISS WISCONSIN

JACK

BROOKS TOMATO
cusup : 20-oz.

tall ,cans
bot5.3/q

ROSE

er
es

th
r,

LII

/
2-oz. cans 2/89C
61

,
lc5a-nosz..10i
sl

FooD

goG

TUM

it

i M

SMOKED

SLICED

lb.

49C

12-oz. Pkg

FRESH

FlitSH

NECK BONES

a
a
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its
it.
at

ith
fts
th.
rig

•a
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:ed

39c.
el

lb 11.,

U.S.
PRIME
99c

LOOK!

28b0-ot.z.

Doi

Grade A Med.

%

_

.....,;

GARDEN DELIGHT

KELLY'S

with BEANS

15-oz. cans$

'' .
1.41 1
11°.

19c

EKCO ETERNA
STOVEWARE
Comparative

,

,

-

Value - '28.95

By Patronizing Us

PRINGLES

NOW ONLY $

Twin Pak

TIDE

•.:,,,,„. .,

fit

Qt. Jar 59C

a-lb, bag

Milk Maid

20-PIECE
SET

N\bi

....••

.

BLUE PLATE

. Gt Size

4ii

•

e-

C

2-lb. bag

cans$1

as

lb.

A:K
A.m.BuRG Rb5
. 5
COCA—COLA 4 9!1c EGGs
3
.
1 FRN. FRIEs 3
450z.
MAYONNAISE
SAUSAGE
099
1
69c
CHIPS
KELLY'S VIENNA

er
he

•

Fresh Ground Pure Beef

DUNCAN HINES

CHILI

le-

49c

lb'

COUNTRY STYLE

LIBERTY

ch
he
ed
!ir
rn,
iss
ate
nn

lb. 49c

lb'

spare Ribs 119c ROUND STEAK

59C

:„., Gal.
CR

89

lb.

FRESH

CENTER HAM

, LEAN, MEATY

FESTIVAL
ICE

.

29c SWISS STEAK
19C PORK BRAINS
49c PICNICS
PORK SAUSAGE
ib.19c GROUND CHUCK

JOWLS
SLICES
BEEF LIVER
FARMOUR'S
R s

4/5°1

MACKEREL '

STAR KIST

Uy
he

.ol
s"
an
1"
th

303 eans 7/$1

PEAS

lb.

SHOULDER

SLICED

8( BEANS9/51

55c PORK
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U.S. INSPECTED "
WHOLE

-Lb.
Bag
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FLOUR sr

.
5
.
9
,
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•

Home Grown

JIFF
PEANUT BUTTER
ALL VEG.
WESSON OIL
RICHTEX
SHORTENING

12-oz. an

LD SWEET
diANGE
l_EF CHUM' '

24-oz. bot. 49C
3-lb. can

'

tall can

69C

69C

FLAVOR KIST

10c

bch.

GR. ONIONS
RUSSETT
20-lb. bag

8-oz. cans 29C

COOKIES

POTATOES
.
CELLO

BIS
LIQUID BLEACH

Doz. 39C

ORANGES
FRESH TURNIP

loc GGREENS
LEM

lb.

c
19

SUNISINS
Doz 39c

89c
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SUGAR WAFERS '
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ih Gal. 39c RADISHES
LEMON SANDWICH
ONIONS
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c
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..
,.
, * LIBERTY COUPON *
* LIBERTY COUPON *
LIBERTY COUPON * ''
'"':•
* LIBERTY COUPON * '
• *,LIBERTY COUPON**
:
' k GODCHAUX
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Maxwell House
. -: MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT
SAVE 10;
SAVE 151
4
This
With
Coupon on .,..
With this coupon on the
10 oz jar $139' .
bag
' .
1"lb' bag
purchase of one large roll
Purchase' of 48 ct. box of
if
With This Coupon
With this coupon
• With this cupon and add. '7.50
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY!
t'l
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY! ' '7 purchase (cigs. & dairy.Roducts exc)
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!4-H Agents
Hold Meet
Last Week
LEXINGTON,' ICY,"There's
too little optimism and positive
thinking in this country today,"
j)r. Oddvar Berg, an Alabama
er, told those attending the
entucky 4-H Agents Conference
4it Mammoth Cave National Park
last week.
k Berg, who was final speaker at
lbe event, went on to tell the 140
Extension workers at the conference that they had a =clue
opportunity to emphasize the
good things about U. S. life to the
Kentucky youth with whom they
work.
Attending the conference were
most of the state's full-time
txtension youth workers as well
its some of the other Extension
iegents who work with 4-H in
;Addition to their responsibilities
:in other program areas of the
"University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture's Cooperative Extension Service.
The program theme, "Working
Together for a Dynamic
Educational Impact," referred to
teamwork of Extension 4-H,
agriculture, home economies,
and development agents in local
educational programs. Assistant
%Directors of Extension Conrad
:Feltner (4-H), S. H. Phillips
lAgriculture 1, and Mike Duff
(Development), and Miss Wilma
Vandiver, representing the
Assistant Director of Extension
for Home Economics, talked to
the group about team efforts for
effective Extension programs.
Other speakers were T. P.
Head, Assistant to the Dean of
UK College of Agriculture, whose
topic was "administration and
the Team Spirit," and DR'. John
Robertson, Associate Director of
Instruction, UK College of
Agriculture, who discussed
"Teamwork
and
Professionalism."
Also part of the program were
discussion sessions on the team
approach and reports on new
approaches being used in Kentucky 4-H work.
Meeting during the conference
was the Kentucky Association of
Extension 4-H Youth Agents. The
/emaciation now has the third
largest membership of any
similar organization in the
nation, according to an announcement made during the
meeting. The Association's 70
members include most of Kentucky's youth agents and some of
the other Extension workers in
the state.
New Association officers also
elected during the meeting were:
president — William Moss,
Paducah; first vice president —
Mrs. Jo Nelda Cole, Richmond;
second vice president — Gordon
Bacon, Somerset; and secretarytreasurer — Miss Sara Swango,
Carlisle.
The Association board also
announced plans to present
awards to four Kentucky
newspapers—two daily and two
weekly newspapers—for their
service to local 4-H programs.
Recipients will be selected on the
basis of 1971-72 activities with the
awards to be presented next
summer.
Now in its fourth year, the
Association
promotes the
recognition of Cooperative Extension Service youth work as a
profession;
encourages
professional improvement of its
members; provides for the exchange of ideas, methods, and
techniques among those working
With Extension 4-H and other
youth programs-in the state; and
promotes the
educational
programs of the University of
Kentucky.
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Highway 641 N. - Marray
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-SAT.
1 P.M. to 6 P.M. Sundays
No more lid problems with the
new hinged lid!

CermJn Chemin •
Author.( S-teral Handbooks

Research in Orpanic Chemistry

Prices Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

24 INCH

May 13-14-15-16

CHARCOAL GRILL

LIGHTWEIGHT • STRONG
FOLDING

LRAM ICE CHEST

LAWN CHAIR

32 Quart

Tubular aluminum frame,
durable plastic webbing.

REG.'2.99

Or

• U.L Approv.
Motor
• Steel Bowl

2i$5
• Light

• Chrome Grid

Folds up for easy
carrying and storage.

-• Strong
REG.'1.99

sholwi:4

• Rugged

$ 1 68 -STYRO CUPS

perma-tube
aluminum handle
THRIFT PAK

9-INCH

NAPKINS

PAPER PLATES

250 Count

100 Count

REG. 44'

REG. 77'

TV TRAY

.41°.

TABLES
LARGE SIZE

CHARCOAL

REG. 57,

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

10 LBS.
HICKORY BLEND

Quart Size

'FLAV

T75E
* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIALS *
LARGE GROUP
LADIES

PANT SUITS

REDUCED!

— FRIDAY —

— SUNDAY

GOLDEN FRIED FISH

8-0Z. T-BONE

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

Baked Potato or French Fries
Tossed Salad - Rolls

Slaw, French Fries, Hush Puppies
Tea or Coffee

tADIES STRAW SHOP"ERS
carry as is.

iv

REG. '1.37

'1427

The season has just
started, yet ROSES

303 C

DRESSES

has reduced a large

SPECIAL ON GIRLS

group of pant suits
just tor you,

We have a wide range of styles and
sizes of girl's dresses, especially
selectod to make that little girl
even prettier.

BUY SEVERAL!
Hundreds or styles, fabrics
and colors.
All in the latest fashion.

LARGE ASSORTMENT!

$333

SAVE AT
ROSES!

EXCITING
SHORT SLEEVE

BODY SHIRT

Frit

$296
100% Stretch Nylon
in 3 styles. No more problems of shirt tail
hang out. Comfortable
snap crouch.
Sizes S-M -L.
Ch

LADIES

PANTS
NOT
From dressy, velvet look

By Kelt.

11.'STI'S VON. ILIEBIG'
• /873
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In Murray

POSTAGE PERSONALITIES
•lials•••

Rirthdat. of.

197

ROSES

Camping director,
11 AS1I I\GI 4 \ (I PI)
....mprehen..ise glint.. to I a flip ing facilitie. and
pro%iiI.41 us the National Park
Scr‘....•
-lieco mad.- a%atd
thc National Park "..-r
Ade
Sec,.

May 12
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RIO 34$ EA
L°P
Chrome

4f/t/

end Teflon
10 in. SKILLET
9* Si. SAUCEPAN

BUT
etSTN
SAVE
5396

to denim
REG 6 16

SAVE 312
63 and 84 in. Lengths

LADIES JAMAICA SHORTS
'2.99
Plaids
REG.
•
• Stripes
• Solids
• Knits & Permanent Press

with thii
you bu)

MAXV

NN19
.
2
ONE COUPO
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hi/n.1' 5°154 15°14
binte 5r5"

Prices Gbod Thru Tue. May,18th.

U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED

FIELDS

EMGE SMOKED

WIENERS

FRYERS

PICNICS

lb 59"

lb.25`P

lb.

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

PURE

FIELDS

Sausage Pork Cutlets

l.59
b
TROSIY
ACRES

PIE SHELLS

mo,

BANQUET

CREAM PIES

COOKIES

NIAGARA

NTE

SPRAY

STARCH

54

TOMAion UIC

59'

JUNDimm;
PEAS

46 oz.,

BLUE BONNET

PHILIDELPHIA

OLEO

CREAM
CHEESE

1 lb

303 Can

2/49' 3/98'
DEL MONTE

12 oz

49t

3/9.°0

PAPER
TOWELS
Jumbo

SUP
PADS
10 Pack

COFFEE

25' 69'

Pineapple
Chunk, Crushed or Sliced

39

No 2 Can
•

303 Can

DEERWOOD CREAM STYLE
WHITE OR YELLOW

303 Can

FAMILY SIZE

CORN

15'

WESSON
OIL

DEL MONTE CUT

GREEN
BEANS

303 Can

GERBER STRAINED

30;

with this coupon when
you buy 10 oz.
Instant

jar of

MAXWELL HOUSE1COFFEE
JOHNSON S
10 oz. Jar Only

with.
1.37 eZpo

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY,

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 24, 1971

16 oz

3/29'

on 3 oz. size

394

8 oz

PEACHES

2/69t

Sliced Or Halves
21
/
2 Can

16 oz

$1"

PEPSI COLAS

434 oz
8 PACK

RICELAND

DOG
FOOD

CHEESE

11
/
2 Qt.

,.„, BABY
LI giT FOOD

JOHNSONS

-47'. SAVE

KRAFT AMERICAN SINGLE SLICED

DEL MONTE

Fruit Drinks Tomato Catsup Fruit Cocktail
3/sloo
29t
2/49t
DEL MONTE

39'

lb.

DEL MONTE

14 oz

•

COOKIES

39'

OLD JUDGE

DEL MONTE

--46-oz.

494
lb.
10'
6 Pack
424
15°
3 Doz.
$1"

NABISCO FIG NEWTON

22 oz
24 oz.

10 lb.

RED POTATOES
BANANAS
2/69' TRAY TOMATOES
CELERY
29' COUNTRY EGGS

Showers

'FLAVOR KIST VANILLA CREME

591

Ib

* PRODUCE *

FROSTY ACRES

AA .

Ground
Beef

I b 69

* FROZEN FOODS *

3

RICE

69'

COUPON
54 oz.
Giant
Size

In stant

NESTEA

21'

Good Only At

Johnson's Grocery '
411 •

,1`
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International Shrine Hospital Day
Will Be Observed On Sun day, May 16
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Travel topics

Sexy rid
posed

Portugal is lenient
on the pocketbook

to children of all races and trained in Shriners Hospitals.
1, Over 880,000 Nobles comprise open
who receive the most "Medical authorities tell us
'treeds,
'the organization known as the
excellent of medical attention that our Hospitals continue to
of
the
Arabic
Order
::Ancient
the southwestern _tip of
from a few days to several years have an impact and will continue
By MURRAY). BROWN
;Nobles of the Mystic Shrine. The
Portugal in the sun-and-sea
duration without charge.
contributions
to
to
make
notable
Editor
Travel
UPI
171 Temples of the Shrine are
Algarva_regionsaliout 170 _miles
science."
the
field
of
medical
throughout North
located
LISBON 41-14j-- Prices are from Lisbon, has 15 rooms.
MIRACLES DAILY
Shriners Hospitals are active in
'America
161 in the United
they
rising here, of 'owe, as
nstant
or
High
Throughout the 49-year history research, both in orthopedic and
States, nine in Canada, and one in
are „everywhere; but Portugal
Hospitals "miracles" burns. A few of the projects inShriners
of
a
h
do
en
a
o
f
clif
s
f
h
ips
witil
e
n
ate
e
;in
g
'Mexico
still has to be one of the
practically an every-day clude the miraculous vaccine
leaving the Mediterranean-all
: The Shrine conceived in 1870 are
world's best travel buys.
160,000
more
than
Today,
event.
death
rate
reduces
the
rooms
that
look across at Cape St.
budon
a
vacationists
tip:and organized in 1872, has
For
patients have received treatment among
Vincente, the southwestern
victims
burn
get, few other countries can
:pealed to many because of its
most point in Europe. It was
have been returned to society dramatically; "germ-free"
match the government-run
wet. •
4rolorful costumes, ceremonies and
•••••••
here that Portugal's Prince
aided wards and beds for burn victims;
curred, or
either
The
inns.
touriat
or
"pousadas"
pagentry,
all
with
an Arabic
,and
materially.
research in and operation of a
first one was founded in the -Henry, the father of modern
or Near East Flavor. The
exploration, founded the first
average cost per patient new intensive spina-bifida ward
The
12th century br a Portuguese
- glamour of the organization has
school for navigators in the
which has been spent to date is in the an Francisco Unit;
queen -to provide pilgrims and
:been heightened by the history
15th century;where Columbus,
for Orthopedic patients reconstructive surgery for burns
travelers with "a roof, bed and
and origin of the Shrine rituals. $1,956.00
Magellan and Vasco de Gama
has been patients; the application of :in
past
year.
It
during
the
candle."
Walter Fleming and William J.
estimated that the cost to treat a sulphate to aid healing of burn
They provide inych more studied the' seas and skies beFlorence originated the idea for
severly burned patient will be victims, and success in comas I found Out during a fore sailing off intn the vast
today
:the establishment of the Order.
unknown.
more than $10,000.00. Already bating the "lung syndrome"
to Portugal. There now
visit
In 1876 the Imperial Grand
A comfortable room for:
pousadas on easy-tosome cases in the Burns In- affecting burn patients a few
16
are
oundil for North America was
reach highway locations around two al the Pousada de Sagres,
stitutes have costs in excess of days to a week following their
armed with headquarters in New
the country with another 15 with a balcony overlooking the
920,000.00. ,
accident.
Plork City. At that time the
construction or planned. sea, costs about $9 daily ioBURNS CASES
will
Hospitals
Shriners
Las under prices are right-would eluding full breakfast and dieprerequisite for membership in
BIG BACKUP-This is a paadtama photo of the Castaic Dam of the State Water Project in
And the
doctors claim that celebrate "International Shrine
Shrine
bunts
:9Europe, Asia, Africa and
water after ft traverses the epicenter of the you believe around $10 a day ner along with the wine of the
cent of all burns cases can Hospital Day" with Open Houses Angeles county which will receive Northern California
region.
sitmerica was established as a 32- '75 per
Van Norman Dam in the valley recently, for two with meals and wine?
the
Valley
and
Fernando
which
earthquake
damaged
San
be prevented. The five major and other birthday activities. The
About 165 miles north of
Vlegree Scottish Rite Mason or a
scheduled
to be completed this year.
Dam
is
Castalc
But all are more than just
accidents are Hospitals are located in Chicago, Castalc Dam suffered no damage. The
of
burn
causes
Lisbon, the new Pousada da
Xnights Templar in good stanis
eatpEach
sleep
and
places
to
flammable
Ill; Erie, Pa; Greenville, S. C.;
Wing.The purpose of the Imperial gasoline, and other
a native part of Portugal, built 'Ria sits oti" a tagilftri at the
faulty heaters and Honolulu, Hawaii; Houston,
:Council was to build the Order of liquids,
or restored in the style of the mouth of the Vouga River
fireplaces, scalds, matches, and Texas; Lexington, Ky; Los
'Nobles into an organization for
particular region in which it is near the canal town of Aveirn.
and outdoor fires.
Angeles, Calif; Mexico City,
the exercise of charity, im- trash
faithfully mirroring It has 10 rooms but all have
located,
Past Imperial Potentate J. Mexico; Minneapolis, Minn;
private baths -and sonic - have
culture.
provement of the mind, and ally
local
the
Baker of Indianapolis Montreal, Que;
Canada;
of the fraternity of Free Masonry Worth
" In Evora, a beautiful walled terraces jutting out over the
that the hospitals are Philadelphia, Pa; Portland,
town less than twti hours drive river where guests can relax
In the United States. This was paints out
Joi, training future Oregon; St. Louis, Mo; Salt Lake
centers
also
south and east of Lisbon, the and watch the brightly-colored
adopted at the First Imperial
orthopedic and City, Utah; San Francisco, Calif;
pousada is a magnificently' "moticeiros,"' graceful little
Council Session. The official specialists in bolli
hospitals have Shreveport, La; Spoken, Wash;
By ARTHUR RD3BEL
Sacramento, the capital city, Sacramento River at Hood, converted 15th century con- boats whose upswept prows
name of the governing body was burns. "Our
remind one of swans' neck's.
he stated, "ap- Springfield, Mass; Winniped,
Copley News Service
now completed, will impound
near Sacramento, to carry the vent. Directly in front are the The nightly rate for two, With
changed to the Imperial Council, trained,"
one-third of the Man. Canada.
proximately
of
a
.1,800columns
acre-feet
ruined
edge
million
eastern
3.5
the
more than
water around
A.A.O.N.M.S., in 1886. Insurgeons practicing The Burns Institutes are LOS ANGELES - Califor- of runoff: One acre-foot of of the delta and discharge it at year-old Roman temple of' breakfast and dinner, is about
ternational Shrine Headquarters orthopedic
burn centers are located in Boston, Mass; Cin- nia's gigantic state water water amounts to 325,800 Tracy, where the California Diana in a medieval town $9.
today.
Our
are now located at 323 North
Closer to Lisbon, about 60
,this lead and M the cinnati, Ohio; Galveston, Texas. project, hailed • as . an
alloris of water, or an acre of Aqueduct begins. This canal is iqUare.
-Wiciaigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. following
the The public is cordially inihted engineering marvel,.is nearing land covered a foot deep with
RteiririeritipifieginTIUTrvn miles away-7 is tin--ponsada-irr
we
hope
to
point
to
future
presertie
--the
to
designed
£0601.
which is one of the oldest on the old fortified city of Obidos.
number of specialists in to celebrate this occasion with completion.
water. Water comes from the
quality of the water.
The Crescent is the official great
The old dream of correcting snow-laden slopes of the tugged
the Iberian penninsula-occu- The town, encircled by a lofty
have the nearest Shrine Hospital.
insignia of the Order. In the this exacting field who
Mother Nature's imbalance of Sterra Nevada Mountains and
It is being hard fought,'both pied variously by the Celts, crenallated wall of golden- I
-center is the head of a Sphinx, on
water in the Golden State will the dam provides flood control in California and Washington, Romans, Visigoths'and Moors ored stone, goes back tp' the
the back of which is the Pyramid
come true next year, according
on the lastmajor stream in the D. C. Opponents contend it -the pousada dos Loios is en- Middle Ages.
and Star. The Latin motto,
It was traditionally the wed-to William Gianelli, state water
would destroy the agricultural, tered through an arched doorCentral Valley.
"Robur et furor," signifies
resources director.
The Oroville Dam em- ecological and recreational way. The rooms open off a ding gift of any new King of
'strength and fury.
More than two-thirds of bankment towers 770 feet aspects of the delta, in spite of second-floor balcony,overlook- Portugal to his bride and the
The first major charity unCalifornia's water originates in above streambed, as high as a assurances by state water ing a quiet, graceful cloisters. narrow lanes ankwinding stairdertaken by the Order was in 1888
the northern part of the state, 77-story building, is of earth officials that enough river The high-vaulted dining room case streets remZe, much es
during the yellow fever epidemic
which has only about one-third and rockfill construction, has a water would be released to is said to be coke of the finest they were when Queen. Leonor
In Jacksonville, Florida. The
of the population. The state capacity of 3,484,000 acre-feet maintain the delta's present, in all Portugal.-A, room and made her first visit iii1'.2185.
BY
" officers and members of Morocco
water project will move north- of water, a shoreline of 167 character.
meals for two runs $11 per The pousada isain a converted
wing of a once-great castle.
ern water 650 miles from the
Temple, assisted by associate
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
The project has delivered gay.
miles and has a power capacity
Rates are $9 for two, with
turbulent Feather River, in
water in Plumes and Alameda Informal
:IInights Templar, organized
of 644,250 kilowatts.
meals, daily.
It is the highest earthfill dam counties, in the north, since
- themselves into a relief corps to FRANKFORT, KY. — deferment and at the end of the Butte County, to parched
Whether situated in ancient
While the pousadas are not
Rightfully or not the "draft" has year of his prime vulnerability Southern California through
in the world, and the highest 1962; in Santa Clara County
aid victims.
since 1965, and in Napa, cities, nestled in the curve of a the Ritz in Lisbon, all are more
Fun loving Shrines take great been the means wed by some he placed in a lower priority natural courses and the 444- dam in the country.
mile California..Aqueduct.
It mammoth embankment Stanislaus, Kings, Kern and hill or perched high on a moun- than comfortable and are so
pride in their colorful parades. individuals outside the System in selection group.
tain, or a cliff lobbing over the popular with Portugal's knowlIt
will
course
through
built of more than AO million Tulare counties since los.
is
The first Shrine parade was held saying "no" to young men 18-26.
Greg
Late in December
riverbeds, canals, pumps, cubic yards of dredger trailings Luis Dam, a- -state-federal sea, the pousadas genteelly.aw edgeable visitors that the govThis
two
letter
word
generates
in Baltimore in 1884 and the first
voluntarily requested dropping dams ftlItbe hoisted more than
left behintlieligere Gold Rush project northwestof Fresno,in small-Ad informal. Most opt- ernment limits stays to five
national parade was held in Unhappiness.
his deferment to be reclassified 2.000 feet over the Tehachapi
&ker.)* 12rooms, with one or nights. Meals, with exceptions
Seeking relief from the from II-A to I-A in order that he
miners
deserted- the l'IMS-16t andstate,has been Wilt to hold two like those at Evora
Omaha in 1892.
Mountains, the state's great
and like Evora which: offers a more
two million acre-feet of water
Fellowship is one of the Shrine situation or a solution to the could move to a reduced priority divide between the north and the farms and the cities. Its from the delta.
Sagres slightly larger.
sophisticated menu. are mainIN
problem,
the
individual
will
write
embankment
contains
10
times
principles. The Shrine provides
selection group in January 1971. the south, to flow to terminal
The pousada at Sagres, on tasty regional dishes.
the
combined mass of the six
the means to widen the fellowship to the president,.a senator or a Greg graduated from the reservoirs
Southern
in
largest pyramids in Egypt, a
that was first enjoyed in the congressman.
cosmetology school in February California.
Masonic Lodges. It offers Such was the case of Greg. His 1971 and immediately applied for
Eventually, a housewife in bulk large enough to fill 1.5
companionship with others of letter was written to a senator a loan from a bank in
his San Diego, at the southernmost million standard railroad cars.
4,4
It impounds a reservoir large
S
similar tastes. Interests an who had frequently been quoted hometown with the intent to buy part of California. will be able
enough
to
supply
the
household
values and provides close as unalterably opposed to the into an established beauty shop. to turn on her kitchen faucet
needs of the California
association with men who are military draft. The crux of Greg's He offered as collateral a paid-up- and draw watei from the
•-•
-v.41 .
complaint was denial of a loan life insurance policy.
Northern California moun- population-for almnd a year. It
leaders in all walks of life.
•
" •
5.
cost
almost
$500
million.
because of a I-A classification. Greg claimed that the bank tains.
Construction
started
in
1962,.
44"
la
The second principle of Through channels were
The fury of the Feather has
refused to make the loan solely on
•
1.1
• %,-,"
Shrinedom is wholesome fun. The requested to reply to Greg and
stimulus to com- and on May 4, 1968. it was
• 7.
that his current draft been one
grounds
the
Shriners are men who enjoy life. furnish the senator with a copy of
pleting the project. In dedicated.
was
I-A.
classification
It is the keystone of the
They enjoy football games, the reply.
December, 1955, 65 persons
In his complaint to the senator,
and there was more than multibillion-dollar water
died
circuses, bands,dances or simply To our knowledge this was the
Greg charged that the Selective $200 million damage in a project.
quiet social occasions with each first- time the "draft" had been
Service System had failed to Northern California flood.
From Oroville, water flows
other. Yet this same enjoyment blamed for a young man not
downstream
into
all the ramifications of
the
bring
out
Juan
time
from
the
Almost
in large measure supports the receiving
con- the lottery system. We strongly
favorable
Sacramento River, mightiest in
Cabrillo,
the
PorRodriguez
Shrine's humanitarian efforts. sideration for a bank loan.
with this allegation.
tuguese navigator slaked his the state, and from there it
The third. • principle of Before sharing more of this disagree
It is regretted that the public in thirst from the San . Diego travels south into the delta
is
Shrinedom is philanthropy. Each "first" with you we would like to
does not understand fully River, men in California have region of the Sacramento and
year more than 7,000 children point out that Greg had a better general
Joaquin
rivers.
From
the
that all registrants classified I-A fought and fretted over water. San
leave ,the 72 Shriners Hospitals than average knowledge of the
are not immediately vulnerable - Since
California's, con- delta the water will be carried
throughout the United States, "lottery"
and reduced for induction into the armed stitutional convention in 1,849. south by a series of pipelines,
Canada and Mexico. These vulnerability for military serforces. It will take some time to the state's legislators have had aqueducts, canals, tunnels and
children, crippled due to or- vice.
for distribution
our citizenry that to, deal vift11 water as a vitai pumps
educate
thopedic problems, or severely In the fall of 1967 Greg enrolled..
deficient areas of the state. At
their
of
lives
the
factorin
iyrnain
men
young
of
millions
burned,leave the Hospitals much in a community college. U
the delta the great California
classified I-A but have reduced inhabitants, now numbering 20 aqueduct starts its 444-mile
improved
or
completely certification by the college
state
in
largest
the
vulnerability for military service million, the
journey southward.
rehabilitated. The Shriners accordance
with
curten because of an =reached RSNth Utter.
The state proposes to build a
Hospital program has often been Selective Service Regulations
19'2.8
began
in
that
drought
A
their. local board.
called, "The World's Greatest was classified II-S.
spurred the Legislature to pass Peripheral Canal, tapping the
old the State Central Valle
Philanthropy."
the
His academic progress con- Paraphrasing
"Strong Legs Run that Weak tinued satisfactorily and he quotation,"You take care of your
The directory list. nearly 2n.
Legs May Walk"- is the motto- of earned 'sufficient credit hours to knitting and I'll take care of Project Act in 1943. Much of the MO campsites at -529 camp
authorized gr( mods in H3 arca. if the
. 07.4-67.011101110$
.
the many professional, college, complete the program offered by mine," we do not consider our- water development
been af- National Park Sy•tein. The
•
Junior college, and high school the junior college in June 1960. selves as having expertise in by that act has
complished by the federat,
..li
football games that the Shrine However, Greg made the banking administration and Central Valley Project. star- gu ale,,Zcamping in the Na t ion if
al Park !4vsteitt.- an lie
••••,‘,
sponsors each year. And football decision not to continue work neither do we believe that those ira
1940. In 1951, the tained from the :••iiperinievigames are only one type of toward a baccalaureate degree responsible for approving loans Legislature authorized conLS. Coo
athletic events that the Shrine and in the fall of 1969 he changed for the bank would be so struction of.what is now known dent of Document..
ernment Printing 011ie,: N
Temples sponsor as fund: raising to a cosmetology school., The presumptuous to consider as the State Water Project.
'moon. D.C. 201412 tor 27.
.t
5Zities for the Shriners course offered by this school met themselves qualified on Selective voters of the state, in li.4101
•
l'etaS a C.)1) ,. .
itals and Crippled Children_ the criteria for the local board to service.
approved a bond issue of I',
* *
Shriners of three countries join consider Greg for Class II-A.
billion for the huge proje,
Drunk drivers bring families together.
,hands Sinwjay, May 16, to observe He was satisfactorily pursuing With the promise that the Other funds come' frnr:.
interest
stirred
Fair
assumpcorrect
preceding
is
a
the 49th Anniversary of the the prescribed course when the
tidelands oil revenues. u.
I 'PI)
f11.‘150
\we have informed Greg that
fr.,;, I
•."world's mdst. rewarding Ilresident's Executive Order of nnn
in hospital room!, anti at funerals.
—will be glad to explain to the state's general fund and
restilt ol anadat's part iciptiii,ot
philanthropy" the's.7.2 Shriners April 2.3, 1970, which included the we
the federal government in
,
'70
in
II
.I.man.
%torn. the drunk driver's victims wind pp.
Hospitals For Crippled--Children, phasing out of occupational bank how certain registrants are control and reclamation fund- in ()saki.
retained in I-A even though their
The waters of the trerid ,r,_ Canadian government tr,i‘el
I
throughout the United 'States, deferments, was issued.
/mill,
Wiser,
are involvell in at least 25,000 deaths and 800,000
ofitt•t• it,
bureau and the'
Canada and Mexico.
In September 1970 the loca liability for military service has antikpsojeet wilicover gra‘e,
rasIies
i's
t'iv
In•eii
11.1%,
ear.
been reduced, if he so desires: bridges. service statinr
Started in Shreveport. La. in -board
reviewed
Greg'
eniiitirie.. .a‘ - ii,, D.
till
homes
;,
and
farms
railroads,
Nn.I
what
September 1922, the A.A.O.N.M.- classification and continued the
..an
do!
. will cover a community, c'ed,:, nariment ii link-Irv. I ri
S. now maintain and operate the occupational deferment. Such We cannot guarantee that this
and I otiiiiieree.
Bernard
•
to
San
.kcincridicr
the
bank
Springs,
in
influence
action
will
the
drunk driver, the abusive drinker, the problem drinker
greatest chain of hospitals action wa'§- within the spirit and
bas .bosn Oho tb,
south.
'.Id\ ;1111f need YoUr help.
'devoted to the treatment of child intent of the Executive Order. reconsider. However, we are Oounty, in the statewide la al
Pa‘111.11)
1,I1,
Canadian
It is the first
aelhopedic and burns patients. Greg's date of 'birth was May hopeful that Our interest in
mo.t poptil..r at Oil
•Tho first 1litn \Too can do is get him off the road. For his,sake and yours.
clarification to project of its - kind in tH Lb, three
Both Shrine members and non- 13, 1949. His Ftandoril Sequence helping to provide
with lor,•1;111 and
,
Tehach,
.
The
counlr
•
clearly
,show
to
will
this problem
,
Shriners contribute to the support Number
,
I t...-.11o.thing..\\ rite the NatiOnal Safety Council, Dept. ;1,1.25 North
-Japan
1111. ?1
RSN ) intro. the
Greg that at all times we en- Mountain pumps will lift war Ind
I.:
IAA
of the hospitals, which-how costs December 1969 lottery was• 295
I
outlaw,.
other
than
any
higher
60611. ,/knd your voice will be heard.
aloont 21 old
114,000,000 annually for the 19 This RSN was not reached by his'deavor to exemplify the true plant in the nation. Engine,
a hail,.
• aning of our middle name,
.s.11.‘er
people
s,
Prthopedic Units. The' Shririers local board in.1970.
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from all over the world
Se (lye Service System.
101.disionlation
Last October the Director of
Illutris Institutes in operation
mars elect at the feat
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Man or woman I
arrest? It's conf

BALTIMORE (UP
licemen, judges,
guards and lawyers
all weekend over ths
Bernadette Cassell,
She was born a m
named Bernard
But she says sex
surgery and hormon
tions have made hei
woman.
A policeman thou
was a woman Frida;
he arrested her on a
of solicitation for t
poses of prostitution

BUT A JUDGE ti
as a man and sent
the male correction
tution at Jessup, Mt
cuffed to four men.
Authorities at thi
decided she had th

cal attributes of a
and sent her to the
en's correctional :
tion.
- In the midst of
shuffling around, Ml
sell hired a lawyer. I
he would appeal hi
Victim and gather
prison today.
THE POLICE blot
ed Miss Cassell as a
vestite—a man who
wear female clothir
police said they m
physical examinatic
cause they were
whether a man or
should do the exa
The judge who tri
case, Robert--G rsi
said: "I asked her la
sex was, and she a
was halfway there."

California water project
will soon be operational

Snow-job
DETROIT (UPI)
3f Detroit spent n
$1.6 million -on sno
removal • operatioru
streets through Mai
this season.
During one 24-he
when 2.5 inches of
recorded, it took 13f salt and 4,198
it a cost of $53,71
the streets for motor
*4*

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

t.

a 'imports' Fbi
TORONTO (UPI)
to promote
tion tripe, a'best
k of NIOntreallai
installed a geriuk
rfda.
Customers are i
me in and frolic in
ew "executive sandl
shovels are not
ut the bank has pu
of closed circuit tele
so people can wat
selves on the "beach.
• •
Gunpers•reeogaised
JEFFERSON CIT
(1191) - The Miss
Board has announcei
award to recognize
interest in state parks
Joseph Jaeger, Jr.;
ector, says an "Al
Capper Award" wil
meted to persons wit
five different state pa
the season from I%
Oct. 31, and who ma
ferent camping tri
that period.
**
The Australian
Queensland is nearly
the size of New Engla

The mot*tolior th
Michigan is "If Ys
Pleasant _ Peninsub
About You."
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THE -A-STUDENT
in a gay print wi
_ • schoolgirl blouse.
jumper I's a favorti
young set. In Ca

--rolkwed -cotton-KM
,

by Tiny Town Tot
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Sexy riddle
posed

BUT A JUDGE tried her
as a man and sent her to
the male correctional institution at Jessup, Md., handcuffed to four men.
Authorities at the prison
decided she had the physical attributes of a woman
and sent her to the WWII'
en's correctional institution.
In the midst of all .this
shuffling around, Miss Cassell hired a lawyer. He said
he would appeal her conviction and get her out of ,
prison today. THE POLICE blotter listed Miss Cassell as a transvestite—a man who likes to
wear female clothing. But
police said they made no
physical examination, because they were unsure
whether a man or woman
should do the examining.'
The judge who tried the
-ease,- Robert -G erstun g.
said: "I asked her what her
sex was, and she said she
was halfway there."
Snow-job
DETROIT (UPI) — The "City
f Detroit spent more than
$1.6 million on snow and ice
removal operations on its
dreets through March 11 of
this season.
During one 24-hour period,
when 2.5 inches of snow was
recorded, it took 2,679 tons
3f salt and 4,198 man-hours
it a cost of $53,714 to clear
the streets for motorists.
***
.:anada 'imports' Florida
TORONTO (UPI) — In an
ffort to promote loans for
cation trips, a branch of the
nk of Montreal has imported
installed a genuine piece of
rich.
Customers are invited to
me in and frolic in the bank's
ew "executive sandbox." Pails
shovels are not provided
but the bank has put in a pair
of closed circuit television sets
so people can watch themselves on the "beach."
•••
Gonpers•recognized
JEFFERSON CITY, N10.
Upt•ilr)
to
d — The Missouri Parkhas announced a special
award to recognize, campers'
interest in state parks. Joseph Jaeger, Jr. parks director, says an "All Missouri
Catmper Award" will be presented to persons who camp in
five different state parks during
the season from March 1 to
Oct. 31, and who make 10 different camping trips during
that period.
•* *
The Australian state o
Queensland is nearli 10 times
the size of New England.
The motto of the State of
Michigan is "If You Seek a
Look
Peninsula,
Pleasant
About You."

STARKIST LIGHT CHUNK

EDON

PAM
TOWELS

Mon or woman under
arrest? It's confusing
BALTIMORE (UPI): Policemen, judges, prison
guards and lawyers argued
all weekend over the sex of
Bernadette Cassell, 29.
She was born a male and
named Bernard Cassell.
But she says sex change
surgery and hormone injections have made her into a
woman.
A policeman thought she
was a woman Friday, when
he arrested her on a charge
of solicitation for the.purposes of prostitution.
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Big Roll"
PET NON-DAIRY

29;

CREAMER
11-oz. jar

LITTLE HELPER

4-TIE BROOM
89'

16-oz. toaf

59c

19;

NABISCO

VANILLA WAFERS DOG FOOD

PALMOLIVE SOAP

12-oz. box 2/69s

Bath Size Bar 1 0e;

BLUE BONNET

KRISP-N-FRESH

if

Nix/Amy

1

V100'#,Ar4,`
4111kp

AND
asysa,„„
wasi,„ r

99

25-1b. bag $

KRAFT PURE

POTATO
CHIPS

3/89;

teReleggg

HUSKY HOUND

RICH LANOLIN FORMULA

-

Apple - Apple-Grape
Apple-Blackberry
Apple-Strawberry

SUPER VALUE

BREAD

DISHPirlaING LIQUID
King Size 32-oz.

18-oz. Glass

YOUR CHOICE

'ORANGE
JUICE

DRINKS

104-oz. Twin Bag

sl

16-oz. 8-Bot. Ctn.
with bats. or dep. Asir

Without Coupon 99'
Good Only at Parker's Mkt
Offer Expires
11

riE4..it.r,0•5 APPLY

Margarine

ht

A‘Nvtx‘wr

• •
WE ARE GETTING

Fresh Home-Grown

.Parker's Mkt ,E
WHEN YOU BUY
• SAVE
1-LB. CAN OF

STRAWBERRIES
diaimaummusomesso
IDAHO RUSSETT BAKING

Parker's Mkt COUPON
WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10 OZ JAR OF
INSTANT

SPICUU. PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
AT

Parker's Market

$ 39 ;Zoo

69'
29'

10-lb. bag

FRESH TENDER

lb.

SUNSHINE

VIENNA FINGERS

SUNKIST JUICY

LEMONS

ittç

1 doz in plastic bag

39'

NEW CROP
YELLOW

ONIONS

BOSTON BUTT ALMOST BONELESS

PORK ROAST

3-lb bag

Lean

1
,
I 4

FROSTY ACRES
FROSTY WHIP
PIE SHELLS
GiRtfilLE:1:EAS
FRENCH FRIES
FROES
MEAT

10-oz. pkg.

2-lb. bag

3/s1m
2/35'
3/$100

WIENERS

lb 49C

pint 25t
Pkg. of 2

Morrell All-Meat

6 lender

PORK
STEAK

FOR OW/Cif,NeilRlYilfir4LS

DINNERS(Excluding Ham)

BRYAN

OLD FASHION

CANNED HAM

BOLOGNA

3-1b can

rRESH, CUT-UP
ii

In-The-Piece

CHICKEN PARTS

• BREAST
• LEGS

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY. . YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"

-

Located in Downtown5'
Center

- 411.1

THE A-STUDENT— Ascoted
in a gay print with its own
schoolgirl blouse, the A-line
jumper is a favorite with the
young set. In Ccrrft's goldcolored cotton- corduroy. tt'w
Ls y Tiny Town Togs.

30'

A

FOLGER'S COFFEE

DAILY

POTATOES
YELLOW SQUAN

th,e0t1

1)S
!
1

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6. Days A Week

PARKE

4

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SANE

MI
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Pakistani revolt seen
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
— The
WASHINGTON
United States does not think the
government of Gen. Yahya
Khan will be able to quench the
revolutionary fires now
sweeping over East Pabstan
anytime soon.
Rather, there is a growing
belief among highly informed
U.S. officials here that the
violence now tearing Paldstan
apart will probably continue
for a long time, perhaps as a
drawn-out guerrilla war in the
countryside.

FRANKFORT, Ky. —Every Gibson, Perry, Pike, Posey
square inch of Kentucky i now Spencer, Vanderburgh and
part of an air 0E14 control Warrick.
region. The federal En- The Metropolitan Cincinnati
'vironniental Pretection Agency Interstate Air Quality Control
has approved Kentucky's revised Region included three Kentucky
• air quality control region plan. counties-Kenton, Campbell and
". Before the adoption, Kentucky Boone. It now includes eight
ad five air quality control Gallatin, Carroll, Owen, Grant
regians. Except for the Louisville and Pendleton counties have
region, the existing regions have been added. Butler, Clermont
greatly increased in size. Four Hamilton and Warren counties in
Isvirzions have been added, Ohio plus Dearborn and Ohio
the total to nine.
codnties in Indiana round out the
The differences between the
Air quality control regions are- region. '
the
halves
of
'required by the federal govern- The Huntington-Ashland two
geographicall*divided
nation
ment. They may be intrastate or Portsmouth-Ironton Interstate
deep and of too long
,
,encompassing several states Air Quality Control Region in- are too
standing for the one common
;,;(interstate). Under the 1970 cluded Kentucky counties of
bond — the Islamic religion —
-.amendments to the federal Clean Greenup, Boyd and Lawrence. to bridge over.
.:Air Act,the entire nation must be Bracken, Robertson, Mason, Otherwise the populations of
l‘covered by -these regions. Air Lewis, Fleming, Carter, Elliott, West and East Pakistan,
uality standards and im- Bath, Rowan, Montgomery, divided by 1,000 miles of Indian
lementation plans must be Menifee and Morgan counties are territory, are different in
tailored to each region.
now included. Ohio counties number, culture, personality,
The federal government include Adams, Brown, Gallia, population density, language
Ongoposed a plan to add three new Lawrence and Scioto. West and even physical stature.
regions in Kentucky with ex- Virginia counties include Cabell, The separatist movement in
pansion of existing regions. In the Mason and Wayne.
East Pakistan that led to the
opinion of the Kentucky Air The former Louisville In- government's'bloody crackPollution Control Commission terstate Air Quality Control down on March 25-26 is rooted
(KAPCC),the federal plan would Region remains unchanged.
in the past and is not apt to be
have caused technical and ad- A new South-Central Kentucky swept away by armies conministrative problems.
Intrastate Air Quality Control trolling the cities but not the
The ICAPCC presented an Region encompasses 20 counties- rest of the nation.
alternative plan at a public Adair, Allen, Barren, Butler, The unstable situation of a
.libearing Feb. 26, in Frankfort. Casey, Clinton, Cumberland,
new country having tifo nonRevisions to the proposed federal Edmonson, Green, Hart, Logan, contiguous parts goes back to
;plan were approved by the En- McCreary, Metcalfe, Monroe, the conditions under which the
vironmental Protection Agency Pulaski, Russell, Simpson, present nations of Pakistan and
for three states-Ohio, Illinois and Taylor, Warren, and Wayne.
India were formed when the
"-Kentucky.
The new North-Central Ken- British left the subcontinent in
Under the new regional tucky Intrastate Air Quality 1947.
!framework, the Paducah-Cairo Control Region includes 14
Finding it impossible to form
:bderstate Air Quality Control counties-Breckinridge, Bullitt, one nation that included both
Region of Ballard, McCradieri Grbyson, Hardin, Henry, Lame, Blislu and Moslem populationt,-1
:and Marshall has expanded to 17 Marion, Meade, Nelson, Oldham, it was decided that twee areas
:counties in Kentucky and six in Shelby, Spencer, Trimble and predominantly Moslem would
be incorporated into a new
Washington.
Kentucky counties include The new Appalachian In- state of Pakistan, those
-:Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, trastate Air Quality Control predominantly Hindu would
Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden, Region contains 21 counties-Bell, become India.
Ftdton, Graves, Hickman, Breathitt, Clay, Floyd, Harlan, This left West Pakistan with
zHopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Jackson, Johnson, Knott, Knox, a population of what today is
about 55 million Punjabis and
'Marshall, McCracken, Laurej, Lee, Leslie, Letcher,
Pathans, tall, erect, light:- Muhlenberg, Todd and Trigg Magoftin, Martin,Owsley, Perry, skinned
warriors who affect
counties. Minois counties include Pile, Rockcastle, Whitley and British military manners
and
Alexander, Johnson, Massac, Wolfe.
mannerisms. It is a land of dry
Pope, Pulaski and Union.
The Bluegrass Intrastate Air plains and mountains.
The Evansville-Owensboro- Quality Control Region includes
Henderson Interstate Air Quality 17 counties-Anderson, Bourbon, East Pakistan, the other preControl Region included Union, Boyle, Clerk, Estill, Fayette, dominantly Moslem area, was
Henderson,Daviess and Hancock Franklin, Garrard, Harrison, made up of about 75 million
counties. Webster, McLean and Jessamine, Lincoln, Madison, Benghalis, much smaller in
'Ohio counties have been added. Mercer, Nicholas, Powell, Scott stature, of dark skin, and
generally thought of as poets
Indiana counties include Dubois, and Woodford.
and dreamers. 'They live on
flat-lands bordering the sea,
damp, rice-growing land
drenched with rain and
teeming with people.
In East Pakistani eyes, West
the
Pakistan
became
Establishment. The govern( UPI1—The because of the tremendous ment was
:! WASHINGTON
located there, most
Sovernment's top mortgage inflow of money into savings development funds were spent
January
man
today
said
now
is
between
:money
mstititutions
there — despite the fact that
lie time to buy a home, since and March of this year.
East Pakistani exports of jute
'interest rates have bottomed During that period, he said, earned a major part of the
:out from their record highs of a savings and loans received a nation's foreign exchange. The
year ego..-and are not likely to record $7.4 billion gain in their West's Punjabis and Pathans
drop further.
accounts.
dominated the army. Only
Preston Martin, chairman of "They've got money to lend," about 10 per cent were
the Federal Home Loan Bank Martin said. "That's one reason Benghalis. Large landowners
Board, said "rates don't look why we feel rates won't go up."
like they'll fall much further." Martin said many people
Martin, whose agency super- have been waiting for money
vises some 4,500 savings and costs to drop before buying a
loan institutions which supply home. He said that period has
much of the home mortgage arrived and "now's the time to
money for consumers, said a buy."
WASHINGTON — A subnationwide survey showed He said the Home Loin Bank stantial reduction in the cost of
mortgage rates are about 7/
1
2 Board intends to keep pumping surveying the property corners
ner cent for a house, varying a money into savings and loans to of federal lands may result
hall-point or so on either side keep money rates low. The from an application of laser
depending on the section of the board makes money available transmission and detection
for
developed
-country.
through various loan mecha- ability
spacecraft tracking and comA year ago, home mortgage nisms.
joans carried record interest "We'll make sure there's a munication.
Yates of 81'z per cent or more. hell of a lot of money around'
The National Aeronautics
: Martin said in an interview Martin said.
and Space Administration's
The interest rates will remain Martin also reported that device will determine the
at the present level for awhile. small builders, who had been direction from one property
lie withheld a prediction as to shying away from the housing corner to the next even if there
bow long.
field because of the high are intervening obstacles such
But he did not think the rates interest rates, are now return as hills, buildings, or
would rise hi the near future Ing
vegetation.

lived there.
In West Pakistan's 310,403
square miles — about the size
of Texas — the population
density was 196 per square
mile. In East Pakistan, it was
1,269 per square mile, one of the
highest in the world. A comparable density would give the
United States 4.5 billion persons.
From independence until
October, 1958, Pakistan

Laser beam aids
federal surveyors

•
struggled, tp establish a viable
and effective government.
Then Gen. Mohammad Ayub
Khan took over and ran the
nation. on highly authoritarian
lines until forced from office on
March 25, 1969, by rioting and
political instability.
Gen. Yahya Khan, the new.
president, recognized the deep
dissatisfaction
in 'East
Pakistan. He promised a return
to a one-man, one-vote
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13 opening of the new National
Aisembly.
The Belgians took this as a
pro-Bhutto move to avoid
shifting effective control of the
-government to their half of the
naticul7—
On March 3, protest riots
swept East Pakistan. Three
days later, Yahya Khan, in a
speech, warned he would not
allow the country to be
destroyed.

benglialis two* have control
democracy.
When elections were held, the In a nation that had always
Awami 'League of Sheikh been dominated by the people
Mujibur Ralunan won 160 of the of West Pakistan.
The uneasiness that always
162 National Assembly seats
assigned to East Pakistan, and accompanies a power shift was
in the West, the People's Party heightened by Sheikh Mujibur.
of former Foreign Minister He had run on a six-point
Zulfikar All Bhutto won 81 of platform that assigned only
the 131 seats assigned to West defense and foreign affairs to
the central government in the
Pakistan.
This meant that in the West. Bhutto objected. Yahya
planned 300-seat Assembly, the postponed the scheduled March

Plan
snunn:mg•

Wedding
Visit
;
ItesbiWs Fabric

Silk organza in I
embroidery Erich
Pm de seau,lace .

veils made
specifications,
veils for Mothers.
Blue garter for the
even Garters I
Groom.

WHERE "FRESH" THINGS HAPPEN
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., MAY 15

BATHROOM TISSUE

SOFT WEVE

It LOIN sucEo

PKGS.

H&G

Pork Chops
Roast LB
63' C
FIRST CUT
SUPER-RIGHT
•%ak
JUMBO SIZE
Aak
Pork Chops.... LB. 59
'BONELESS
Chuck Steak LB .ISYC Frog Logs LB.TY
A&P Holiday Ham Sweepstakes
Tisertorm
bowels.*

Tigattown
Boded

Titerlown
Ham

S.'...,.

lb. Si°9

1

"'"'

B

ra

Fresh Roasting

lb. 994 1;k:7' $119 chickens

DETAILS AVAILABLE

LB.

F

Halibut,
89C Silver
Salmon

'Steaks ...
b.37
L

SLICED BACON

A

POT PIES

LB.

Tapt Rea
Stereo so

lb.

PLATTER SLICED

Allgood...1 LB. PKG. VILP74 Bacon

AT YOUR A&P

WEN'S

WHITE sport I
ever been worn. Al
16/
1
2 dresses, $1.
Phone 753-4931 for app
see.

SONY/SUI
SCOPE

53

FROZEN STEAK

OSC
ee
AR M AY ERmks

4F-T. GLA.SPAR Cl
th175 H.P. Evinrude
tanks, electric air
All fo
474-n57.

1071 MOBILE HOME
lat. Three bedrooms
lot and good outside
be included with rn
About 2% miles fro
Phone 753-1222,

694 whit* L..294

SUPER-RIGHT (BLADE CUT)

NESBITT
Fabric Sh
4 Miles
South ot Mu
on Hazel Hig

GOLF CLUBS; WI
Irons, 2 thru wedge a
itrood.s. Phone 753-581
p.m.

2 CT.

LIMIT 4 WITH S 5.00
OR MORE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

pa%

31/

LB.

8 01,
PKGS.

CHUCKS MI
CENTEI
1411 MainSt., Ma
Phone 7$3-1

ilAY ON the ground.
and orchard grass.
7550 after 5:00 p.m.
REDUCE SAFE
GoBese Tablets &
pills",Holland Drug

THIS WEEK AT YOUR
FRIENDLY A & P STORE

WASHINGTON STATE

50

WINESAP
APPLES

ARE OVER

NEW TEXAS YELLOW

3

BE GENTLE, be k
expensive carpet,de
Lustre. Rent electric
$1. Big K.

REGISTERED AN
Nine to fourteen r
'Telephone 436-5618.

VINE )1IPE

Tomatoes.

ARC ST. BERNARD
x-rayed show stud,
L'Our's Son,$125-up
Kennels area 901,247-

BOY'S CLOTHES, s
brands. Cheap! Phorm
8255.

EXTRA FANCY 138's

LB 394

PRICE MO
HOME CEN

News fro /,M
Lew as s195°

Ile011onte
"P-

CREAM STYLE OR
WHOLE KERNEL
r

GOLDEN
CORN

,OLDEN CORN

CUT GREEN BEANS•
EARLY GARDEN PEAS•
SEASONED GREEN BEANS
or STEWED TOMATOES

JANE PARKER CAKE

SPANISH BAR

Hwy. 641 S. Phone
Murray, Ky. r
Holiday Inn

Ask about our
ano plan, up

Ll

TWO LOTS in Mum
Gardens in the des
tion. If interested pho
4600.

17 01
CANS

ANN PAGE

TOMATO SOUP

REDEEM COUPON
9Mc
THIS COUPON
AT RIGHT & SAVE
WORTH 1S! TOWARD
THE PURCHASE OF A
15c ON A 2411.
2 LB,CAN OF MAXWEL
=CAN OF VACUUM =- HOUSE COFFEE
PACK MAXWELL
Um. I
elsmof
1••Ii•ifiti
HOUSE COFFEE!

Go.1d Oat, A I AIIP I •poill 11..1
Good fare Se... May If
R41. Mc. %Whom Campos
C•olosi Pa Cimino..

FIRE POWER FOR FIRE -illaSE 6--A Suut) V Ir. 'nese soldiei t.rd guald ovt:i •
4r""' •
crates of MI6 rifles at Dak To. poier-fiter-thrrr. writ lcelie.C.pterfin' ref. iNtivIffore
4' •

•

New shipment Shrubs

ONCE IN a lifetime
Thousands of gallons
standard brands, as
per gallon. Country
The Army Surplus F
from Hopkinsville, Jr
164. Phone 885-5914
days until 4:00 pin
take a look.

SUPER STUFF,stir
Blue Lustre for dee'
Rent electric sha
Western Auto, "H(
Wishing Well,".„ LIKE NEW man's
repellant. size 42.
twice. Phone 753-288
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get the Oh done
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a
lot
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

* 10-20-4 *
* 10 DAYS ONLY
* 20% OFF
* 4 MONTHS TO PAY
This applies to All Merchandise in stock
and All Merchandise ordered during this event!
Shop our complete selection:
Paints, Wallpapers, carpets, Vinyls, Linoleums,
Mirrors, Unfinished Furniture, Picture Frames,
:"Custom Draperies and Painting
and Decorating Accessories.

FOR RENT
ONE OR TWO mobile homes in
June. You must have references
to rent. Also a protective deposit
required. Apply in person. No
phone calls please. See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court 4er
M12C
5:00p.m.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL LARGE
"A" FRAME
Cottage, located near
Murray on Snipe Creek,
Ky. Lake, across Bay from
Paradise Resort. Partially
furnished.

RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
Floyd Griffin, Mayfield,
with central air and wall to wall
Ky. Phone 247-4538 or 436carpet, tile bath and modern
%06
kitchen. Best location in town.
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00 p.m.
June7C BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom
brick, 2L2 miles from Murray.
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY Family room with fire-place,
'apartment, avilable June 10. built-in kitchen, two baths, patio
Private entrance and bath. and garage, radiant heat. Many
Carpet and air. Two blocks from special features to this lovely
University. Couple preferred. home. Very reasonable. Phone
M14C
M13C 753-6624.
Phone 753-2672.

HELP WANTED
WANTED: TWO sewing machine
operators, $1.60 an hour.
Minimum of 3 months experience, Living in Murray area.
Contact State Employment Office representative at Community Building, 630 Ellis Drive,
Murray on Friday, May 14, at
9:00 a.m. or 319 South 7th Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247A M13C
3857.
YOUNG MAN for part time
kitchen work through spring and
summer, must be neat, dependable and fiee to work week ends.
Experience preferred but will
train person willing to learn. No
phone calls. Apply Colonial
M17C
House Smorgasbord.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

MUSIC LESSONS STARTING
IMMEDIATELY!
Mandolin - Classic Guitar - Country
Fiddle - Banjo
PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENTS ONLY
Call ...

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
Phone 753-3682

LADIES,THREE openings, full FURNITURE RAINISHING.1
or part time. Excellent earning All work guaranteed. Free
opportunities. For appointment pickup and delivery Free
M17C
NICE THREE bedroom brick WATERFRONT YEAR round call 753-1711.
estimate. Antique or natural
home in Plainview Acres. Phone home at Panorama Shores. Barn
Southside Shopping Cent Phone 753-3321
finish. Jerry McCoy,753TFC style, two floors, three bedrooms, CAN YOU Qualify? I'm looking 3045.
753-7903 after 5:00 p.m.
JunelOC
two baths, family room, utility, for women who are interested in
sundeck,
ces,
fire-pla
two
earning $200.00 or more a month
GLASPAR Citation boat 15 FT DUROGLAS Runabout GENTLE RIDING horses,
cathedral ceiling. $29,500.00. By on a part time basis. For inFOR RENT
pith-75 H.P. Evinrude motor, two with 35 H.P. Johnson outboard. registered Quarter mare, small
owner. 436-2170 after 6 p.m. M14P terview appointment call 753-8970
Sas tanks, electric air horns, fire Windshield and suntop. Phone filly, country pleasure horse.
NICE FURNISHED
for Beginners
car.
truck
and
used
tires,
Good
between 2:00 and 5:00 p.m. M13C
$1050.00.
for
All
extinguisher.
11113C
753-8468.
M14C
Phone 753-1348.
BY OWNER; three bedroom
Tuesday
M13C
Phone 474-2257.
Evenings
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
brick house, fully carpeted, air- IF YOU are economically
SEARS GAS dryer and Easy
college girls.
7:00-9:30
conditioned, all built-in kitchen. disturbed and would like to break
MEN'S WHITE sport coat, size 44 washer, like new. Will sacrifice. RESTAURANT, COMPLETELY
June 15-August 3.
Landscaped. Also other special into the Life Insurance field in
Bever been worn. Also women's 6x9 wool carpet, wheat color. equipped. Excellent location.
Enrollment limited
SUMMER AND FALL
attractions. Phone 753-7137. M15C this area, a nationally known
M13C Must sell due to other interests.
size 161:2 dresses, $1.00 to $4.00. Phone 753-8401.
Good business, very reasonable.
to 2(1
Phone 753-4931 for appointment to
company offers an opportunity
A
• SEMESTER.• -- •
• M14P
M13C JENNY LIND twin beds, mat- Phone 436-2257.
NEW FOUR bedroom tri-level, in for you. Our plan includes
see.
T. Hayes
James
Dr.
Also furnished apartmeits
city school district. Family room commission plus advances,
tress and box springs. Like new.
for college boys.
with fireplace, G.E. Appliances, bonuses, hospitalization in- 753-2503 after 6:00p.
GOLF CLUBS; Wilson Staff. Also three piece bedroom suite. BEAUTIFUL TWO bedroom
Nice
private
of
rooms
sets
with
3
and
room carpet, central heat surance, pension retirement.
wedge
dining
thru
2
Irons,
Call Lee Redden, 435-4525 before 12:44 mobile home, perfect for
kitchen privileges for
and air. Two car garage. Priced Sales background would be
M13C newlyweds or couple with one
woods. Phone 753-5885 after 7:00 4:00 p.m.
AND ANTIQUE organs
college girls.
for immediate sale. Phone 753- helpful, although it is not PIANOS
M17C
p.m.
child. Excellent condition. Lots of
rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
M13C
3903
facts
full
giving
T.V.
Write,
COLOR
essential.
MAGNAVOX
extras. New furniture and all
tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer
PHONE 753-5865 days or
1971 MOBILE HOME 12x70 and Assume payments of $18.20 per electric. Phone 753-8844 after 6:00
about yourself to: P.O. Box 668, Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
or
p.m.
5:00
after
753-5108
M18P
lot. Three bedrooms, 11'2 baths, month at Leach's Music Center, pm.
M18NC
THREE BEDROOM brick. Sikeston, Mo.63801.
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328on Sundays.
lot and good outside garage can Dixieland Shopping Center. M13C
Dinette-kitchen combination.
8522. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
home.
lumber
mobile
local
dish SALESMAN FOR
be included with
Air-conditioned, new
)Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to
USED FORMALS; size 9, worn
back porch, two and building materials firm. For 4:00 Saturday.
About 21'2 miles from Murray. USED DRYER, good condition.
June 14C
two washer, large
SESSION;
White, blue, greeniyellow, SUMMER
once.
M13C Reasonably priced. Dunn's T.V.
Phone 753-1222.
car garage. On private lot. Phone interview, write to P.O. Box 46,
and pink. Four long and one bedroom 10x50 housetrailer on
M18C
M17P Murray, Kentucky.
& Appliance, 118 South 12th
ITC private lot. Air-conditioned. 753-5676.
short. Phone 767-4170.
FULCHER'S TERMITE Control.
M13C
Street. Phone 753-3037.
Three blocks from University.
Free inspection. Call collect
up
paste
to
ARTIST
WANTED:
Children welcomed. Phone 753- BY OWNER; two bedroom
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247for
layouts
M13C house; living room with fire- mechanicals and do
7833.
or Elbert Fulcher 2476270
publications. Formal
place, kitchen and dinette graphic
M18C
4783.
apFor
desirable.
training
utility room. Airr Tarn Recorders
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, 1714 combination,
State
Murray
call
pointment
Close to University.
with
stove, conditioned.
Ext.,
Wells
University Personnel Services WILL DO baby sitting in my
5:00p.m. -re-Stereo Systems
refrigerator, air conditioner. Phone 753-3221 after
M17C
Please bring work home. Phone 436-5847.
762-4126.
M13C
Couple only $50.00 deposit, $115.00
M15C
samples.
CHUCKS MUSIC
six
month or $100.00 month if paid
WILL DRAW house plans to suit
CENTER
months in advance. Phone 753- TWO BEDROOM brick with 114 MEN OR WOMEN full time or individual. Reasonable. Phone
1411 Main St., Murray, Ky.
M24P
city
from
2
21,
miles
313-842-2612.
land.
acres
3696 or
part time. Do you need money' 753-3903.
M14C
Phone 753-3682
limits on Concord Highway. Don't borrow it. Write the
den.
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you
THREE BEDROOM trailer, 1,,2 Paneled kitchen and
HAY ON the ground. Red Clover
airand
heat
how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
baths, air-conditioned. Near Electric
and orchard grass. Phone 753college. Available now. Phone conditioning. City water. Phone P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 38242.
7550after 5:00 p.m.
M13P
M12C
M14C 753-5447 after 5:00.
M2OP
Give phone number.
753-3895 or 753-3482.

NOTICE

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

Astrology Class

SONY/SUPER
SCOPE

SAVE NOW!

1E-Y
'
Remember
Your 3 R's
* Reliable
* Responsible
* Respected
- VOTE -

Ray Roberts
REPRESENTATIVE
Paid Political
Advertisement

at

G&H MOBILE
HOMES

TV REPAIR

Hughes Paint
Store

753-3642
40I Maple St.
Folks, our
AUTOS FOR SALE
THREE BEDROOM brick: 3
years old; carpeted throughout,
Malibu.
CHEVELLE
patio, storm doors and windows 1968
plus screens, ideal for couple or Automatic, power steering, one
AKC ST. BERNARD puppies, by
televisions just won't
small family. Shown by ap- owner. Good condition. $1295.00.
x-rayed show stud, Cham Yogi
and
TF
couple
p.m.
5:00
after
married
753-1363
a
are
Phone
break down fast
IF YOU
pointment only. Located at 1625
L'Our's Son,$125-up Melody Ayre
M3IC NC
would like to have a real nice Catalina Drive, 753-3263.
Kennels area 901, 247-3345. M14P
enough to keep our
quiet place to live, you should see
Only
cottage.
furnished
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
room
this 3
serviceman busy. For
ACRES of land on paved 1961 VOLKSWAGEN, good
air- TWO
and
expensive carpet, clean with Blue
Electric • heat
road, one mile off 641 North, near condition, recently overhauled.
fast and honest TV
conditioned . Walking distance Flint Church. Phone 753Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
M14C
Phone 753-9746.
M15C
$1. Big K.
from the University. Available 1947.
M14C
repair, call us. We
both summer and fall. Phone 753M14C
Good
BOY'S CLOTHES, size 3.
use genuine parts in
1589.
THUNDERBIRD,power and
BY OWNER; Three bedroom 1964
brands. Cheap! Phone 753new tires. Like
wheels,
Mag
air,
all brands.
house with carport. One year old.
M12C
8255.
new inside and out. See at ClifTWO BEDROOM unfurnished
doors,
and
windows
Storm
M13C
duplex apartment. Central heat
ford's Gulf, Five Points.
REGISTERED ANGuS bulls.
electric heat. Lot size 80x180 Ft.
and air. Stove furnished, carpet.
old
for
months
nice house
Nine to fourteen
First. Couple or Exceptionally
M13C NEW LOAD of registered and LARGEST VARIETY of pistols Available July
young family or older couple. 1964 PONTIAC Catalina conTelephone 436-5618.
753Phone
child.
one
with
couple
vertible, black. V8 engine: power
grade horses from Texas, 21 thin in Kentucky. No increase in
M31P Priced at only $15,700.03. Phone
8067.
the
Boy
Stores,
Country
and brakes, good tires,
prices.
steering
up.
and
M14C
$100.00
horses,
graded
Central Shopping
753-3903.
automatic transmission. Phone
Ten registered mares in foal, Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles,
PRICE MOBILE
BUY
TO
WANTED
Center
Earl
or
Ky.
753-9970
Forme,
S250.00 and up. Ten Quarter horse from Hopkinsville, Junction
BEAUTIFUL LAKE front lots. Joe
HOME CENTER
colts, one fancy yearling Ap- 117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 WANT TO BUY tarp or water Good road to water's edge with Forsee,753-2532 or 753-3953. MI3C'
Located between
M31C
limes from
paloosa Stud colt, 15 Quarter p.m.
proof canvas, approximately dock. Must be seen to be apRoses and Kroger
horse mares and geldings. Three
M12C preciated. Phone 436-5471 M13C 1965 KARMAN Ghia Volkswagen
12'x14'. Phone 753-9369.
Lew as '195' Down
years to pay. New and used NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
Excellent condition.
convertible.
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3646
Phone 753-5865
equipment. Circle B Horse wavy duty gear box, stump WANT TO BUY; used bicycle, 24
NOTICE
M13C
Murray, Ky. Next to
Phone 489-2189.
Alternate Hwy.69, Paris,Tumper and solid tail wheel. Will
Ranch,
but
girls,
Prefer
or 26 inch.
Holiday Inn
Tennessee. Phone 642-6499. M14C cut up to four inch bush. Five foot
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser doesn't matter. Phone 767WILL BABY-SIT with small child
Ask about our rental
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Oa CHEVROLET Nova two
M13C
4746.
in your home, Monday through
fresh
FACTORY
BEI,TONE
One
models.
type
pull
Farfoot
five
382-2468,
phone
Sanders,
pnrchase plan, up to 10 yr. hearing aid batteris for all make
door hardtop. 6 cylinder Friday, beginning May 31. Phone - M17C automatic. Phone 436-2323. M13C
and two row new and used three
- The
mington, Kentucky.
M14C MAXI EXPOSURE
753-4075 after 4:30 p.m.
finance.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC point cultivators Vinson Tractor WANT TO BUY moderate price
wearing of the plaid takes
in this
new
proportions
within
on
ITC house with garden space
LIVING room Company,753-4892.
TWO PARTY garage sale.
Let sweeping maxi robe of Cone's
owners:
TWO LOTS in Murray Memorial TRADITIONAL
HOME
Murray. Phone 753ATTENTION
of
miles
three
Swing set, 1967 MUSTANG V8 automatic,
printed cotton corduroy.
Has never been
home Styled
Ml3P Everything cheap.
Gardens in the devotional sec- suite Korehler.
4911.
by E. Sayour, it's
M13C us completely cover your
Phone 436-2323.
used. Sell for half price. Phone
slide, toys, ladies, men's and
tight
tion. If interested phone 437weather
Reynolds
with
treated to shining gold butDekath
Your
-Get
and fall
M14C
summer
753-7573.
girls
clothing,
two
enormous pockets.
tons,
M14C
4600.
aluminum siding. Also we do
WANT TO BUY; logs ana bicycle, household goods, books
Seed Corn
and a casual tie belt.
Custom
V8.
brick.
pick-up
on
overhangs
FORD
and
1965
soffitt
have
for
Also
timber.
standing
15 FT FIBERGLAS boat, 25 H.P.
• Atrizen • Lorox
filing cabinet, desk combination,
sale lumber and sawdust. miscellaneous items. Come and cab, straight shift. Also SK boat. Storm windows & door, shutters ACTOR HOSPITALIZED
ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal. Evinrude motor. Student must
Lasso
•
H.P. Buick motor. 753-6626 and carports. Free estimates. BANGKOK kUPI)-When AcMurray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. browse, Saturday, May 15, 8:08
M14C
Thousands of gallons, top quality, sell. Phone 436-5551.
• Hood Soybeans
M13P Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- tor Sombat Mhthanee rammed
6:00 p.m.
after
TEC
$2.47
753-4147.
as
low
Phone
as
brands,
standard
till 5:00 1702 Audubon Drive
• Dare Soybeans
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or his Italian sports car into the
per gallon. Country Boy Stores. REGISTERED SHORT horn
M14C
Subdivision)
(Keenland
• Wayne Soybeans
Jtmel8C side of a parked truck Sunday,
FOR SALE OR RENT
Sedalia 328-8398.
M14C
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles bull. Phone 753-1837.
conELECTRA
BUICK
1969
Farmers Grain &
addressing
HOME
Thailand's film industry came
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
"EARN AT
THREE BEDROOM Brick. 1 va envelopes. Rush stamped self- vertible. Power steering, brakes, CARPETS CLEANED in your to a virtual standstill.
.Seed Co.
164. Phone 885-5914. Open SunQuality Field Seed & baths, utility room, carport. addressed envelope to J.M.P., 508 windows and seats. Low mileage. home. New, safe, professional Sombat, who needed 12
days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to
THE YOUTH SHOP
Available June 1st. 1403 Cardinal East Main Street, Mt. Orab, Ohio Phone 436-5862 or 762-6196. M18C methods. Low rates. Free stitches in his face, was
M31C
take a look.
Service Railroad Ave. Drive.
M13C 45154.
estimates. Mayfield Carpet ordered by physicins to rest
Phone 753-5051.
M13C
504 Main
Cleaners. Call collect 247for two weeks. He had been
SUPER STUFF',sure nut! That's
1969 FORD FAIRLANE, 6
M29P
2456.
Rent.
or
SCHNAUZER
MINIATURE
5th
SALE
North
FOR
315
TRAILER
SALE:
scheduled to take the leading
carpets.
door
RUMMAGE
four
for
Blue Lustre . cleaning
cylinder straight shift,
Has a new shipment of;
Phone 753- Street, Tuesday evening until power steering. 13,000 actual HORNBUCKLE's
puppies, male, good pedigree
BARBER role in 28 movies to be started
Rent electric shampooer $1.
1/3155:
14
"
bedrc
T
"
Sunsuits. Toddler Dresses,
M17NC 2583 or 753-7853.
Rhone 7k,1-9371.
10:00 p.m. and all day Wed- miles. Phone 7533999.
\113C
M13P Shop, open 300 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. this month. Five additional
Western Auto, "Home of The
• '
4
Hot Pants
Mir
Tuesday
through
Friday. movies were on his waiting list.
'
oesday
M12C
Well."
Wishing
FOUND
LOST &
_
Saturday, 11.00 8 7:00 Closed
Sombat beca/ne the nation's
CREOSOTED' POLES, for pole
vicinity, AUTOMoTPdE air-conditioning 1964 VOLKSWAGEN Camper Monday. Boy's .hairCut, 75c. No. 1 film star when actor Mitr
Coldwater
poles
Utility
IN
LOST;
construction,
• IIKE NEW man's all purpose
barn
and
'
. •ftwerattrowerhaiiiimi--,4:0Vi 3tterel• tere.tar-ft cot- ityrrt- t?iiThc1ra f11 to bra death'
Coatillark:'TiturtintrtE. Water
and litiat dOciti 1VIlitra3r L'ufribthr male dog, mountain "curftrwrir•ommiolvoors. Reblult.440Evans,
R.C.
Chrysler.
Ford,
GM,
tires. $650.00 or best offer. buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce. from a helicopter last year
new
Hobert
Many Sale Items
and white spotted Call
repellant. si7e 42. Only worn
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
June 511 Phone 753-8786
M1R, Street Phone 753-7742
TENC while making a movie.
5113C Route 3, Murray
M12P 41111118=111•111•11111111M116. Ky.
ITC Razzell, 489-2639
twice Phone 753-2885,
REDUCE SAFE az fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
pills", Holland Drug Store. M12C

* SPECIAL *
12x65 3 BEDROOM
2 BATH
/
11

UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
house. Adults only. No pets:
*90.00 per month. Phone 753Ml4P
3779.

CURTIS-MATHES

s4,50000

Highway 94, 1 Mile East of Murray
Phone 753-6685

TV Service
Center

4

-

•

•

PAGE TWELVE

Walter Lee lobe's
Funeral Thursday

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Speech & Demonstration
4-H Winners Are Given

Coed Sentenced
In Infant Death

WEDNESDAY-MAY 12. 1971

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Combs Flatly Denies New Cancer .
Ford Charges Last Night

•

Quotes

•

(Continued from Page 1 )
From The
starting
July 1.
OWENSBORO,
Ky.
(UPI)
-A
Funeral services for Walter
As he proposed in his health
20-year-old coed Tuesday was
Lee Jobe of Hazel wW be held
message to Congress last
sentenced
to
a
one-year
term
in
Thursday at three p.m. at the
Demonstration division win- the state women's correctional MOREHEAD, Ky. (UFI)- prohibited by the state con- February, the President reafBy Fred Gillum
(Reg. US. Pat. Off.)
chapel of the Miller Funeral
iers were named in eight Institute at Pewee Valley for the )emocratic Gubernatorial stitution.
firmed his intention to create a
County Agent in 4-H
United Press International
By
Home, Hazel, with Rev. B. R.
Tuesday
Bert
Combs
2atagories:
lindidate
cancer
cure
program
in
"Unless my opponent has a special
strangulation death of a newborn
WASAINGTON - President
Winchester officiating.
The Murray-Calloway County Laura Jarrett, New Concord, child in her dormitory room at Tally denied charges by his secret plan to amend the Con- the National Institute of Health, Nixon asking Congress to
ipponent, Wendell Ford, that stitution of Kentucky," Combs with "independent budgetary
4-H Rally was held Saturday at was named winner in Jr. Brescia College.
establish a new cancer cure
Interment will be in the
the Calloway County High School. Photography. Her subject was Rebecca Thompson, of Utica, combs as Governor had involved said, "he has created a status" and a director "respon- program and to finance it with
Puryear, Tenn., Cemetery with
The County Rally gives 4-H "Contact Printing". Jo Beth Ky., pleaded guilty to an lenself in the purchase and credibility gap wider than the sible directly to the president." 8332 million:
the arrangements by the Miller
members an opportunity to Norwood, Kirksey, won Jr.
of involuntary development of oil and gas leases Grand Canyon by the reckless In his statement, Nixon said "Instant breakthroughs are
Funeral Home where friends participate in speech and Entomology,and her subject was amended charge
"this effort needs the full
Daviess Circuit in eastern Kentucki.
in
manslaughter
and irresponsible promises".
path of progress is
may call.
weight and support of the few and the
'Insect Killing Jar."
demonstration activities.
originally had been Combs said he had been "fairly
Court.
She
unexpected obwith
strewn
Jobe, age 62, died suddenly Public Speaking is an activity Matt Brower,Lynn Grove, won
presidency to see to it that it
active" in oil and gas leasing and
with murder.
stacles. As we undertake this
Monday at the lake cottage of his which gives 4-H members an the Jr. Electric Demonstration charged
Capp
Wanted
On
eastern
Kentucky
goals
as
moves
toward
its
in
drilling
death of the infant, to
put on the
sister, Mrs. Vaster Orr and Mr. opportunity to research an idea in on "Hazards of Faulty Wiring". The
expeditiously as possible." He crusade, we must
earlier since 1945, but not while he held
ready to
patience,
Charges
armor
of
Orr. He was born April 19, 1909, in which they are interested to Terry Boggess was second on a which Miss Thompson
Morals
said it must not be "comprompublic office. However, he added
persist in our efforts through a
Henry County, Tenn., and his organize their material so it will demonstration entitled "Fuses, A had given birth, occurred on that possibly some new leases
ised
by
the
familiar
dangers
of
March 31.
BOSTON (UPI)-A Idefault
waiting period of unknown and
parents were the late Crawford be meaningful and interesting to Protector".
were bought in his name of new warrant has been issued for bureaucracy and red tape."
anguishing duration."
possibly
Jobe and Allie Alexander Jobe. their audience, and to different titers Tucker, Kirksey, won
wells drilled on old leases during cartoonist and lecturer Al He told newsmen in a
Surviors are one daughter, audiences on several occasions. the Jr. Dairy Foods division on a
his term as Governor in the early Capp, charging him with being surprise visit to the White
SACRAMENTO, Calif.-Gov.
Mrs. Marlene Kuvic, one son,
1960s.
A demonstration is a showing demonstration entitled "Dairy
a fugitive from Eau Claire, House press room that "if $100 Ronald Reagan commenting on
Lee Jobe, and two grandchildren, and telling activity with em- Foods You Can't Beat Them". (Continued from Page 1)
The former Governor told a Wis., where he is wanted on million this year is not enough,
received
all of Flint, Mich; one sister, Mrs.
we will provide more money. the mail he has
phasis on the showing. Four-H Debbie Blakely, Stella, won with E. J. Haverstock, general rally here he makes less than morals charges.
against his not paying any state
Verter (Myra) Orr of Murray;
manager
of
the
in
Jr.
Other
Murray
and
oil
a
demonstration
gas
not
fail
from
off
his
This
program
will
Division,
a
year
$10,000
members can learn to think and
income tax last year:
one brother, Thurman Jobe of speak before an audience and in Foods division with "To Be Sure, of the Tappan Corporation; and interests.
The warrant was issued by lack of resources."
Hazel Route Two.
Sory Shannon, field operations At an afternoon press con- Municipal Court Judge Theo- Nixon said the diseaRP that "The overwhelming majority
turn helps to develop confidence Measure".
of people understand there was
in their ability to eommunicate Danny Alexander, Murray, technologist for the Kentucky Air ference in Louisville, Combs said dore A. Glynn Tuesday against threatens to strike one of every
wrong."
nothing
responJr.
Home
Furnishings
Ptillution
Alfred
won
the
Control
truth,
Gerald
Commission. that the issue of
Kaplin, Capp's four Americans living today
with others and gives them an
must be attacked with the
opportunity to increase their division with his demonstration Besides the panel of speakers,sibility sal maturity has real name.
ST. JEAN VIANNEY, Que.knowledge and strengthen their on "De 'Coupage". Renee Bolen, activities on the campus were anerged-as the central issue in Capp, of Cambridge, Mass., same efficiency and determinaYvon Dumont describing the
Gubernatorial
won
the
Jr.
Home
divided
Kirksey,
into
three
categories-a
Democratic
tion
applied
to
splitting
the
the
skills.
creator of the "Li'l Abner"
scene of the giant cave-in May 4
Management division with her series of films sponsored by race..
A two car collision occurred on
comic strip and one of the eared atom and sending a man to the which buried more than 40
The speech division is broken
on
"Table
Setdemonstration
Gamma
aiestnut Street on Tuesday at
Sigma
Sigma
sorority,
moon.
down by age and sex. Gail Tucker
The former Governor again popular conservative speakers
homes in a 300-foot deep
several exhibits relating to a
4:30 p.m., according to the report
on the lecture circuit, is The President cautioned that crater:
of Kirksey, Route 1, was
denies
charges
by
his
opponent
Karen
Alexander,
Murray,
was
variety
of environmental
Sled by the investigating officers
even with unlimited funds and
champion of the 10 year old girls
that Combs supports a three- confined to Peter Bent Brighma
"It is so still. There is no
named champion of the Sr. problems, and an art display.
of the Murray Police Departpackage, and said that Hospital. Boston police said reorganization of scientific and noise. The sun is shining, but at
group. Her speech was entitled
point
tax
division
Clothing
demonstration
Cooper,
ment. No injuries were listed on
who
said
it
costs
from
administrative
skills,
there
is
"Kentucky". Krit Stubblefield of
Ford "trifles with the truth like they would serve the warrant
called "Know Your Sewing $9 to $10 a ton to pick up and
the report.
no promise of early break- the bottom of that pit there are
New Concord won the 12 year old
irresponsible child grabbing when Capp is released.
an
Wyatt
was
Machine".
Stephanie
dispose
Involved were a 1964 Chevrolet
of
solid
waste
or
garbage,
throughs.
"We must put on the the bodies of 26 of my friends
boys division. His speech was named winner in the Jr. Clothing
for a lollipop."
Police requested the fugitive armor of patience, ready to who will probably stay there ,
pictured
two door driven by Tanny Gupton
the
sanitary
landfill
as
entitled "Dynamic Power".
division and her demonstration the most practical solution to a Combs also pointed to 21 road, warrant after they received persist in our efforts through a forever in the mud."
Barnes of Murray Route Seven,
Sandra Starkef Kirksey, won the
highway and bridge construction arrest warrants from Wisconsin waiting period of unknown and
was titled "Sewing Tools". Dawn growing problem.
and a 1963 Volltswagon two door
girls division, and her speech was
Now You Know
Sledd
was
second
with
her
projects costing $447 million where, Capp is accused of possibly anguishing duration,"
driven by Gary Zylstra Wilson of
"But
it
takes
a
good-sized
entitled "Bossy, Machine or
The fastest rapids ever
Campbellsville.
demonstration entitled population tax base to provide the which Ford has pledged to build if sodomy, attempted adultery he said.
Human".
navigated are the Lava Falls on
Police said both cars were
"Equipmentj a Sewing Box". necessary financing of disposal of he is elected Governor. The and indecent exposure.
going east on Chestnut Street In the 13 year old boys division, Patricia Cunningham was third solid waste by the use of a former Governor said such The charges were brought by BATH, England (UPI)-De- the Colorado River through the
when Barnes slowed down and Jimmy Burkeen of New Concord, on a demenstration entitled property
engineered
and promises are budgetarily un- a 20-year-old married coed at tectives are hunting for Police Grand Canyon: At ?lbws of
slave a signal to turn left. Wilson was named winner on his speech "Sewing Tips".
operated sanitary landfill," he feasible and could only be funded Eau Claire State University, Constable Peter Plod, a 6-foot4 flood the rapids have been
said he did not see the signal in entitled "My Role as A Future Kathy Stubblefield, was M.C. added.
if Ford served for Governor for 8 where Capp appeared for a plywoed dummy policeman measured at 30 miles per hour
with waves 12-15 feet high.
stolen during the police ball.
time to avoid hitting the Barnes Leader." Second was Steve for the program and Karen
Noting that each person is 1-2 consecutive years, which is lecture April 1.
car in the rear, according to the McCuiston of New Concord and Alexander, a Jr. Leader, and responsible for about 5/
1
2 pounds
third was Mike McDonald, 811 Mrs. June Norwood, Mrs..Betty of solid waste per day, Cooper
police report.
Damage to the Chevrolet was Coldwater Road. The girls Tucker, Mr. Arlie Scott and Mrs. expressed the opinion that the
on the rear bumper and gravel division was won by Diane Brenda Wyatt, Adult leaders, problem may be alleviated
pan, and to the Volkswagen on Harrison of Kirksey, with a were in charge of registration of somewhat in the future by small
both front fenders, hood, and speech entitled "The Value of a contestants.
counties cooperating in the
High School" Carolyn Scott was Miss Judy Medford and Wayne operation of
bumper.
joint landfill
second in this division.
,
Whitney, M.S.U. students, judged Prolects.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield of New the speeches and Gayle Taylor, Both Baldwin and Shannon
S((tielcf.7.a
Federal State Market News Concord, was named winner in Doris,Swaner, Betty McFarland, outlined the history and the
the senior girls division, "Stand Donna Hammers, Judy Kelso, functions of the state government
Service May 12, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Up For Democracy" was the title Susan Nesbitt, judged the agencies they represent.
demonstrations.
Baldwin said the water
MAYFIELD
303 can
Market Report Includes 10 her speech.
pollution control agency "has
Buying Stations
First Cut
fallen down most of all in not
Receipts: Act. 1120 Est. 800
telling the people of Kentucky
Barrows and Gilts fully steady
what it has been doing."
Sows steady to 25c lower
Citing
"basi=cfparito
od
303 can \,
MT.
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $1715-17.75;
cooperation for
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $17.00-17.25;
and industries in Kentucky," he
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $16.50-17.00;
said only five communities in the
FirEN
S
EHL
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $16.00-16.50;
present
have
state
do
not
at
Sows
Boneless
sewage treatment plants, and
BUSH'S
303 can
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 113.50-14.25;
has
a
one
of
those
five
only
US 1-3 300-550 Mc $12.50-13-50;
lb 89/
population of more than 1,000
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $11.5042.311
people.
Shannon said the work of
tb 79/
the Air Pollution Control Com8-oz. can
HUNT'S
mission, not yet five years ota,
Fresh
"has just begun." He explained
Several persons were cited by
that the agency is still involved in
sauce
Demonstration
GIRLS
FOUR-H
winners
at
the
Rally
on
the Department of Motor
determining many of the
1 1.
Transportation and were fined in Saturday were, left to right, Patricia Cunningham, Jo Beth problems, in deciding how jo
Norwood,
Laura
Jarrett,
Debra
Tucker,
Dawn
Medd,
Stephanie
Court
of
Judge
William
the City
ri
handle them, and in setting
DEER WOOD
Donald Overbey. Records show Wyatt, Debbie Blakely, and Rowe Bolen.
Emge's Thick Sliced
timetabLes for remedial action.
the follow% occurred
Haverstock said the Murray
M. & H. Construction Joe
company which manufactures
303 can
Dodd), no Kentucky inspection
lb $ 09
gas and electric ranges is in the
sticker, fined $10.00 coots $10.00.
process of a corrective program
William Houston, no Kentucky
as recommended by a consulting
Qt. Matchless
PARTY PAK
Inspection sticker, fined 810.00
firm to meet water quality
costs $10.00.
control standards laid out by the
James D. McCuiston, no
Water Pollution Control ComKentucky inspection sticker,
mission.
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
He said the stove plant has
KRAFT
Qt.
Emge's
Osburn Wilson, no Kentucky
been given until Dec. 31, 1975, to
inspection sticker, fined $10.00
provide for the proper treatment
costs 810.00.
for the liquid waste discharges
Dwayne Hale, no registration
into the Clark's River. He added
tags for 1971, fined $10.00 costs
that he expects the project, which
$10.00.
HI-C
he said will cost an estimated
Jewell McCallon, no Kentucky
46-oz can
SPEECH DIVISION winners at the 4-H Rally on -Saturday $250,000 to t500,000, to be comsafety inspection sticker, fined were, left to right, Sandra Stark, girt Stubblefield, Gall Tucker, pleted as much as two years
lb
$10.00 costs $10.00.
Carolyn Scott, Diane Harrison, Mike McDonald, Steve Mc before the deadline.
Warren Parrish, no safety
Michael G. Miller, English
Caiston, and Jimmy Burkeen. Miss Kathy Jo Stubblefield, right
Fresh Sliced
inspection sticker, fined $10.00
instructor
and
campus
was the M.C. for the program.
costs 810.00.
lb.494
representative of the Sierra Club,
NABISCO
Robert Wiggins, no safety
served as master of ceremonies
Inspection sticker, fined $10.00
for the symposium. Earth Da!,
costs $10.00.
co-chairmen were Jim 1Redrnond
Leslie Todd, no safety inassistant professor of English, J
Fresh Swift's
spection sticker, fined $10.00
B. Andre, a junior from Sturgis
FLAVOR-KIST
Ib:49
costs $10.00.
and Wally Malls; a graduate
Welch Fruit Co. (T. W. Mitstudent from Merrillville, Ind i
chell), being overweight on single
Grade "A" Large
/
1
2 Gal
drive _axle, fined $75.00 costs
Doz.
Carton
$10.00.
PURI
35C
Tremon P.Farris, no Kentucky
c
Quarters
May 10, 1971
24 oz
inspection sticker, fined $10.00
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ROAST59ç

2/21'
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Persons Are Fined
In The City Court

3/35'

Roast
"Arm" Roast

Hunt's
3/45' ,rflatO
Pork Tenderloin b.99°
2/39C Bacon
APPLE SAUCE
1

TOMATO SAUCE
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FRUIT DRINKS

3/$16)

3/100
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Hospital Report
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Search For Families For
Foreign Students Begins

Land Transfers

Wall Street
Chatter

Records filed on micro-film in Mavis Murdock; two tracts of
the office of the Calloway County land in Murray.
An American "family" for been secured for the five foreign
Max M. Sykes, Joanna Sykes. NEW YORK (UPI) —Growth,
Court Clerk Marvin Harris ineach foreign student entering students who will enter the
clude Ni following compiled by Wendell Allbritten, and Sadie glamor and low-priced speculaMurray State University this University in June, but between
the staff' of the Ledger & Times. Nell Allbritten to George C tive issues, particularly those
summer or fall is the goal of a 25 and 30, perhaps more, will be
Oakley and Patsey S. Oakley; with big potential gains ahead,
'They are:
new project initiated by the Rev. needed for the fall semester.
Affidavit of descent of Lovie two lots in Gateborough Estates are still a good buy at this
Lloyd Cornell, director of the Persons interested in parFairris, died in 1958, to Noel Derwood Edwards, Opal A. time, James Dines & Co. says.
Baptist Student Center.
ticipating should discuss the
Fairris, deceased, Charles Edwards, Charles Ralph Ed- The firm says the market is
Stressing that the project is project with their respective
Guistau Fairris, deceased, wards, Margaret Delores Ed- still headed upward but bears
non-denominational, the ex- pastors, who will relay the inChesley Fairris, Hazel, Ruby wards, Dan D.' Dyces, and close watching.
Marine chaplain said he is formation to Cornell.
Murphey, Crutchfield, Zenobia Dorothy Nell Dyces to Clifton
working with various churches in • Participation in
this, new
Groomas and Murrnon Davis, Junior Pittman and Sherri PittTo buy into the market at
Murray and Calloway County to project does not involve financial
both of Paducah, Cloyce Fairris, man; let in Murray.
this point requires:considerable
secure the needed "host assistance to the student, he
Lexie Morton,and Alvin Fairris, • R & g Development Co., Inc., powers of imagination on the
families."
to Joe Morton and Sue Morton; part of the appreciation-minded
stressed. "Its emphasis is on the
all of Murray.
"We must realize that ad- personal interest in the student
Articles of Incorporation of lot in Canterbury Estates.
investor Abraham & Co. says.
justing to American ways,as well and associations with him."
Crappie Hollow Division, Inc., Walter Elkins and Isie Mae Not only is there evidence of
as to a particular campus a
Foreign students now on "the
New Concord, Herbert Chitwood, Elkins to Richards H. Braboy continuing technical deterioraand Betty Braboy; lot in Murray. tion but odd-lot net selling has
area, can be a traumatic ex- Murray State campus, he added,
owner.
perience for these young people are "most appreciative of all
Linda F. Crouch to Jerry D. 'Power of Attorney of Miyoko failed to increase lately despite.
who an thousands of miles from little attentions."
Crouch; lot in Crestmere Sub- Wheeler to husband, James L. rising prices, a traditional sign
Wheeler.
their families," Cornell said. "We should realize that many
division.
that the market is nearing its
"These newcomers need our of them will become leaders in
Falay Dunn of Murray Route Bertha B. Marshall to Caswell top, an() seasonal factors
sincere, friendly support."
their native lands in the future
Three, Roy McClure of Paducah, Humphreys and „Myrtle H. suggest the May-June period
If each incoming foreigner and will be in position to make
and W. T. McClure of Warren, Humphreys; lot in Hate!.
may be unlikely to yield
knows he has "someone to turn definite contributions to better
Mich., to Treva Washer of Mary Frank Watson Karr to worthwhile market gains, Abrato" when he- is homesick or is relations between our country
Calloway County; two lots in Jessie E. Spencer and Joyce Rae ham observes.
Spencer; lot in Plainview Acres
baffled by even a minor problem, and theirs," Cornell pointed out.
Roberts Subdivision.
he will be able to make the , Through the annual InBUS STOP—It was the school bus that had to .dd the st, , Ifig near Dui..nd, Ill,.
United States
of America Subdivision.
The long-term outlook for
necessary adjustments more ternational Festival presented by
when this barn loomed up in the roadway. The barn vs.. !eing moved to make
versus Gertrude Scott Overby; Kenneth T. Turner and Jo Ann stock prices remains bullish,
easily, the BSU director pointed the International Students
way for a housinR development
82,400 compensation for land in Turner to Jessie Spencer; lot in subject to brief corrections,
Plainview Acres Subdivision.
out.
Association
through
and
Calloway County.
Standard 81 Poor's believes. The
'Johnson 'Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
"Host families" have already illustrated talks before many
Boundary agreement between
current correction should he
Charlotte
Mans
Adarns,-Route-71
clubs, Murray State's foreign
Gent and Julie LoVins and
as a chance to acquire
taken
Mayfield, Miss- Mary Lou Dees,
students have contributed much
Herbert Chitwood on subdivision
sound situations at price
ADULTS
97
Box
70
CONSUMER
Woods
EXPERTS
JR.
Hall,
Murray,
Mrs.
to this area's understanding and
property of Croppie Hollow
concessions, it adds.
NURSERY 5
Verenda Jean Linn, Box 224,
appreciation of other countries.
Shores.
May 9, 1971
Benton,
Mrs. Audie Wieshart,
Dr. Stanford Hendrickson of
Roberts to Morris F. Bilbrey and LONDON (UPI) — Julian
The current market correcRoute 1 Almo, Mrs. Jewell
the political science and
Mary
Francis Bilfirey; land in Boon, 11, and his pals have a tion is a good thing at this
The Cooperative English Test- geography department is the NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Delaina'Phelps, Route 3, Murray,
great job—they play with as time, Sindlinger
Calloway County.
& Co.'says.
Sip Lowe Williams, Route 2,
a requirement for admission to faculty advisor to all foreign
Brian Hill, Inc., to E. D. many toys as possible courtesy Indications that investor conDISMISSALS
Hazel,
Mrs.
the teacher education program- students.
Gladys
Hurt
toy
manufacturer.
of
a
.
Roberts and Shirley M. Roberts;
fidence had been'declining even
Mrs. Kathy Ann Hagan, 616 Hargrove, 614 Ellis Drive,
MB be given at Murray State
They form sort of a special while the market continue&
Ways in which a "host family
lot in Riverwood Subdivision.
to
College
Ct.,
Murray,
Murray,
Master
'Charles
University for the final time can help an incoming foreign
M. Barnhart,
E. D. Roberts and Shirley M. consumer council for the climb suggest the market had
Barry Scott Hamilton, Rt. 5, Route 1, Hardin, James Milburn
during the spring semester student include:
company,
reporting
the
to
them
Roberts to Hunt Smock and
gone too far ahead to continue
Saturday morning, May 15.
Meeting him at the Murray bus Mayfield, Miss Jana Michele Adams, 518 South 7th St.,
Jennye
Sue Smock; lot in toys' play value, durability and without some kind of retrenchRobert Rowan of the Testing station or at the Paducah airport. Hamilton, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Murray, Mrs. Ethel Elizabeth
whether they think they are too rig,
Riverwood Subdivision.
it notes.
Center at the university said the
expensive.
Entertaining him in the home Donald Loyd Stom, 223 S. 11th, Rogers, Box 363, Murray, Frank
E.
D.
Roberts
and
M.
Shirley
Murray, Robert Erskine Thorn- Leffler, Box 28, Hazel, Porter
free test will,be administered in from time to time.
Roberts to Harold Hurt and Jean
the ballroom of the Waterfield
Remembering him on his birth- berg, Sr., 20 Kanianna Dr., Lassiter, Route 4, Murray,
S. Hurt lot in Riverwood SubHamlin,
Mrs.
Sandra
Ruth
James
H.
Ray,
Neal t expired) Route 7,
Student Union Building at three day.
division.
times-8 a.m., 9:30 a.m., and 11 Phoning him to ask about his Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Loretta Murray.
Chesley Fairris of Hazel,
Windsor, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
a.m.
progress in ins classes, etc.
BREAK FAILS ,Jarne,Lad Cloyce Fairris of Murray Route
Wilma Louise Futrell, Miss
He added that a student may
P
DOG+LOVING POSTMAN
sc,.\- nf2, ii 99- Four, Ruby Murphey of Crlt-'
Glenda Reed, 206 Cherry,
take the test at any one of the
ii
the slay- chfield, Zenobia Groomes and
e
Murray,
Mrs.
Donal
LONDON (UPI)4.- Postman - in_ ol
Greg
times without prior registration. SEAN LEhlASS DIES
Murmon Davis of Paducah, Lexie
Completion of forrns and ad- DUBLIN, Ireland (UPI)— Engler, Box 1071 Hart flan MSU, John Lyttle, 31, ttiid a judge
caught in the Morton and Alvin Fairris of
ministration of the test take Seau Lemass, prime minister of Murray, Mrs. Margaret M. Monday he tried to drive his
is.da :ard ariout 2o I/1111- Murray to Albert A. Yurcus and
about one hour, according to the Republic of Ireland from Thornberg, 20 Kaniana Dr., car through the door of No. 10 t/Nt:orn June J. Yurcus; two tracts of
Hamlin,
Henry Jackson Morris, Downing Street, Prime Minister hr.
Rowan.
1959 to 1967, died at his home
,,t !ht. it
land in Murray.
Heath's
residence,
Noting that application for early today, his family report- Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Gail Edward
rin
Siolt.
Freddie Gerald Beach and
Bowman,
Rt.
6,
Murray,
Mrs.
because
he
education
was
angry
im.
at the
admission to teacher
'
I
ed. He was 71.
Joan Beach to Charles RichardMaggie
Williams,
Rt.
2,
Hazel, government over German Sheprnar be made at the same time, It was Lemass who extended
son; lots in McClure Subdivision.
)IL FIRMS' TRIALS
Rowan said the following Ireland's welcome to one of her Rollie Elvis Kelly, 404 S. 4th, herds.
James M. Lassiter and Mary
BARBARA.
Calif.
SANTA
students must take the test to most
honored
descendants, Murray, Bluford H. Dixon, Rt. 1.
UP! -Four major petroleum W. Lassiter to Reggie Key and
He
said
Kirksey.
he
had
about
read
meet requirements:
John F. Kennedy, when the late
children being mauled by the ximpanies will stand trial Nov. Jerry Mac Key; lot in Murray.
-All sophomores who plan to President visited his family's
Anthony H. Cassity and
dogs and wanted to protest the 17 on 343 misdemeanor counts
ADULTS 98
follow the teacher preparation ancestral home in 1963.
n connection with the massive Thelma E. Cassity to Hughes E.
government's
"lack
of
action.
'
program.
"He was the most impressive NURSERY 5
Faye
slick from an offshore well Prichett and Janice
about • them.
-All juniors and seniors who personality.. completely
out- May 8, 1971
Pritchett; 3,-2 acres on Almo3lowout two years ago.
plan to get teacher certificates standing," Lemass said of
Municipal Court Judge Walter Murray Road.
Lyttle did not succeed in.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
and who have not yet taken the Kennedy after the young
William K. Etherton and
E. Parent set, the trial date
test.
President's death. "He couldn't Baby Boy Counts, 706 College getting inside the building, on} monday after lawyers for Elaine Etherton to Clyde
Courts, Murray.
knocking a few flakes of paint , Union, Mobil.
- All persons accepted be equalled as a leader."
Texaco and Gulf Spiceland and Blanch Spiceland; MEANWHILE, out in the desei t
Egypt,,,n anti-airconditionally into the teacher For Lemass, the Kennedy
from the railings outside. He'entered innocent pleas to two tracts of land in Murray.
craft unit kecps a w;try with
over
thc
bound
for Israeli
pending
preparation program
was fined $2.40 and
DISMISSALS
visit was "the highlight of my
charges of violating the state Paul Calhoun and Ruth planes as on, If the crew rn;,ko-.
telephono
completion of the test.
Miss Brit Olson Weydener, 1701 for a year.
career."
Calhoun
Murdock
to
Alfred
and
Fish and Game code,

- Hospital Report

English Test
Set Saturday
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Chinese la mg low in Canada so far
By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

"HUNGER" MARCH—These youngsters from suburban
Niles and Skokie were among an estimated 250,000
Chicago area teenagers who took part in 12 different
30-mile hikes in an effort to raise El million to fight

OTTAWA — The diplomatic
sc6e here has taken on new
interest for international observers with the establishment
of the first mission of the
People's Republic of China.
After weeks of searching for
suitable quarters, the men
from Peking have settled, at
least temporarily, for a
downtown luxury apartment
house with a ritiarby old home
to serve as office space.
It wasn't what the Coinmunisi Chinese really wanted.
Their desire was for a kind of
compound
: a sizable area
containing residence and offices, preferably with a
surrounding wall. The Chinese
will keep looking for a property
either to convert to their needs
or on which to construct new
buildifL
They perhaps were a little
hunger and poverty in the world. S rigors paid the
puzzled not to get more aid
marchers on a mtteage basis. Sponjafed by the Amer-from the Canadian Foreign
, can Freedom from Hunger Foundation, similar walks
Office in locating a suitable
I are scheduled in about 350 cities throughout the U.S.
embassy. The Canadian
diplomats explained rather
apologetically that it was a free
enterprise. system here and
Insect control
introduced the Chinese to the
BERKELEY. Calif.(UPI)- leading real estate firms.
When Canadian Charge
The University of California's
International Center for Bio- d'Affaires John Fraser led the
logical Control is being given a small Canadian contingent into
Peking a few months ago, the
U •
$262,000 Fo,rd Fcaindation.
Peking .. housing atithErity
grant to help ,support training
and fesearch in "integrated provided a handsome.embassy._
control" of 'insect pests-an set in a pleasantly landscaped
other Christian nation from alternative to exclusive reliance property.
Not much has been heard or
interfering in Lisbon's African upon pesticides.
seen of the Chinese
trade.

CAPITAL IDEAS ABROAD

Fort San Jorge recalls
•

By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service

Which might be discovered
"between Cape Bo.jador
(Morocco) and the East Indies."
The grant-welt- make. it-posy
Pope Eugene,fY granted a
There were merchants in sibte for the celiter to train
plenary indurgenee to any Europe, however, who dared to 'foreign students
and practicing
Portuguese-Sailors who might challenge even a Pope. And entomologists in techniques
lose the,irlives in pursuing the with King Henry VIII's split that -by maintaining
pest popexplorations — an indulgence with Rothe in the 16th Century, ulations
below the level where
that supposedly spared them Engiantl and Holland began to they can cause significant dampunishment in purgatory for send ships southward in search age'. will avoid
the long-run
any sins they may have of the fabled goldfields.
dangers of relying on potsi,n,
committed.
' For most of two centuries, alone.
-According to history, the Portugal fought viciously to
* * *
Portuguese explorers of Africa defend its claims. Any
committed more than their European ship found along the
share of sins.
gold coast was attacked. Any
Pope Sixtus IV subsequently trader who slipped ashore ran
confirmed the Portuguese the risk of capture, brutal
monopoly and prohibited any torture and execution.

ELMINA, Ghana — The
white castle, so reminiscent of
Moorish Spain, gleams in the
brilliant sunlight. The blue
South Atlantic picks up its
reflections and dances them
across tiny waves. The tall
bright green palms nod lazily
and there is lust a rustle of
sound, a low murmur as a
morning breeze finds ,its way
through the old parapets and
into the gaunt stunt courtyard
in the center of the castle.
It doesn't take much
imagination to interpret those
murmurs as something other
than wind.
If the ghosts of Fort San
Jorge d'Elmina could speak, a
Answer to Yesterday's purzte
visitor would learn secrets of
GIMM
ROMM MMOIM
ACROSS
5 1 ins adlar Prt
one of the cruelest.' phases of
ODD OMMO 0=0
to
MOM GICIINIO13011110
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Encourage
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dry og
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MO MOO 000 MB
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person
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10 For example
01E1000 00M 0M0
(abbr
14
Mature
galleys oared by slaves, mass
BOOM flop 00
King of
11 Compass point
00100 PROMO
murders, torture, royal 15 Bashan
17 Postscript
03M0BUO
U0 1000
(abbr )
rivalry, papal politics and 16 Twirled
0MG0 0120M 00M
19 Babylonian
18 Lao,
intrigue. The parapet of Fort 20
deity
MG= MOM 000
Rupees (abbr.)
San Jorge was once lined with 22 Heavenly
21 Appear
12.
23 Inclined
body
the heads of Dutch sailors who
roadway
24 Snakes
cent
50
per
35
Si River in Italy
were captured by . the Por- 27 Golf
25 Transaction
38 Metal fastener 53 Teutonic deity
26 Calm,
40 Rue, in
mounds
56 Co6ple
tuguese,
tortured
and
27 Experiences
Africa
Break
58 Worm
beheaded, then displayed as a 29 suddenly
28 Part of
43 Gain
60 Number
46 Lavixties
fireplace
warning to any ships that might 31 Before
,
61 A state rabbr
30 Brazilian
fondness on
32 Clever
62 Guido 510w rote
venture near.
estuary
48 Prepares for
34 Oriental nurse
64 Cooled lasa
This is the oldest of a chain of 36 Coniunction
print
33 Biblical weed
66 Three toed sloth
castles that dot the coast of 37 Ape
liar .613 6
7
illailiall i i
39 Frolic
Ghana. It was built by the AI
Symbol or
tellurium
Portuguese in 1482, 10 years
rta:Y.13 EM
42 Snare
ill
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.
Mg
before Christopher Columbus 44
Foreign
45 Goal
discovered the new world.
47 Ireland
Some French historians 49 Escape
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v40:m
claim that seamen from Dieppe 50 Halt
27
52 Mine vein
An......:31
first visited these West African 54 Man's
111NWI• " MiT
shores in 1383 and took out
32
nickname
ill.
'
;II
quantities of ivory that became 55 Small child
57 Conflagration
39
the basis for a comb industry 59 Pronoun
M.
61 Regret
that still flourishes.
43 MAA
"
'
M
Linger
There is evidence, too, in 63
UM::•:•IM
65 Rational
AS
46
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the writings of Herodotus, 67 Possessive
"BEST" CANCELED -thu
pronoun
the famous Greek historian, 68 Grain
Holbrook holds his Emmy
50
Man
(pl.)
that
in Hollywood for "Best
Phoenicians
and 69 Omen
Per sianr (Rider King Xerxes
Actor" in a TV dramatic
60
DOWN
may have visited these shores
series, "The Senator,1 Also
as early as 600 B.C.
cancele.d show. It 'was
But most scholars of West 2 Component
named the outstanding dra3 Pronoun
African history Wedit the 4 thtter vetch
matic show—still canceled.
r. by Unit
F,atur, Syndicate. Inc.
17
Portuguese with discovering
Elmira and giving Ghana's
"gold coast its name.
The Portuguese exploration
of the African coast began
under Prince Henry the
Navigator With the land routes
to China and India blocked by
countries of Islam. medieval
Europe set out to fund alternate
routes. 1Columbus' discovery
of America was triggered by
the same ambition.1
Henry pushed the African
explorations on the basis of
stories by Moorish slaves that
"beyond the Sahara and its
fiery belt lay a country rich in a
gold and ivory, a land they
called 'Senegambia' or the
'land of the blacks:"
The modern nations of
Senegal and Gambia drat*
their names from these
Stories.)
, In 1181 John II ascended the
Portuguese throne and while he
drew most of his revenues from.
gold and ivory discovered in
Guinea, he ordered his ships to
.'ontinue_probing east and then
south along the African shore.,
Eventually, Vasco da 'Cams
rounded the Cape Of Good Hope
into .the Indian Penn.
rar-_,
_noivinnterrrheretortwo-trtrairtzmilOirrili:-'ts1,.. -t7i,)
.
timierrimniv
tr
_
ttincri ":17ffii-fr.rfcri• Craig. ItelberikInienz-tfiti:.up (he
Portuizal -quiet and un.
It '
car,1 Slickt:tra 17, w•t•., f 0. .01IHV '.T1 !ill
(;'.1,n4.Nr
disturbed - possession of land s '
. 11shp

in Ottawa'thus far. They seem
with Peking the need for
to be keeping a low profile, bringing that huge country into
perhaps aware of the con- contact with the world comtroversy surrounding the
munity and recognizing the
diplomatic exchange with
reality of the Communist
Canada.
government as ruler of China.
Location of Chinese em- Of course, Canada's very
bassies in some other countries substantial wheat trade with
has resulted in a sharp increase the Chinese has been a major
in Peking propaganda and, factor, too.
according to some reports,
The Chinese have not been
very active espionage activity. too informative as to why they
Here, with the arrival of the were interested in setting up an
Communist diplomats, Royal embiassy in Ottawa. It does
Canadian Mounted Police give' them their first listening
Commissioner William Higgitt pol in North America.
reiterated his belief that there
In the Canadian capital the
would be more Chinese Chinese diplomats have shown
-agents" in North America. themselves only in a modest
This was putting it mildly in way thus far. They have been
the view of many security buss setting up their offices
officials who anticipate that the and social life has been at a
Chinese will become a leading minimum.
center for the gathering of
Their closest friends appear
inforrnation, not so much about to be the Pakistanis who have
Canada as the United States. entertained the Chinese and
The Canadian government
has given as reasons for
wanting a diplomatic exchange
%rata progress •
FRANKFORE,Ky.(UPI)1 Ire number of patients in
Kentucky mental hospitals has
declined 50 per cent since
1964, state health director Dr.
Dale Farabee reports.
He said the patient-load had
been cut to 2,750 because of
community mental health centers, personal care in nursing
homes through state and fedaid and the release of
sociopathic patients who,under
a 1968 law, cannot be con-

introduced them to other
diplomats and government
officials. But thus far the
Chinese presence in Canada is
subdued.
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Who saves
for the future
with us?

Bra

fined against their will.

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE

Tycoons!
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSN.
304 EAST MAIN STREET
Murray

Phone 753-9999 (After 500, 753-9161)

Join the Datsun
savings plan
where you work.
Solid support
Built like
'
doe,
Datsun's Li'l Hustler Pickup
a vault
rides on a tough truck suspension. The all-steel
Torsion bars up front for easy
6 foot bed
handling; heavy•duty rear axle
rides on steel I=
for loads to half a ton.
girders.
The vinylupholstered
cab is quiet,
weather-tight, well appointed.

PEI
I.G.A.

MURRAY BRANCH

Crossword Puzzle

11,4
sir sum

Northsi
Shoppii
Cente

-Econo-power
" 96 HP engine. Overhead cam
reliability and low-friction
economy. With truck ratio
full-synchro
4-speed,
gets up to
25 miles per
gallon.
The number
one selling
,
import truck

—save when you . •
buy it, save when you drive it.
Drive a Dataun...tbea decide.

Cak
whit.
4)
Campb

TON

Del Moni

PE

5)
Fe

Dataun Pickup

DATS11111
PRODUCT OF NI SAN

----LASSITER-McKINNEY
South .12th

Sires(

Phone 753 7114

"Open Evenings Tii 8:00"

P71

JIM ADAMS 1 0 A

• Norkide
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

PRICES
ARE

*

LOWER

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

*:*

* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *
U.S. Choice

EVERYDAY

Matchless

FuTi0.

CHUCK Bacon
49
ROAST Pork Steak lb 49 _ Ryon
Swiss Steak .69
Pickle.GA
- Mix 49-t .- Bread
Sweet
i49'
00
4/$1
Baby Food
PEPSI
Family-Pak

lb

Fresh, Lean

•

U.S. Choice

lb

49

Wailer •

Whole

Gerber

t

16-oz. 8-Bottle Carton

I.G.A.

Del Monte

Cake Mix
White, Yellow, Choc.
/

100

No 303 can

Tomato
Juice
29; tap 1 00

Showboat

Pork&
Beans

Peas
No. 303 can

No. 300 can

9

Folger's or Maxwell House

154-oz. Box

1-lb. can

3 lb can

I.G.A.

Detergent -

Towels

Ajax

Big Roll

each

14 oz can

Shortening

JUST LOW PRICES !

Pot Pies

Libby

2/23;
Ric htex 59;

9;

Giant Size

29;

69;

Del Monte

Pineapple-Grapefruit

ggS
Med.

3 100 Drink3/$ 1
Doz.

69;

00

46-oz. can

Ripe, Yellow

idahowHITE
POTATOES BANANAS
10 lb bag

eans

49

Smith

Coffee
79;
PRICES

LOWER

CHEESE

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO SY° FORCED PURCHASES

Soup 10

ARE

Pizza
Mix

JIM ADAMS 16A STORE POLICY
No. 1 can

Deep
Brown
B

Kraft

Fruit
Cocktail

TOMATO

Del Monte

Strained

Del Monte

Campbell's

•

20-oz. loaf

lb.

9

Yellow, Sweet

CORN
5.ears 39

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
••••AtIN •ADAMS.IGA It's- the -total'In7the'laptelh-al 'coonttl-

.-„
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Pall of fear, insecurity
covers New York City
By HENRY ALEXANDER
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — An incredible
pall of fear and insecurity
permeates this city. It is
contagious. It subtly creeps in
immediately on arrival.
The porter hailing your cab
remarks that he has to be
careful in his selection of
customers. He says many are
not to be trusted. Inside in the
cab a sign tells you not to extend anything larger than a five
- dollar bill because the driver
does not carry much money.
Cabbies were once part of the
tremendous New York adventure. They were renowned
for their humor, wit, grass
and
philosophy
roots
sometimes caustic tongues.
Not, today. Now they are
morose, quiet and serious.
They transfer you from one
point to another in grim
silence. Wary resignation
seems their accepted lot.
Confidently approaching the
registration desk, confirmation
slip in hand, you register in
what is considered one of the
better hotels. At once you
experience an uncomfortable
sense of close scrutiny. You are
asked to prove you are who you
say you are through identification — a driver's license,
passport or certified document.
-- Next, an inquisition as to how
you intend to pay your bill. Will
it be cash, check re credit
card?
Drawing the line at actual
display of cash, you will be
requested to give name of bank
upon which you intend to draw
your check, or to produce the
credit card you indicate using.
C.art-eoppers
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa
(UPI) — Shoppers leaving shopping carts in parking lots are
contributing to inflation, according to a Penn State University economist.
Harold E. Neigh, a consumer economics specialist,
says the carts, which cost stores
between $35 and $50, are often damaged or stolen. - Neigh
says stores sometimes raise
food prices to recovg the loss.

Notations are made for the
record. At last theclerk assigns
a beak:ray to escort you to your
room. This is the reality of
aroused defenses.
Tip in hand the bellboy leaves
you alone. You survey your
quarters. No matter what the
accommodation — a minimum
priced room, or an expensive
suite — you will find
prominently displayed an eyecatching notice from the Hotel
Association of New York City,
Inc. In bold print, it reads:
-To insure a more pleasant
stay, we suggest the following:
Keep door locked when in
room. Do not display valuables
'in room. Place them in hotel
safe-deposit box. Close door by
hand when leaving hotel. Never
admit persons with unsolicited
deliveries. Do not reveal name
of hotel or room number to
strangers. Deposit key with
desk clerk upon leaving or
checking out. Never admit
repairmen to room without
checking with the manager.
Never discuss plans for staying
away from hotel in front of
strangers."
Thus one becomes indoctrinated to the grip of insecurity
dominating this metropolis.
The fear syndrome has now
passed the embryonic stage.
Daylight hours in Manhattan
have lost their glamor.
Beautiful stores, once proudly
displaying their wares to the
world, have a fortress-like
appearance with shutters and
grates. Madison and Park
Avenues are not immune to the
pawnshop look of these
barriers. Once prestigious
stores stand impotent and
empty. Shopping has become a
horrendous experience instead
of an exciting adventure. .
Using any major credit card
in a shop or restaurant can be
unsettling. Even with the
•
smallest purchase, the routine
is the same. You surrender
your card and sign the check.
Both disappear with an
unknown human being. The
wait seems interminable. You
begin to feel a kind of

These are only a few of the
xanponents saisting in New
York City; ingredients of a
painful feeling of impending
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langer. Ina is not caused by a -PE-111 IS
cowardly or timid nature:
more by the Instinctive sense of
self-preservation.
Deteriorated definitely, but
not entirely gone is the exciting
adventure that is New York
City It is a sad commentary
that this is only one American
metropolis infected with the
insidious disease of deepseated fear and insecurity.

503 DYLAN WILL BE THIRTY
YEARS OLP THIS MONTH

THATI5 NE MOST DEPRESSING
THIN& I'VE EVER 14EARD
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OPEN 24 H

ASK YOUR DOCTOR TO PHONE YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO US

WE DOZE BU'
BEL-AIR SIMI
"1971 MARKS OUR
5071f YEAR OF RELIABLE
DRUG SERVICE!"

• -Quantity Rights Reserved
Prices Good thru 5/17/71
While Quantities Last

LustreCreme
Liquid
Shampoo

Thorobred
Gift Set
4oz.After

Shave
4oz. Cologne
& Soap
$4.50 Value

$1.65 Value

Phillips
Milk of
Magnesia

/
1
4 SLIC

980 Value

U.S

Old Spice
Gift Set
4Oz.After
4oz. Co

Shave
ne

Kindness
SwingSetter

Wholf

511 99 value

crirninalistic loss of identity.
You know that somewhere you
are being cteeked out again.
-.Eventually the card is returned, momentarily restoring
dignity. But the damage has
been done. Another piece of the
jigsaw of insecurity has
dropped into place.

ness
n Shaver

9 69

Rai Kirate
4 -oz. $1.50 Value
After Shave
4 oz. $2.25 Value
Cologne

POLAROID CAMERAS
• - Med. 320

Entering an elevator to whisk
*pou to a floor high in the sky
equates with the subtle mindcrossing thought one has when
embarking on a plane. Will it be
the destination my ticket
declares — or Cuba' Assessing
one's fellow-passengers, the
thought: Is it time for another
power failure in Manhattan?
How does it feel to be trapped in
a stalled elevator"

i $59.95 Value

FRYER

En

Scripto
VuLighters
Zippo
Lighters

Nighttime becomes a sirenpolluted bad dream. Walking
the streets is stupid and
dangerous as any New Yorker
will tell you. It is difficult to
meet or talk with a Manhattanite who has not experienced
robbery of some sort. Times
Square has lost its sparkle;
replaced by every kind of
U.S. TO APPEAL—The U.S.
misfit, both animate and
government plans to appeal
inanimate.
the dismissal of charges
"Pedestrian Beware" has
against Black Panther
.ong been the pyword in this
leader
David
Hilliard
!Ay. But today it is or(shown at a news confermleratecl. One can almost feel
ence in San Francisco) of
threatening to kill .Presi- „tome drivers deliberately
teroing in on walking targets.
dent Richard Nixon.

INSTA

3-lb
Can
(LimiT

Playtex
Disposable
Bottles
$1.19 Value

APPLE
IWorth bU EXTRAS
8 Tcua Value Stamps .;
with 12.00 purchase :T
:
.,
(excluding tobacco and
.a
c;
prescription items):-_,
111')111) „
fintriffUr
(c(4,4,U,U
lWorth100
i
EXTRA!

eti Top Value Stamps
With Any Prescription
-7

HIS NOSE BANDAGED, Chicago Seven defendant AbbieHoffman is Liken by an FBI ,ii4ent for a heal mg'in New
,
'"1-TrrofiFtrefrirlIFF-tr—Orct.twa:rtFr.ltrW114Popizton, D C:
%%It h police'
F :tict hi. 110.
,injitied Ifl
,
.
,W:1"
Ii w fis ,
,
-

2.- I
MI1rrnnT4g7kr
g
'
4
0
Is
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COUPON
Limit: 1 Per Family
SPIN BLEND
SALAD
n

COUPON Z-49
Limit: 1 Per Family
CARNATION

COFFEE
MATE

A

16-oz.

j•ar

qt

49t

DRESSING

°. w‘
r
Offer Expires 5/18/71
Good Only at Storey's

Offer Expires 5/18/71
Good Only at Storey's
COUPON 0-11110
Limit: 1 Per Family
WINDEX
SAVE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Fully Cookied

HAM
Shank Portion

10C

GLASS
CLEANER

20-oz. bot. with this
coupon
Offer Expires 5/18/71
' Good Only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit: 1 Per Family
CHASE & SANBORN
,10-oz. Instant SAVE
with this
coupon
Offer Expires 5/18/71
Good Only at Storey's

20'

COFFEE

Offer Expires 1118171 Good Only at Storey's
COUPON D-10812
Limit: 1 Per Family
Industrial Strength SAVE
with this
coupon
Offer Expires 548/71
Good Only at Storey's

DRANO 35-oz.

TO YOUR FAVORITE CHURCH OR
CIVIC ORGANIZATION BY SAVING
YOUR FOOD GIANT CASH REGISTER
RECEIPTS.

SAVINGS
MIX or
MATCH

8-0z. Pkgs.

SALAMI - P&P LOAF.
LIVER CHEESE - BEEF BOLOGNA

Farm Fresh
lb.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

CLUB STEAK

"
lb $1

RIB STEAK

lb

$119

Morton

APPLE SAUULPEINBKAY2 a°I13s 29

COUNTRY STYLE

WITH $5.00
TOBACCO Pr

DIT IONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY &
DUCTS,,

T.V.
DINNERS

12',
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1970 BUSINESS BAROMETER
Compiled and published by Murray CharOer of Commerce
WHEREAS: The Shriners
Hospital For Crippled Children
and Burns Institutes, which are
dedicated to the total care and
treatment of all children
regardless of race or creed; and

POPULATIOF GROWTN
Population Growth in Murray, Calloway, Kentucky
1870.- 1971

Year
1870
1890
1900
1910
1920
19-3010.•
1940
1950
1960
1962
1963
196-4
1965
1966
1967
1968
1970
1971

co

MURRAY
Population
179
519
1,822
2,089
2,415
2,891
3,773
6,035
9,303
9,809
10,206
10,774
11,102
11,665
12,300
12,904
13,484
13,857

%Increase

CALLOWAY COUNTY
%Increase
Popu ation

17,633
19,887
20,802
17,662
19,041
20,147
20,972
21,697
21,888
23,035
24,582
26,088
26,375
26,804
27,206
27,692

12.8
13.5
16.9
23.4
37.5
54.2

Per cent of Nonwhite Population in County:
Per cent of Nonwhite Population in Murray:

3.1
5.8

WHEREAS: During the past 49
years the Shriners Hospitals have
cured or materially helped more
than 160,000 children; and

6.6
5.5
8.2
8.8
3.5
3.2
3.2

11.2
6.5
-17.7
7.2
- 5.5
4.0
3.4
9.0
5.0
7.0
10.6

WHEREAS: The Shriners
Hospitals' for Crippled Qiildren
and Burns institutes deserve the
appreciation of every resident in
Murray for
their
great
humanitarian work;

THE HORSEY SET - Accompanied- by -her two Children, Caroline (second-from
right), 13, and John F. Kennedy Jr., 10, and her niece, Peggy McDonnell, Mrs. Jacqueline Onassis arrives at a Somerset Hills Pony Club horse show in Boston, Mass.
.

****6
Schools, Enrollment, Number of Teachers, and Student-Teacher Ratio for
Murray and Calloway County

Enrollment

Grades

Student
Teacher
Ratio

No. of
Teachers

24
30
24
25
23

-

1
1
1
1
1

Calloway Co. High (Totals)
Calloway Co. E'en:, (Totals)
Murray Elem. (Ind.)(Totals)
Murray High (Ind.) (Totals)
Murray Univ. Elem. (State)

734
1820
930
954
207

34
70
40
46
11

TOTAL ELEM. & HIGH SCHOOL

4645

201

23 - 1

Murray State University (Fall 1970)

7053

412

17 -

LOCAL TAX ASSESSMENT 1970
CALLOWAY COUNTY

MURRAY
Real Estate
Tangible
Public Service

$105,038,608
24,581,739
12,245,064

Real Estate
Tangible
Public Service

$48,292.363
12,913,687
4,002,212

RETAIL SALES AND INCOME
BASE INCOME

Individual Income
1964
$27,886,000
MURRAY
1965
28,290,000
1966
30,551,000
1967.
43,879,000
147,5414,000
1968
50,286,000
1969
1970
53,054,000
53,234,000 Projection)-971

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
Projection,1971

. CALLOWAY COUNTY

KENTUCKY $11,137

INCOME PER HOUSEHOLD:

$13,484,000
14,412,000
17,112,000
26,788000
29,146,000
30,938,000
32,760,000
33,071,000

MURRAY $9,253
CALLOWAY COUNTY

RETAIL SALES ANALYSIS
CALLOWAY COUNTY

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
Projection 1971

WHEREAS: Dia year toads
the 49th Anniversary of the first
mch hospital started by the
Ancient Arabic Order of the
Nobles of the Mystic Slrine; and

KENTUCKY

TITIEFee

NORTH FORK
NEWS
by Mrs. R. D. Key
May 5, 1971

Men's wear

Non-clinging socks
mark new hosiery
By WALTER LOGAN
The
NEW YORK (UN)
happiest news in men's hosiery
these days is that just „about
everybody has mastered the
problem of ,static electricity
which makes a man's pants
legs stick to his socks, icv ihg

rise to an awkward little jig
Mrs.Oman Paschall received a
known as the static stomp. .
Letter from Mrs. Carl Adams, the
A second bit of news is the
former Ruby Robbins of Elcentro
development of some wild and
aalifornia, saying they look
wooly socks known as weekenders, mostly products of
forward to reading the North
name designers who brought
Fork News hearing from their ok
out similar ones once before
friends. Also her parents, Bro.
but forgot toay they should
and Mrs. Frankie Robbins, enjoy
the news as he is former pastor of Tommy left Tuesday to go back he worn on weekends and preNorth Fork. We always look and Mrs. Jenkins will stay this ferably in the country.
Burlington Industries was
forward to hearing him preach, week with their parents, Mr. and
when he comes back on a visit. Mrs. Ralph Doyle and Mr. and one of the pioneers in the antistatic movement, developing an
Visitors in to see Mrs. Ella Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
()Hein acrylic process which it
Morris over the past week are Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Martin
.first made available in three
Mr. and Mrs. Orista Paschall of visited Bro. and Mrs. 'Warren
lines this spring and plans to
Saturday
night.
Sykes
Otis
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Blodget, Mo.,
use generally next fall. And
was
in
to
see
Howard
Morris
Johnson from Camden, Mr. and
since women wearing pants
Mrs. Fred Gallimore, Mrs. Page Dr. Newman Tuesday.
suits developed the same static
Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith visited problem as men, there are also
Warren
Sykes
Friday
night.
Bro.
Elkins, Mr. and Mrs. Othel
women's knee length anti-static
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Damal Adolphus Paschall had surgery hose.
Paschall and Betty, Mr. and Mrs. on his eye last Tuesday in
Walter Kenney, president of
Charles Paschall and Charlene, Humbolt, T,erillessoe, by Dr. the Burlington Socks/Adler divRoberts.
He
went
back
Monday,
J. D. Lampkins, Mr. and Mrs.
ision of the company said the
Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn and reports are he is doing fine. non-clinging socks in the future
M. Orr and son, Mr. and Mrs. Bro. Vaden visited Mrs. Ella will be. made both in an antiRalph Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Tuesday afternoon. He static Orlon acrylic and an
Gaylon H. Morris, and daughter, carried the recorder and played anti-static nylon and that the
Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris, Mr. to Mrs. Morris, Zipora, and Mrs. anti-static property is guaran-.
at teed to last the lift of the sock.
and Mrs. Milford Orr and Son, Oman Paschall, the service
Du Pont after six years of
Bro. Vaden, Mr. and Mrs. North Fork on the Sunday
Tommy Jenkins, Bro. and Mrs. homecoming day.' They really !research, also-has come up with
enjoyed it as they are unable to anti-static fibers used by such
Warren Sykes and son.
industry leaders a, Camp HosMr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins attend church.
iery • Esquire Socks, InterwoMr.
and
Mrs.
Jerry
Turner
of
and sons, Mike and Kenny; and
Yen and Great American KnitMrs. Bertie Jenkins spent the Benton visited Bro. and Mrs.
ting. It is called Antron Ill
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes Thursday night. Is Ion and du
Pont says that,
Gaylon
Morris
is
suffering
Davenport,
Glynn Easlick of
oidikc Nams which are only
infected
tooth.
He
is
from
an
Iowa.
being treated by Dr. Hoover in coated. .‘ntron III is anti-static
through and through.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and Paris.
The problem arose when
Paschall
visited
Mrs.
Oman
spent
Nashville
of
children
the industry decided that overMr.
and
Mrs.
Charlie
Wicker
a
Friday night and Saturday with
the-calf length or mid-calf
while Tuesday afternoon while length
the Glynn Orr's.
socks were the only
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jenkins Mrs. R. D. Key was with Mrs. acceptable length for business
Morris
and
Zipora.
came
Deleware,
Dover,
from
and social wear since it is conhere by plane Sunday to attend Mr. and Mrs. Joe Grooms and sidered vulgar for a man to disthe funeral of Mrs. Jenkins children visited Mr. and Mrs. play areas of sockless calf when
he crosses his legs. But there
grandfather, Mr. A. Dixon. Bailey Grooms Sunday.

NOW, l'HEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED: I, Holmes Ellis,
Mayor of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, do hereby proclaim
Sunday, May 16, 1971, as:
INTERNATIONAL SHRINE
HOSATAL DAY IN MURRAY,
KY.
and ask that all citizens join me
In paying tribute to the Shrine of
North America.
Given under my hand,and seal,
this, the 10th day of May, 1971.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
City of Murray, Kentuckywas so much static men kept
wearing anklets which weresupposed to be for sports wear.
Color range
So in keeping with fashion
the static-free socks are cur-,
rently available in a wide color
range including olive, gold,'
royal blue, forest 'green, navy,
brown, gray, black and even

Which brings up the subject
of the weekender sock in any•
thing from bright plaids to vivid stripes. British designer
Hardy Amies was one of the
first to recommend such fm-reks
on grounds the current necktie
less weekend trends to sucl
things as blue jeans and solid
color stuff and bright sock:
will liven things up.
Designer John Weitz also is
a firm believer in livelier weekend socks and some '1(4 his
current offerings include such '
items as a bold basket weave
in brown, white and yellow or ,
maybe white, gray .and red.
Another one was charcoal and
bright red vertical stripes.
There also were lively plaids,
including one combination of
bright ,red and white with a
navy oyerplaid. There also was,
an enormous hounds tooth pattern in bright colors and varsity.
stripe's bright solid with one
inch wide stripes up the side,

Nancy

MURRAY

$23,926,000
1964
1965
31,427,000
1966
33,381,000
1967
35,334,000
1968
47,058,000
1969
50,965,000
1970
51,461,000
52,947,000 Projectian 1971

A GOOD LANDN
resting atop an
54, and passengc
Rhode Islanders

whisky. They are in ribbed and
woven patterns, including hasketweaves,and there is a choice
of summer and winter weight:
for year-round comfort.

$20,950,000
28,252,000
30,487,000
32,723,000
40,666000
414,042,000
48,048,000
49,143,000

Cities ai
by flock

'MEN D 0.. N. 1,
Are cities languishin
absence of new holt
struction? Trenton, k
It may not be untypic
Real estate men,
and builders agree tha
practically no new
tion of homes in
proper. The suburbs,
are a different story.
"The city has been
ly dead for a number t.
said Richard Schmalz':
president of New Jr
tional Bank. •'Where tl
is is in the suburbs."
lost small municip
the area -semi to - be
sive and -aggressive em
encourage t.uhtlivisio
Sc ii malzbac h.
-The city, itself i.,
iseilated,- agreed Tom
a sales representati
(Ton-chill Ilreen.
ton construction firm.
-h‘er body watas
the city.,- he said, si
riot much constrin lie
1,lost
the ti instruct
the tow.nships
Ewing and Hamilton.Durhish said most
homes being built
falllik him..., which
between S:35,000 and $,

WHO SOLD THE MERCHANDISE?
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969'
1970

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

24 Lumber & Hdwe.
$2,772,000
2,826,000
2,998,000
3,993,000
4,324,000
4,367,000
5,694,000
41 Auto Dealers
57,144,000
7,284,000
10,190,000
13,571,000
1 14,698,000
14,840,000
15,435,000
18 Furniture
1T117 ,000
1,139,000
1,554,000
2,069,000
2,241,000
2,263,000
3,229,000

11 General Mdse.
$1,128,000
1,150,000
1,997,000
2,659,000
2,880,000
2,908,000
2,623,000

80 Food Stores
$4,7.
50,000
4,843,600
8,557,000
11,395,000
12,342,000
12,46-2;000
12,974,000

31 Gasoline
$1,946,000
1,984,000
2,917,000
3,885,000
4,208,000
4,249000
4,203,000

Apparel S.
1
ri 397,000
1,4214,000
1,667,000
2,220,000
2,404,000
2,427,000
2,382,000

S-SNA1,L CS.

you JusT 6401 tok
GIVE ME SUMP'N TO
HELP ME GLHEP-,,

•.4141.

,

29 Eat 6 Drink
$1,282,000
1,307,000
1,791,000
2,386,000
2,584,000
2,609,000
2,302,000

6 Drug Stores
$
576,000
598,000
711,000
947,000
1,026,000
1,036,000
975,000*

*Loss of 5$ Sales

What's available
Frank \lam
a
realtor, said that ti
homes ailahlc in the
in tlic 511.0041-SI 2.1101
lint. Ii,- .aith th
plciih a% inhibit-. I lic
.tilturbia
crcatcd a
tor ,i1,1 homes in the
said.
"I'coplc who neker
to Ilse in
/ Its has, /
I kli

and N ,
.1 111111-4', Ii,u1 ha%

I

rl

.14111.11is

.11111
11111
,
11
,
d

. .1i

Abriti
n-tAi- voN
'
\ -AN'CAUSED '10'
vo'uoNiiN'
TO RETIRE FUS1
CUPS TH'
COMP`I-TISI-AUN
WORLD
UNDEFEATED
OVER- -
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a way of showing movies with the house lights on, I'm a dead
duck
I keep a clean house, am a competent mother, and I
work part-time to supplement our income. [With 12 at dinner
every night, I have to 1 I also have a sense of humor. How
else would I have survived? - SIX MONTHS YOUNGER
CONFIDENTIAL TO "A SCHOLAR AT U. C. L. A.": ft
won't help you to be 100 years ahead ef your time, if you are
a month behind in your rent
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700. Los Angeles, Cal.
10069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
eovelope.

She can't lick
stamp problem

Hate to write letters" Send si to Abby. Box 69700. Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letters for All Occasions."

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I see a lot of your readers are "sports
widows." That's rough But until a woman has become a
"stamp widow," she doesn't know what misery is. Sports are
seasonal and there is a limit to the amount of time and
money they take, but a staalp collector is something else.
We have stamp albums, stamp literature and stamp
hinges all over the place. Also. cigar boxes filled with loose
stamps. He corresponds With stamp collecting pen pals all
over the world, and he reads their boring letters to me.
I didn't know he was a stamp collector until after I
married him. Then it turns out he's been collecting stamps
since he was 8 years old. Not only does he collect stamps, he
buys collections from other collectors. It's like a disease.
How,can I stamp out stamps"
—STAMPEDED
DEAR STAMPEDED: Why try to stamp out stamps?
It's the only hobby you can lick!
DEAR ABBY: What would you do if the day before your
birthday your husband said to you. "Honey, do me a favor
and go buy yourself a birthday gift and a card to go with it.
I'll give you the money for it."
I told him I really didn't need anything, so I said, "Why
don't you just pick up some roses for me?" Then he said,
"Aw, heck, they don't last, and you know the price of roses
nowadays."
So, Abby. I didn't buy- myself anything, and he didn't get
me anything either. And to top it off, he didn't even wish me
a happy birthday So what would you do next birthday?
—PUZZLED.BUT HAPPY

A GOOD LANDING IS ONE YOU CAN CUM' DOWN FROM — The light Piper is „ resting atop an oak and a maple near Hancock, Mass., and pilot Antonio porazio,
54, and passenger Daniel McDade shinnied darn hardly the worse for wear. The
Rhode Islanders—Dorazio from North- Providence and McDade from Lincoln —
were returning from a flight to Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Cities are strangled
by flock to suburbs
TRENTON. NI 1. (UPI) - Schmalzbach. "We're looking
Are cities languishing in the to make good mortgage loans.
absence of new housing conThere are no 'residency rt,struction? Trenton, for one, is. quirements, he said, and
It may not be untypical.
Real estate men, bankers
and builders agree that there is
practically no new construction of homes in the city
'proper. The suburbs, however,
are a different story.
"The city has been relatives ly dead for a number of ycars.said Richard Schmalzbach,
president of New Jersey National Bank. "Where the action
is is in the suburbs.- Most small municipalities in
the area "seem to'be provessive and -aggressive enough to
encourage subdivision, said
Schmalzhach.
"Thr city itself is almost
isolated,- agreed Tom Dudash,
a sales representative for
Churchill Green, Inc., a Trenton construction firm.
"Flyerybody wants to leave
the city,'" he said. "so - there's-not much construction there..
%lost of the ciinstruction is in
the townships
Lawrence,
Ewing and Hamilton.Dudish said 136404 i,f the'n
homes being built- ate -onefamily houses which sell for
between $35,000 and $45,000.

would-be borrowers need not
he bank customers.
His bank, he said, like nio.st
in the area, requires a 25 per
eery; down PaPinefit Alit VEM140411.
tional mortgages, and will oc-i
rept no mortgages foc periods
longer than 25 yearS.

-People oho nu% ..r %%anted
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11
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oddly . has
act nails II II /....11.• If 11111rtgii01.
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11%1011111..
'.111111.11/11.10'11 -.MI 111.1i 1111111
Januar%
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...t...• I.%
..1.....-1 all arc.0
bankth.•
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It 1...r crof
c00% coll.
ou,rigag,-..

DF
•AR ABBY. My husband made sure I didn't miss your
column about the wife who is constantly mistaken for
hubby's mother. That's our situation.
I wish I could get together with the woman who wrote it.
We could have a good cry together. I. too, am fat and gray. I
have had 10 children in 14 years. so it's no wonder I have
aged so. My husband never believed in birth control. He also
never believed ill giving me any help once they were brought
into the world. He thinks tha! because he supports them
[financially] his duty is dom.., ;
I have known 401- a long time that my husband is
ashamed of the way I look_ We hardly ever socialize. I do get
an occasional invitation to the movies, but if they ever devise

But. lie
bank- Jootol
that
-a u, moo:.
hum ii
Ilfrot additional
Istott..5- to 10.111.
hir bank ionk iii, 1,•.n1
tlic third y.....k in January and broke tlic It per
harrier, lie said . • "red
rate- to 71.: per cent which
spurred on the attiarr..y
••e- o Mc open now

5'

Soybean Growers;

No one soybean herbicide performs well in all soil types. But in the light to medium
soils of our area, Du Pont "Lorox" outperforms ther& all. .
You can control both broadleaf weeds and grasses with economical "Lorox". For
example, 2 pounds (typical rate for 2% silt loam soils) can be band treated for about
52/acre; broadcast for $6.
With any chemicals, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefully.
Contact us tor more datalls and your supply of -Lorox-.

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
103 Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1933

TOIILIMIT QUANTITIES

Natural Strength
REALEMON
natural strength

CO N TAC
CAPSULES
Relief from
hay fever.

Para-Gard
TOILET BOWL
DEODORANT

16-oz. Bottle
Reg. 594

8 oz
Plastic Bottle Florida's
favorite suntan oil.

EVEREADY
9-VOLT

TRANSISTOR
BATTERY

EXTRA:An

anti-perspirant
sprays
SALE

cur
INF(IN AT 11 IN

• Union College,'Schenectady,
N.Y., was the first college in
America to introduce science .
courees as an alternative to the
old classical curriculum.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

A111111)

,Clearasil.

COMEUPPANCE FOR ALMIGHTY DOLLAR—This refusal
of U.S. dollars by a bank in Frankfurt, West Germany,
is a policy repeated in other European nations to stem
the tide of Ameeieem4noney.

DEAR PUZZLED: I am glad you are also "Happy,"
because there is no way of injecting "sentiment" into a
spouse who is utterly devoid of it. You could try to make
him understand how delighted you'd be with just a card of
his own choosing, but if you have to hit him over the head
to remind him to "remember" you—forget it.

Buy Both (*scented
1Iegrihdr

-What's available
Frank Nlancuso. a Trenton
traitor, said that the only
homes as ailable in the city are
in the $.8.000-$ I 2.000 rangy.
Rot. he said, there are
plenty aVailable:
rsocitts to
soitorhia ha, created a market
for old hotirf. in the city, he

NOL SAYS NO—Gen. Loss
Nol, who resigned ail Combas:lion prime minister
nearby two weeks ago, has
declined to form a new
government utilizing three
autonomous premiers to
permit him only an hour a
day's work. Lon Nol is partially paralyzed from a
stroke he suffered.::.

9 VOLT
555SISTOP
3AT Tiny

70 Assorted Bandages
by Johnsen & Johnson

No. 216
Sale

r•5so of

Roo!, Scull—Ike roily
polly whIrly burley rock
em sock ern desk pen
holder troth a genuine
aspermate Den rn .1 Ifs a
trangudozer And a hyena
laer All kInds of good
th,ngs routed ,nto one
Roil, Soul, The new pen
holder that s a ball

CLEARASIL
Cream
Medication

HEAD & SHOULDERS

SKIN TONE

SHAMPOO
SALE

Or

WHITE VANISHING CREAM
1 2 oz Tube
4-oz. bottle or
YOUR CHOICE
2-oz. Spray Mist

Assorted Colors
CALIT.0a

Reg. 59' each
Sale

•
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WIGGINS FURNITURE
Morning 8 O'clock

Biggest Sale of the Year Begins Thursday

United Press

50.00 WORTH OF MERCHANDISE TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT END OF SALE!
You do not have to be present to win, but you must register.

George I
Tourney

Hotpoint Automatic

MAPLE FINISH BEDROOM SUITE
4-PIECE
WROUGHT IRON LAWN SET 1 Set
2-PIECE
VINYL SOFA & CHAIR

Only $9995

3-PIECE

Only

Regular '37995
Only

$28495

Regular 1379"
$27995

Price Begins At

99(p

Lay-Away Your . . .

For FATHER'S DAY . . .

sq. yd.

TOADSTOOLS
'
ColorsFrom
To
Choose

$10°° Off Regular Price
7-PIECE

$7995 and up

69

Including Headboard iMaple or White), Metal Frame,
Medium Firm Box Sprittkand Mattress.$
95

BOX SPRINGS and
MATTRESS
Price Begins at $6995 set

Complete Set Only

I

$15995

_
SET OF BEDDING
— KING SIZE

Complete With Frame

Only $

Both Only

59995

WIGGINS
FURNITURE
21
/
2 Miles North of Murray on 641
Open 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Big Parking Lot At South End Of Store
Phone 7,53.4566

Only 1
Left!

HOTPOINT RANGES

All Reduced for This Sale!
We Have Now In Stock,
Ready for Delivery. • •
FREE ICE
CREAM
FREEZER
with each
air conditioner
sold til
May 31st!

.,000 BTU
18,000 BTU
24,000 BTU
21,000 BTU
12,000 BTU
8,000 BTU

HOTPOINT
AIR
CONDITIONERS

Free Freezer Offer Below Expires May 31st . . .
Get Your Air Conditioner Now!

yourcool
and eat It,too!
GET A FREE ELECTRIC
ICE CREAM MAKER
quart ice cream and sherbet maker
in'smart Americana (Red White Blue) design
Brings exica fun to parties and picnics all year long
youR,S FREE WITH PURCHASE OF ANY
HOTPOINT AIR CONDITIONER
A 519 95 RETAIL VALUE'
NIL)se 4

with Hutches to Match - Light or Dark Finishes

-

Portable

6995

SOLID OAK DINING ROOM SUITES

BUFFETT and HUTCH

Oer geed friend Jam
writes that he Is 88
of last Friday. He w
May 7, 1852 on Sunds

r

DINETTE SETS $7995
and up

MAPLE FINISH TABLE
6 CHAIRS

MAPLE FINISH

AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

wit SSD12

Seen&H
Arounl
Murra‘

Says be remembers di
in Murray. It was loc
/fr. Brausa's harness
to be.'There were no
that time, he says, b
doctors in and arou
*old come to the
perform surgery se
Cape. The dentist
dome to the home,pu
replace them "with a
Choppers".

per sq. yd.

Only $595

While They
Are On Sale

Lots of Models To Choose From
Hotpoint Deluxe

$19995

Only

30" Ranges-40" Ranges—Service Units—Built-In Ovens—Hoods

NYLON SHAG
CARPET

RECLINERS

More than 100 ladi
Eour-stat: area of We
are expected to panic
Rh annual George
Invitational golf tou
he Calloway Count
11urray, June 2.
Invitations have b
he ladles of 92 clubs
and one of the largest
irief history of the 18day event is expecte
Mrs. Norma Fra

Upright or Chest

12 Cu. Ft. REFRIGERATOR

By Berkline

Mc:icor
Coveting

GOLD VELVET COUCH

Big Selection of

I
$ 1 4995
wit
On.y

FREEZERS

HOTPOINT

SOFA & CHAIR

All Greatly Reduced!

TWIN BED

LW802

Beautiful Gold Naugahyde Spanish

SOFAS & CHAIRS

Only

LB802

Ur HOTPOINT
$9495 AUTOMATIC WASHER

'100.00 OFF on most of our Finer Pecan and
Oak 3 & 4 Pc. Bedroom Suites!!
Big Selection of
TRADITIONAL - EARLY
AMERICAN and SPANISH

$9995

Special!

ELECTRIC DRYER

r- The Prin
Source of
In Murra3
Calloway(

fie meved with a s
NOM and everything c
to be done in the
minutes. Thanks
always glad to hear

Fellow asked us the
we thought it walk
raining. We told h
always had.

Frustration is about a
anything we know of

lifgluning Sunday i
eight cents to mail
letter. It will cost as n
a letter to South Fifti
does to California.

"The vocation-Sally tra
during his workins
realize a return of fro
$40,000 for every $1,1
in his vocational eche
Bulletin of the Na
School Boards Assoc

A Scotsman asked ths
loan of a dollar and w
have to pay four per c
at the end of the
security, he offered 0
S. bonds. The bank a
bonds and gave tb
dollar.
At the end of th
Scotsman was back v
and four cents to clesu
and asked for the n
bonds. Upon returnir
banker remarked, "1
to be inquisitive, bu
have all those bonds,
have to borrow a ela
"Well," said the
know of any other wa:
the use of a safety del
four cents a yeas.'"

RMIIIIIIIIIRE1911111111=

WHEN YOU BUY
ANY HOTPOINT ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
VALVE-PRICED PORTA,COOL AIR CONDIfIONRR
• 6,000 BTU cooling
115 volt plugin
operation

• Parmanently lubricated fan

• gu•k,Mount side

• Five position air director

panels
and center balance design
speed easy rIn it yourself
inst•iiation

• Top air discharge

• Rust-Guardian ilinisW
• Aluminum rear grille

• Lighter weight

• Quiet rotary compressor

• Tilt out titter. easy ii
rCOOP e leer aPli r role,

•

rctip= AA

The Weal

1=====eleeb

Occasional rain an
thundershowers east
Kentucky ending ea
The weather will be -1
and tonight with littl
temperatures Frida
western section tods
east portion tonight.
afternoon and Frida
Lows tonight mostly

carry home
carton

just $15995

OFFER LIMITED— SCOOP IT UP TODAY!
-

EXTENDED 01
Mostly fair Saturc
Monday.
Warmii
beginning Sunday
Lows Saturday in t
Sunday ana Monday t
Atle, Hight Weida
fies and low 7-0s rising
.70s and low 110s Mon

